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AB3THACT
The significance of a wall conceived and competently 
executed paraonnal administration program ia now generally 
raoognisad as a distinctIts faatura of oontemporaxy indus­
trial opsrations in tha Unitad States. Perhaps no other 
faotor influancaa suoh a program mora than capable leader­
ship. At present, tha development of suoh laadarship ia 
ona of tha most oruoial questions in tha sntirs fiald of 
paraonnal administration as it has laggad behind tha 
tschnieal phases of personnel management. This dissertation 
is addressed to the formulation of a program designed to 
provide tha means for developing those individuals who 
aspire to a career of laadarship in personnel administration.
Literature published in tha paraonnal administration 
fiald was reviewed in an attempt to provide tha proper 
historical perspective for this etudy and to outline tha 
functions of a Mtypioalw personnel department. In addition, 
135 ohief personnel officers of industrial concerns in the 
United States employing 10,000 or more employees were sur­
veyed through the medium of a mall questionnaire in order 
to gather opinions from practicing personnel managers on the 
subject of leadership development.
xvii
xriii
The evolutionary transition whioh has occurred in 
ths psrsonnsl fiald lias served to establish it as an intsgral 
part of ths industrial soon# today* This transition has loft 
sons irrsTsrslhls offsets on ths psrsonnsl function and hones 
on its present-day leadership*
Sinos quality leadership is so vital to the suoeess 
of a personnel department's activities, there exists a need 
for formal development of this leadership. Although there 
is lack of oomplete agreement on the content of a develop­
ment program, there seems to be little doubt that there is 
need for seme type of foxmal program for the development 
of prospective personnel managers.
A distinct body of knowledge applicable to the 
personnel field has been oolleoted, and it is generally 
useful for the performance of personnel activities regard­
less of the environment within which they are performed.
One way this knowledge can be transmitted is by means of 
foxmal course work to participants in the development program 
outlined in this study.
Although it is desirable for a personnel manager to 
poasess some work experience, it appears that a high-quality 
education is of more value to the potential personnel manager. 
The respondents to the questionnaire appeared to be evenly 
divided in their sentiments regarding the desirability of a 
"professional" versus a "liberal" education for prospeotive
xlx
personnel u n a i t n .  Using this sample of opinion as a 
bass, it appsars logloal to proposs a development progran 
which contains both professional sad liberal aspsets of 
education. Meny foross haws a bearing on one's oareer as 
a personnel managers consequently, a foznal education oan 
not guarantee suooess in that oapaoltj area though it cer­
tainly removes one obstacle.
The program contained in Chapter IT incorporates 
provisions for both sduoation and work experisnos facets 
of development. The program is designed to provide a frame­
work for developing potential personnel managers to the 
point where they are capable of competently administering 
what has evolved as the oomplex peraonnel function in the 
environment whioh characterises the contemporary American 
industrial scene.
INTRODUCTION
The entire field of labor relatione hae been the 
subject of much attention in the United States with 
particular emphasis on the role of the personnel function 
dating from about the time of World War I. Even though 
scholars and businessmen alike recognized the existence of 
the function before that time, it was not until this 
country was faced with increased demands on its productive 
capacity and a shortage of qualified employees, which was 
due in part to the needs of the military, that any serious 
concern was given to the role of the personnel function in 
the industrial order. Since that time, however, the place 
of this important function has become well recognized in 
all phases of organized activity. Not all firms which 
recognize the existence of the function have organized 
separate departments for its execution, but regardless of 
whether it is performed by a particular department or 
whether the responsibility for the function is diffused 
throughout the organization structure, its contribution to 
the accomplishment of enterprise objectives is rarely 
minimized. The content of the specific personnel program 
will vary from company to company, but the function itself
2seems to be well established and reoognized at the present 
time.
With the emphasis on the personnel function hare 
come many problems ranging from its role in the enterprise 
to the delineation of responsibility for its performance. 
There have been many articles written and speeches deliv­
ered on practically every facet of the activity. There 
seems to be at least one major segment which has been 
minimized in these expositions, however, and that is the 
development of the people who will manage this vital 
function. The majority of these discussions treat this 
developmental activity only as it applies to the operative 
phases of the function. If it is true that the personnel 
function is necessary, and it now seems to be well agreed 
that it is, then it appears important to devote attention 
to the development of managers who will be responsible for 
the execution of the activities which make up the function.
PURPOSE OP THE STUDY
It is the primary purpose of this study to justify 
the need for developing personnel managers and, based on 
the results of the interpretation of both primary and 
secondary data, to recommend a broad-scale program for 
developing these managers. It is believed that this is of 
vital concern not only to the personnel function but to 
the entire field of business as well. It would be impossible
3to develop a standardized development program whioh could 
be utilized under all circumstances and In all types of 
business; however, It Is believed that there are general 
recommendations which could be adapted easily to fit any 
particular situation which might be encountered* Although 
the main objective of this study is to recommend a program 
for developing personnel managers, this is not feasible 
until the need for such development is justified*
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study concerns itself only with the formula­
tion of a program designed specifically for the development 
of personnel managers and does not attempt to present a 
general program for the development of all managers. The 
study doubtless contains general techniques of development 
which are now being used or which could be used in other 
areas, but no attempt is made to emphasize this fact nor 
to modify the basic program to suit the needs of other 
types of management development.
Since the study does concern itself with a devel­
opment program for personnel managers, it is recognized 
that the full benefit of the program can only be realized 
by those companies which are sufficiently large to justify 
the existence of a personnel department. Even though it is 
realized that the personnel function is universal in all 
types and sizes of organizations, no attention will be given
4to the training of people who do not ocoupy managerial 
positions* It follows, then, that the program is designed 
primarily for use by those oompanles whioh have formal 
personnel departments.
The study is not confined to any particular 
geographic area or industry type but represents a cross- 
section of both. It is felt that such restrictions as 
mentioned would unduly limit the value of the program and 
would cast serious doubt on one of its basic foundations—  
general applicability of the principles of personnel 
management. The recommended development program is based 
principally on interpretation of primary data obtained 
from personnel managers representing a cross-section of 
industry in the United States.
The study does not make a detailed analysis of any 
particular program which might be employed now by a given 
organization. It is recognized, however, that the contrib­
utors to the study doubtless relied on the content of 
development programs used in their respective companies in 
making their suggestions.
METHODOLOGY
The material which serves as the basis of this 
investigation came from both primary and secondary sources. 
The majority of the secondary data was obtained from a 
survey of the literature published in the field since 1920,
5because it is thought that information printed prior to 
this time would be largely outdated and thus for the most 
part inapplicable due to the rapid changes whioh have been 
taking place in the field of personnel management.
Primary data are used in support of the bulk of the 
study and were secured mainly from results of mall ques­
tionnaires supplemented by a limited number of personal 
interviews conducted with personnel managers selected at 
random in the Baton Rouge area. These interviews served 
primarily aB a pilot study to validate the questionnaire 
prior to its actual use.
The questionnaires were sent to 246 personnel 
managers of industrial firms in the United States employing 
10,000 or more employees. The 137 returns greatly aided 
the writer in formulating the development program whioh is 
contained in Chapter IV. These questionnaires also are the 
foundation for the organization of Chapter II which deals 
with formal education aspects of the proposed development 
program and Chapter III which treats the work experience 
phases of the program.
The greater part of the study is based on primary 
data because it is believed xhat such data are superior 
to secondary sources which would yield at best only the 
basis for analysis of existing programs and would, therefore, 
be inadequate for the foundation of the proposed development
6program. Only Chapter I, which discusses the role of the 
personnel manager, is founded basically on secondary data.
CHAPTER I
THE ROLE OP THE PERSONNEL MANAGER
Even though the field of personnel administration 
is still relatively young, it has already experienced a 
series of developments which have left a marked effect on 
it. The purpose of this chapter is to trace briefly the 
history of these developments in order to set the back­
ground against which the need for proper education and 
training of the personnel manager can be discussed. It 
is believed that this evolutionary growth must be placed 
in perspective to understand its effects on the changing 
concepts of the place which personnel administration has 
occupied and the role it now plays in the industrial 
order. This chapter presents this background and explores 
the need for developing the managers who hold the respon­
sibility for proper execution of the personnel function.
THE EVOLUTION OP PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
Since personnel management concerns itself in the 
final analysis with the cultivation and maintenance of 
labor-management relations, it is believed that a brief 
look at the changing position of labor will aid in
7
8understanding contemporary personnel management problems. 
This historical survey traces the evolutionary change of 
personnel relations from slavery up to the advent of 
collective bargaining and the emphasis on interpersonal 
relations. This history is presented merely for background 
purposes and is not intended to be a justification for the 
existence of a personnel department.
The Era of Slave Labor
As one might expect, personnel management as it is 
thought of today did not exist during the time when men 
were slaves of their master. Men then were looked upon as 
items of property and were treated as such. The treatment 
of slaves varied from time to time, but history reveals 
that the typical master-slave relationships were far from 
humane by present-day standards.
The deplorable conditions of the time naturally 
contributed to the slaves' lack of interest in production. 
Without any positive incentive, slaves did only the mini­
mum work necessary to avoid punishment. Certainly slavery 
as a political and socio-economic device left much to be 
desired and so contributed to its downfall.
The Era of Serfdom
Although the distinction made between a slave and 
a serf was one of degree, there was some improvement in the
9status of workers under serfdom. Unlike a slave, the serf 
did enjoy certain rights and privileges which had been 
denied the slave.
The serf represented a hybrid between the slave 
and the free laborer. The serf did have some incentive 
for work since the more he could produce beyond his rent 
to the lord, the better he could provide for his family.
The period of serfdom, which terminated near the 
end of the fifteenth century, was a time when the manor 
occupied the center of activity and production was 
agriculture-oriented. With the crude developments of 
manufacturing came the end of the era of serfdom and the 
beginning of the Guild System.
The Guild System
The development of crude manufacturing brought 
the accululation of laborers in cities, and there began a 
movement among them to organize into associations or guilds 
in order to improve working conditions. These guilds were 
designed to set quality standards for the individual crafts 
and to limit the number of workers engaged in the craft, 
chiefly accomplished by regulating the conditions of 
apprent ice shi p•^
■^ Uale Yoder, Personnel Management and Industrial 
gelations (Fourth Edition: llnglewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956)» PP* 37-38.
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Employee-employer relations were very simple but 
rigidly defined under the Guild System. The master worked 
at the same bench with his journeymen and apprentices and 
there was much personal contact between the "manager" (the 
master) and his "employees" (journeymen and apprentices). 
Thus, there was no need for a personnel department in the 
small establishments with such close contact between 
master and worker. This period, like the preceding two, 
was characterized by a complete lack of personnel manage­
ment as it is known today. With the advent of the 
Industrial Revolution the cleft between management and 
worker began to widen.
The Industrial Revolution
The change from the Guild System to the factory 
system was made possible by the invention of new devices 
which made mass production practicable. The birth of the 
Industrial devolution further accentuated the initial gap 
between working classes and an employer class. Then, for 
the first time, there were large numbers of working people 
in the employ of an ownership group who managed their work 
as well as furnished their tools.
The factory system brought the first large aggre­
gations of workers under one roof. The large numbers of 
people made it impractical to maintain the personal contacts 
between owner and employee that had characterized the
11
previous periods. The rapid growth of labor difficulties 
was spurred on by the Introduction of the factory system. 
The employment of women and children was commonplace 
because they worked for even cheaper wages than men, but 
the government assumed that it could do nothing by means 
of statutory regulations to improve the status of the wage- 
eamer and that the employer could not injure him. deeds 
of unrest began to grow which eventually matured into the 
labor unions and government regulations that are so well 
known today. So, even with the addition of the right to 
contract and the right to select places of employment, 
labor relations during the time of the Industrial Revolu­
tion still left much to be desired.
The Impact of the Corporation
Inventions which made the Industrial Revolution 
possible also contributed to the rise of a different form 
of business organization, the corporation. This form of 
organization featured management of the business by a group 
of people hired by the owners for the primary purpose of 
operating the business profitably.
These managers were required to operate the 
business at a profit from which returns could be paid to 
the owners. In order to do this, attention had to be given 
to the cost factors of which labor represented a sizable 
portion. Management naturally preferred to obtain maximum
12
effort from employees with relatively low wages in order 
to contribute to the profit goal. This goal of management 
was for the most part contrary to those of the working 
force and this led to all degrees of industrial conflict. 
The primary purpose for the development of personnel 
management was to minimize, if not eliminate, the areas
of conflict caused by the widening gap between worker and
2
owner interests. The corporate form of business organi­
zation thus magnified the need for the personnel function 
which was given perhaps its first formal recognition by 
Frederick W. Taylor, the father of the Scientific Manage­
ment movement.
Scientific Management
The turn of the twentieth century witnessed the 
development of a movement which was called "Scientific 
Management." Frederick W. Taylor, founder of the movement, 
believed that management problems could be solved scienti­
fically by the use of time study; and this belief became 
the primary foundation of the movement. Taylor made the 
following comment on the importance of time study to 
Scientific Management:
What the writer wishes particularly 
to emphasize is that this whole system rests
^Gordon S. Watkins, Labor Management (Chicago: 
A. W. Shaw Company, 1928), p. 42.
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upon an accurate and scientific study of 
unit times, which is by far the most ,
important element in scientific management.
By accurately timing the performance of each task, manage­
ment could set a realistic work standard for every worker. 
Management, then, was knowing exactly what the men should 
do, and then seeing that they do it in the best and 
cheapest way. Time study, therefore, was viewed as the 
chief means of learning exactly what men were capable of 
doing.
Taylor concentrated his efforts at the lower levelB 
of the organization structure and devoted his energies to
the construction of a science for every task. He
advocated that the best workmen should be selected for 
their respective tasks and that:
. . . management . . . take over
and perform much of the work which is now
left to the men; almost every act of the 
workman should be preceded by one or more 
preparatory acts of management which enable 
him to do his work better and quicker than 
he otherwise could. And each man should 
daily be taught by and receive the most 
friendly help from those who are over him, 
instead of being, at the one extreme, driven 
or coerced by his bosses, and atethe other 
left to his own unaided devices.
*
^Frederick W. Taylor, Shop Management (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, I312J, p. 5o.
^See Frederick W. Taylor, Shop Mgngggmsnt, pp. 85-91 
and Frederick W. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Manage­
ment (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1911}, pp. 41- 
57 and 64—72 for some examples of these efforts*
'’Frederick tf. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific 
Management, op. cit.. p. 26. 'J
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these preparatory acts consisted of determining and 
teaching the workmen the most productive motions which 
were least tiring to them.
Scientific management was viewed as a philosophy 
which was the combination of four principles of management:
First. The development of- a true 
science. Second. The scientific selection 
of the workman. Third. His scientific educa­
tion and development. Fourth. Intimate 
friendly co-operation between the management 
and the men.®
Scientific management required a complete reversal of 
thinking about the problems of management and stressed the 
value of gradual change. Although unions resisted his 
plan, Taylor never experienced a strike by the people 
working under scientific management.
Scientific management was the first concerted 
attempt to apply a rational method to the solution of the 
problems of management and doubtless made an invaluable 
contribution to the discharge of the duties of today's 
management groups. There still remained the need to under­
stand better the human element in an industrial setting, 
and this became the task of the industrial psychologists.
Industrial Psychology
Scientific management created a considerable interest 
in the problem of worker-job relationships. Although most
6Ibid.. p. 130.
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of the pioneers of the scientific management movement 
devoted their attention to the physical aspects of these 
relationships, there were some psychologists who believed 
that the mental and emotional aspects of the problem were 
of paramount importance. The father of the application of 
psychology to problems of worker-job relationships was
M
Hugo Munsterberg who, as early as 1912, laid the foundation
for the study of the effect of individual differences on
7these relationships.
The primary objective of industrial psychology is 
the prediction of employee behavior so that the proper 
work environment can be provided to stimulate maximum 
production. Psychological tests were used for determining 
the correct placement of employees into the work environ­
ment, and it was believed by the industrial psychologists 
that employees could be "molded" into the environment 
which was most conducive to obtaining the company objectives. 
Herbert Moore made the following comment on the subject:
The value of psychology to the world 
of business and industry is determined by the 
contribution that it can make to an under­
standing of the human forces that operate 
when people are brought together under the 
speoific demands and controls that the business 
and industrial worlds make necessary.8
'Morris S. Viteles, Industrial Psychology (Hew York: 
W, W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1932), p. vii.
^Herbert Moore, Psychology for Business and Industry 
(Second Edition* New York: McGraw-riill Book company, Inc.,
1942), p. 1.
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Morris S. Vitelee complemented Moore*s belief when he 
observed that the Industrial psychologist " . • . is 
primarily interested In human happiness and only secondarily 
in human efficiency; although he recognizes the intimate
among Individuals. Management is interested in this dis­
cipline as a device to help maximize efficiency and worker 
satisfaction because management muBt not only select a 
worker capable of performing a particular task but also 
one who possesses the proper temperament to perform the 
task without boredom. The extent to which this is accom­
plished is a measure of the success of the personnel 
placement function.^
Industrial psycology has aided management in 
recognizing and making U3e of individual differences by 
perfecting tests of various types, aiding in the establish­
ment of training programs, and in conducting experiments 
on matters of wages, fatigue, merit ratings, and morale.
By the end of World War I, personnel management had 
become fairly well established as part of the industrial 
scene. Personnel managers were making U3e of the scientific
Q
association between the two."^
Industrial psychology is a study of the differences
7Viteles, o£. cit.. p. 25.
^Joseph Tiffin, Industrial Psychology 
Edition; New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 194-7; 
(Second
, p. 1.
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approach advocated by Taylor as well as drawing upon the 
benefits of industrial psychology. These were perhaps the 
most significant developments in personnel management 
during the period of the Pirst World War, and it oan be 
observed that the field of personnel management as it is 
known today had its birth during this time. The 1920 decade 
brought the age of paternalism to personnel management.
Thg Erg of Paternalism
Although the 1920 decade is generally considered 
as the golden age of paternalism, Robert Owen, as early as 
1825, advocated that more attention be given to people 
instead of machines.^ Owen believed that by improving 
the worker's position in both industry and the community, 
more productive effort could be obtained than by concen­
trating on improving machinery, as most of his contem­
poraries maintained. As a result of his beliefs, Owen was 
quite active in social reform and was even instrumental in 
founding a communal living plan in New Harmony, Indiana 
which proved unsuccessful, however. For his work in the 
field of personnel relations, Robert Owen has been called 
the father of personnel management even though most of his 
work and beliefs would be labeled "paternalistic" by 
present-day standards.
^Robert Owen, A New View of Society (New Yorks
E. P. Dutton & Co., IncT ■,-i52Trrpp: T-rsT"
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During the 1920's the growth of personnel depart­
ments accelerated. Many of these departments stressed 
paternalism in their programs in order to prevent workers 
from joining national unions. Employee representation 
plans, which were in effect company-sponsored unions, were 
cultivated carefully to keep employees satisfied and to 
discourage any move on their part to associate with 
"outside" unions.
The personnel managers of those companies practicing 
paternalistic employee relations were expected to he pri­
marily "good humor" men. Their training, therefore, was
designed to qualify them to ". . . convince employees of
12the beneficence of the employer." However, those 
companies which did not follow paternalistic practices were 
in better condition to weather the Btonn of the Great 
Depression which was soon to follow. In essence it can be 
said that paternalism failed because it was unilateral in 
that the company tried to do for the worker what he should 
do for himself.
The Great Depression
The primary effect of the depressed conditions of 
the 1930 decade was the readjustment of the attitude toward 
the role of personnel management. The business conditions
12Yoder, ojd. cit.. p. 48.
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of that time were so severe as to cause a complete cessation 
of many businesses and a considerable readjustment in the 
programs of the remaining ones. This meant a re-evaluation 
of personnel management in general with the result that 
personnel activities were severely reduced or entirely 
eliminated in many enterprises.
It must be remembered also that this period 
witnessed unprecedented labor legislation covering almost 
all facets of employer-employee relations. These regula­
tions also helped change the personnel department policies 
by forcing the adoption of programs in conjunction with 
national unions.
The developments of the period of the Great 
Depression served to further the shift away from pater­
nalism and to magnify the bilateral approach with unions. 
This change in personnel philosophy and practice ushered 
in the so-called era of "human relations" in personnel 
management.
The Bra of Human Relations
Even though the human relations philosophy has 
governed the evolution of personnel management only since 
194-5, ^  it had its beginning in 1927 when Elton Kayo,
^Kelth Davis, Human Relations in Business (New 
York: McGraw-xiill Book Company, fnc., T§57Ji p. 7.
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F. J. Roethlisberger, and mf. J. Die ice on set the background
when they conducted the famous experiment at the Western
Electric Company's Hawthorne works in Chicago. Mayo and
his associates discovered in this experiment that ".. .
the improvement in production, theyQthe officers in charge
of the experimen£J believe is not very directly related to
rest pauses and other innovations. It reflects rather a
freer and more pleasant working environment, a supervisor
14-who is not regarded as a 'boss,' a 'higher morale.'"
The primary value of this experiment has been its emphasis
15on the human side of organization. Previous to the 
Hawthorne study, the working man was considered an indi­
vidual who reacted to industrial stimuli on a purely 
individualistic basis.^ The Hawthorne study indicated, 
however, that worker attitudes were of such magnitude that
changes in conditions of work did not necessarily result
17in changes in output. This study also revealed three
14-Elton Mayo, The Human Problems of an Industrial 
Organization (Second Edition; Boston: DivTsTon or Research,
Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard 
University, 1933), p. 75.
^See P. J. Roethlisberger and W. J. Dickson, 
Management and the Worker (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1939), pp. 554-562.
^rf. F. Whyte, "Human Relations Theory— A Progress 
Report," Harvard Business Review. XXXIV, No. 5 (oeptember- 
October, 1956J, p. l£e>.
17Roethlisberger and Dickson, oj>. cit., p. 572.
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major human problems to which management must address 
itself: problems involving communication and control,
problems of human adjustment within the formal organiza­
tion structure, and problems arising out of changes in the
18social, or informal, organization.
From its beginning with the Hawthorne experiment, the 
study of human relations has been the seat of much additional 
research. Most of these early studies revealed what was not
true about human behavior in industry rather than what was
iq
true, however. J The central theme of the findings of 
these studies ha3 been this: management must recognize
the complexities of the social relationships within a 
business setting and recognize further that although money 
is a powerful 3timulu3, it is futile to attempt to designate 
it as the prime motivator. Thus, management could no longer 
view labor as a mere factor of production to be rewarded 
in like manner with land and capital. Management must 
provide something more than money as a stimulator, for most 
workers desire to have some voice in the management of the 
company and unilateral decision making by management makes 
the realization of this desire impossible.
The advocates of the human relations approach 
propose that the urge of participation can be satisfied
18Ibid., p. 578.
lh
7Whyte, ££. cit., p. 125.
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only through a thorough understanding of Informal 
relationships within the formal organization structure, 
and this understanding can be obtained through the study 
of inter-personal relations.
Though It was formerly maintained that human 
relations could be reduced to an exact science, it is now 
widely believed that this is not possible. Indeed, Knowles 
makes the following comment on the matter:
If anything, some human-relations 
specialists now tend to go to the other 
extreme and proclaim that true understanding 
of human behavior is subconscious, subjective, 
and non-rational, rather than intellectual.
There tends to be an anti-intellectual, mysti­
cal element in present-day human relations.
Even if it is impossible to develop an exact science of 
human relations, modem management must be aware of the 
uniqueness of the human element in the enterprise setting 
and continue to make strides in drawing upon the research 
that has been done in the area rather than blindly follow­
ing the "factor of production" treatment of labor. Manage­
ment now must employ all resources available in order to 
understand and make better use of men at work in a social 
rather than a purely mechanical environment. This phil­
osophy continues to be important up to the present time and
20William H. Knowles, "Human Relations in Industry: 
Research and Concepts," I. L. Heckman, Jr. and 3. G. 
Huneryager, Human Relations in Management (Cincinnati: South­
western Publishing do.'/ 'lnc., 19^0) , p. 738.
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is a major contribution to the study of human relations as 
an approach to personnel management.
Results of the Evolution
There appears to have been an evolutionary change 
in the attitude toward the personnel function. Prior to the 
1930 decade, management generally looked upon labor as a 
pliable factor of production which could be molded into the 
pattern required for efficient machine operation. Manage­
ment was the sole decision-maker and believed that the 
financial incentive was adequate to enlist worker loyalty, 
morale, and productivity. No doubt Frederick W. Taylor's 
emphasis on the engineering approach, coupled with the 
"manipulative' practices of the industrial psychologists 
and the findings of the Hawthorne study, added strength to 
the development of the "factor of production" philosophy of 
personnel management. There is, no doubt, still a great 
number of managers who adhere to these beliefs and continue 
to practice them with varying degrees of success.
The 1930 decade wnich brought government legisla­
tion in an unprecedented volume, together with the strenth- 
ened positions of labor unions, did much to overcome the 
then prevailing management attitude toward labor. Though 
there are instances which point to the contrary, it can be 
stated that most managers today have accepted the labor 
unions as a part of the industrial scene. The influence of
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human relations since 1945 has further underscored the need 
to treat the worker as a complex individual and group 
member who is not activated by money alone and who defies 
efforts to mold him into a desirable "pattern."
The present-day personnel manager must be aware of 
these historical developments and gain a full understanding 
of them because of their effects on the execution of his 
duties.
CHANGING CONCEPTS CP THE PERSONNEL MANAGER'S ROLE
The field of personnel management is a complex of 
activities, each of which is an undertaking that must be 
accomplished in light of every other one. These activities, 
which have come to be collectively referred to as the 
"personnel function," are an integral part of the duties 
of every manager in a company, for they affect and are in 
turn affected by each position in the organization structure. 
Therefore, it must be noted that the responsibility for the 
personnel function is part of the responsibility of every 
member of management. This statement characterizes the 
personnel function in all organizations regardless of type 
or size. This statement is not Intended to imply that 
shared responsibility for the function of personnel manage­
ment obviates the necessity for the personnel department.
The present role of such a department is to serve as advisor 
and co-ordinator for the entire personnel program by lending
25
expert advice to line managers.
The role of the contemporary personnel manager hae 
evolved out of the patterns of the industrial and labor 
movements; thus the duties of the personnel manager should 
be studied against the historical setting which was the 
subject of the first section of this chapter. Out of this 
historical setting have come many attitudes toward labor 
which have influenced the definition of the role of the 
personnel manager.
The dominant attitude which management took toward 
labor until the turn of the twentieth century was that it 
merely constituted a factor of production and was to be 
treated as such. When this concept of labor was combined 
with the Taylor philosophy of efficiency, it was apparent 
that the role of the personnel manager was to make all 
effort to reduce costs while increasing profits. The 
human element was given no unique treatment which differ­
entiated it from other factors of production. There was 
certainly popular acceptance of this belief by management, 
but as Jucius states:
Perhaps something could be said for 
this concept if the emotional and social 
characteristics of labor could be segregated 
from, and did not influence, the working 
situation. Hence this attitude toward labor 
has proved untenable, although occasionally
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some employers may be seen casting longing 
glances in that direction,21
The fading of this attitude meant a reconstitution of the
duties of the personnel manager, for with the passing of
this concept also passed, for the most part, unilateral
decisions regarding the "factor of production" which was
labor.
Soon after the turn of the present century there 
appeared the personnel program which was built on pater­
nalistic beliefs which Robert Owen had fostered nearly a 
century before. This type of program was aimed at 
bolstering employee productivity through activities which 
were designed to create and maintain worker happiness both 
at work and in tue community. The personnel manager 
operating under these conditions was engaged in a variety 
of activities ranging from psychology to recreation.
The personnel manager functioning under the policy 
of co-operation witn the work group (the philosophy which 
succeeded the paternalistic approach) largely characterizes 
that management philosophy that recognizes its social 
responsibilities to the workers but makes provision for 
mutual determination of the program of economic and social
21Michael J. Jucius, Personnel Management (Fourth 
Edition; Homewood, Illinois; Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1959), p. 13.
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22aspects of the work environment. This approach is also 
referred to as the "human relations" approach. The 
personnel manager must be concerned with the mutual solu­
tion of problems with the employees. Consideration is given 
to the maintenance of "mature" employer-employee relations. 
It is hoped that this is the philosophy which will even­
tually come to be descriptive of all labor-management 
relations, thus marking the role of the personnel manager 
as being a representative of management in the mutual 
solution of the labor issues which confront his company.
The following sections present a brief treatment 
of some of the activities which constitute the personnel 
department's role in the present-day industrial world.
I’UHCTIONS 01’ THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 
Realizing the following discussion is only 
representative and not exhaustive, it is nevertheless 
considered advisable to enumerate some of the activities 
which are commonly placed under the jurisdiction of the 
personnel department. These activities will be the ones 
in which the members of the personnel department are ex­
pected to aid line officers. The duties to be assigned to 
the personnel department need not be new jobs, but they 
can al30 represent collection and reassignment of functions
22Ibid.. p. 1A.
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previously performed by line personnel.
The exact composition of the duties assigned to the 
personnel department will be determined by the management 
of the particular enterprise in question. Such factors as 
finance, number and quality of personnel available, industry 
and community practices, government regulations, the exist­
ence of a union, and management philosophy all interact to 
set the scope of the activity of the personnel department.
The Employment Function
The employment function consists of the recruitment 
and screening of qualified individuals to fill positions in 
the enterprise. Although the exact definition of the 
various activities comprising the function will vary from 
company to company, generally it consists of processing 
applications, testing, interviewing, and inducting employees. 
It should be 2ioted that the basic role of the personnel 
department is to locate several qualified candidates from 
which selections can be made, thus relieving the line 
managers from the detailed duties involved in the employment 
function.
Training
To the personnel department falls the responsibility 
of providing guidance for proper training of all employees 
in the com any. This responsibility may consist of actually
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performing the function, of co-ordinating the training 
efforts of other departments, or both of these. It can be 
safely stated, however, that the personnel department must 
ensure that proper training of employees is provided.
One of the most important aspects of training is 
the diagnosis of its need. Efforts should be made to 
determine which employees need additional training and to 
decide which kinds of training are necessary. A thorough 
knowledge of employees' abilities coupled with a thorough 
understanding of Job requirements must be possessed before 
such a diagnosis and decision can be made. The personnel 
department has the obligation to gather and process the 
information necessary to analyze and satisfy training needs.
Training should constitute an essential part of the 
personnel program of any company and is, therefore, oft 
primary concern to today's personnel manager.
Promotion. Demotion. Transfer, and Layoff
Every company employs policies to guide actions on 
the matters of promotion, demotion, transfer, and layoff. 
Since these areas so vitally affect employer-employee 
relations, they are properly classified as policy areas 
which call for the personnel manager to aid top line managers 
in their formulation and administration. These functions 
are discussed in the following sections.
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Promotion. The policy which a company adopts on 
the matter of promotion should contain provisions covering 
the role of seniority and merit, the establishment of 
promotion paths, and the establishment of the qualities 
which must be possessed by the candidate in order to be 
promoted, This policy, since it will so materially affect 
the welfare of the firm, should be formulated and admin­
istered by people who are well qualified. This is the 
basic justification for fixing the responsibility with the 
personnel department for counseling top line management on 
the formulation of promotion policy.
Demotion. Regardless of its cause, tne decision 
that a person be demoted should be made by the individual's 
superior after consultation with a member of the personnel 
department in order to provide a rational as well aB a 
tactful decision. It is suggested that such a demotion 
decision be made alter consultation with members of the 
personnel department so that the employee possibly might 
be located in a position where his qualifications can be 
used by the enterprise. The personnel department, because 
of its concern with and knowledge of such matters, is in a 
position to advise line management on the subject.
Transfer. Regardless of how well selection and 
placement functions are performed, there will be occasions
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which call for the shifting of employees to other Jobs, 
tfhen transfers are necessary, a definite need for policies 
exists to ensure uniformity of action on similar cases. 
Therefore, it might be concluded that the main function of 
the personnel department on matters of transfer should be 
to help develop transfer policies and to assist line 
managers in effecting transfers by furnishing sound advice 
in individual cases.
Layoff. Business conditions and/or technological 
improvements often necessitate a reduction in the work 
force of a company, ouch occasions are at best unpleasant 
for all concerned and call for 3killful treatment. Bvery 
reasonable attempt should be made to minimize layoffs 
because of their adverse effects both on the company and 
employees.
Although they should be avoided if possible, lay­
offs nevertheless do occur from time to time and, therefore,
should be subject to policy. The personnel department must
•»
help develop and maintain a policy which will protect the 
company's position as well as be impartial to all employees 
affected by it.
Discharge
Attitude toward discnarge has gradually changed 
from one of allowing the foreman almost unchecked authority
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on the issue to one of careful review of all discharge 
cases by superior managers and/or members of the personnel 
department. The rationale behind this action is the desire 
to reduce discharges caused by quick decisions based on 
personality conflicts between superior and subordinate.
Discharge is an action which can be easily precipi­
tated by ill-founded decisions; consequently, the personnel 
department should stress that discharge be used only as a 
last resort. Proper selection, placement, and training 
techniques will aid in reducing the number of discharges 
caused by incapable employees while provision for review 
of discharge cases will curtail arbitrary decisions caused 
by personality clashes. The personnel manager and his 
subordinates mu3t 3erve as a type of restraining mechanism 
which will help ensure the judicious use of the discharge.
Employee Compensation
The development of a sound structure of employee 
compensation is the interest of every member of management 
since the size of the pay check is of prime importance to 
the morale and productivity of the work force. It is sug­
gested that the bulk of the details surrounding the compen­
sation program be performed by the personnel department. 
These details will consist of such activities aB the 
performance of job analyses, the conduct of wage and salary 
surveys, and the maintenance of a degree of internal
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consistency in the structure. Not only must the 
compensation plan be carefully formulated and administered, 
it must be constantly reviewed so that equity and the 
relationship between job requirements and their accompany* 
ing compensation can be maintained.
The function of the personnel department in the 
area of employee compensation largely takes the form of 
furnishing recommendations to line management on the 
creation and maintenance of sound job-wage relationships.
Health and Safety
Whether a company has a safety department is 
primarily a matter of economics coupled with the philos­
ophy of the company management. The composition of such 
departments will range from an attending nurse to a 
completely staffed dispensary, and the size and complexity 
of the function will determine the nature of the management 
which must be exercised over it. In either case, however, 
the role of the personnel department is to stress accident 
prevention and to conduct education campaigns on the value 
of preventive action in preserving the health and safety 
of employees.
•Rmpl nyflft Services
Detailed treatment of the possible services offered 
to employees by the employer is beyond the scope of this
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study. Suffice to say that they might range from a group 
hospitalization insurance program to a company-sponsored 
athletic team. The general purpose of such services is to 
obtain employee identification with the company in order to 
boost morale, to increase production, and/or to lessen the 
influence of unions. In any case, the company must guard 
against the hint of paternalism and its potentially 
disasterous effects.
The functions of the personnel department which 
have been discussed in this section are intended to be 
representative rather than exhaustive since it is recog­
nized that the list could be expanded substantially. It 
is believed, however, that the above discussion does serve 
to Indicate the major areas of activity in which the con­
temporary personnel manager will take his place.
THE NEED PUR DEVELOPING THE PERSONNEL MANAGER
In order to perform competently the multitudinous 
duties which constitute the contemporary personnel 
manager's job, as shown in the preceding discussion, it is 
necessary that the aspirant for it be adequately prepared. 
There are many opinions as to what an adequate background 
is for the present-day personnel manager, and a range of 
these opinions on education are presented in Chapter II. 
Chapter III presents a variety of opinion on desirable work 
experience for the potential personnel manager.
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Even though there may be some disagreement on the 
details of the program, it is suggested that there is a 
need for some type of development in order to prepare the 
individual for his career as a personnel manager in the 
business world. It is therefore deemed desirable by the 
writer to recommend such a program in Chapter IV of this 
study. This development program makes provision for the 
"on-the-job” phase of training in which the trainees will 
learn the mechanical phases of their jobs and further 
become familiar with the organizational and operational 
phases affecting their future actions as personnel managers. 
This program therefore consists of educational as well as 
practical aspects of developing personnel managers.
It is believed tnat the treatment of the evolution 
of the personnel function in the first section of this 
chapter serves to point up the shifting emphasis on the 
position the personnel manager occupies. The trend away 
from the "factor of production" concept of labor is believed 
to be irreversible and that further refinements in the 
human relations area will be made. This means that no 
longer can management afford to rely on random appearance 
and development of qualified personnel managers, and it 
magnifies the need for a well formulated development plan. 
This development plan must contain provision for both 
educational and work experience components because both of
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these ingredients are essential to the preparation of 
potential personnel managers. It is considered desirable 
to devote separate attention to these components; and, 
consequently, Chapter II presents the thinking of the 137 
respondents to the study concerning the desirability of 
selected course work to serve as a basis for the educa­
tional aspects of the proposed development program.
Chapter III is devoted to a presentation of the respondents' 
views on work experience patterns to serve as a complement 
to the educational aspects of the program.
CHAPTER II
EDUCATIONAL FACTORS AS DETERMINANTS OP 
THE CONTENT OP A DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
In Chapter I a brief evolution of the personnel 
function was presented, and the effects of this evolution 
on the role of personnel m a n a g e r  were depicted. The chapter 
also contained an enumeration of the duties which comprise 
a contemporary "typical" personnel department. These func­
tions have become increasingly complex, and this complexity 
points up the need for thorough preparation for a career as 
a personnel manager.
It was deemed advisable to obt-in the thinking of 
practicing personnel managers on tne desirability of educa­
tional and work experience requirements of a program designed 
to fill this need for preparation. In order to gather opinions 
of these managers, a questionnaire was mailed to the chief 
personnel officer of all industrial concerns in the United 
States employing 10,000 or more employees.
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the educa­
tional backgrounds of the managers who participated in the 
study and to investigate their recommendations on selected 
fields of study which might be used as part of a development 
program for prospective personnel managers. This chapter is
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limited to the presentation of significant findings of the 
study pertaining to educational aspects of development, while 
the major analysis of these data will be reserved for Chapter 
IV which contains the writer's recommendations for a broad 
development program for personnel managers.
The first section of this chapter contains a general 
description of the educational backgrounds of the personnel 
managers who participated in the study. A general descrip­
tion of their sentiments concerning the desirability of cer­
tain courses of study as developmental aids follows. The 
final sections of the chapter are devoted to an industry 
classification of the same data. The information contained 
in this chapter serves as an important basis for drawing the 
framework of a proposed development program wnich is outlined 
in Chapter IV.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUNDS OF THE RESPONDENTS
The ''typical" contributor to the study had received 
an average of A.7 years of college training. Seven respond­
ents (5-1 per cent) completed four years of high school work, 
three (2.2 per cent) finished one year of college, six (A.A 
per cent) completed two years of college, five (3.6 per cent) 
acquired three years of college work, and A8 (3A.9 per cent) 
finished a four-year college program. Sixty-eight of the 
managers enrolled in a graduate program after finishing the 
requirements for their Bachelor's degree. Of this group, 16 
(11.8 per cent of the total group of contributors) finished 
one year of graduate work, 22 (16.0 per cent of the total
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group) ended their college work after two years in graduate 
school, 20 managers (14.7 per cent of the total group) com­
pleted three years of graduate instruction, and 10 respondents 
(7.3 per cent of the entire group) completed four years of 
graduate education.
The most popular field of study in college for the 
respondents was Law, which was followed closely by Engineering, 
Economics, Psychology, and General Business Administration.1 
Twenty-two personnel managers in the 3ample had received a 
Bachelor of Law degree, two had received a Master of Law 
degree, and one had received the B.J.B. degree in Law.
Engineering was the Bachelor's degree field of study 
for 18 of the managers, while two selected Engineering as 
the field of study for the Master's degree.
The Bachelor's degree in Economics was awarded to 16 
of the group, and the Master's degree in Economics to two.
Seventeen of the participants, took their degrees in 
Psychology, Of this group, there were 13 Bachelor's degrees, 
two Master's degrees, and two Ph. I), degrees.
.Seventeen personnel managers majored in General Busi­
ness Administration for their Bachelor's degree, and four 
took a General Business Administration major for their Master's 
degree. There were no Ph. I), degree holders in this field.
Education and Personnel Management were each chosen 
as majors by 13 of the group. Eive received Bachelor's degrees
^See Table I for a listing of all major areas of study 
together with a tabulation of degrees awarded in each area.
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in Education, and eight received Master's degrees in the 
field. Eight majored in Personnel Management for their 
Bachelor's, four for their Master's, and one for his Ph. I), 
degree.
Sociology was next in order of preference with six 
Bachelor's degrees, two Master's, and one Ph. J. degree.
Then came Chemistry and Physics with three Bachelor’s, one 
Master's, and two rh. D. degrees. History followed with three 
Bachelor's and two Master's degrees. Then came Mathematics 
with three Bachelor's degrees and one Master's.
Political dcience was chosen for three Bachelor's 
majors and Foreign Languages produced two Bachelor's and one 
Master's degrees. Accounting, Industrial Arts, Marketing, 
and Production Management each were the choice of two per­
sonnel managers for their major field of study for their 
Bachelor's degree, and one personnel manager selected the 
field of Finance and Banking for his major for the Master's 
degree. There were eight Bachelor's and three Master's degrees 
awarded in miscellaneous areas.
Table I shows that 34 of the 177 degrees granted to
2
these managers were in the natural and applied sciences.
This means that 19.2 per cent of all degrees were granted 
in this classification. Engineering was chief among these 
with 20 degrees which accounted for 56.8 per cent of the 
total in the classification. The field of Chemistry and
2
For purposes of this study, natural and applied 
sciences are defined as any disciplines in which exact or 
precise measurements are available.
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TABLE I 
LESSEES GRANTED AND THEIR 
MAJOR FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION: TOTaL SAMPLE
Course Description Bachelor's Master's Ph. D.
Accounting 2 - -
Art and Architecture 1 - —
Business and Engineering 
Administ ration _ 1
Chemistry and Physics 3 1 2
Economics 16 2 —
Education 5 8
Engineering 18 2 -
Finance and Banking mm 1 —
Foreign Languages 2 1 -
General Business 17 4 —
General Science 1
History 3 2 —
Industrial Arts 2 - —
Industrial Engineering 1 - -
Industrial Relations 1 — -
Law 22 2 1(S.J.D.)
Marketing 2 _ —
Mathematics 3 1 —
Personnel Management 8 4 1
Philosophy 2 - -
Physical Education - 1 -
Production Management 2 — —
Political Science 3 _
Psychology 13 2 2
Retail Administration — 1 —
Sociology 6 2 1
Speech and English 1 - -
Theology 1
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Physics produced six majors or 17.6 per cent of the total 
of this class. Mathematics had four or 11.8 per cent, 
Industrial Arts was chosen by two or 5.9 per cent, while 
Finance and Banking and General Science each produced one 
degree or 5.9 per cent of the degrees granted in the natural 
and applied science area.
The large majority (80.8 per cent) of the degrees
3
were granted in the areas of the behavioral sciences.
Based on the responses to the questionnaire, this would 
seem to indicate that the general educational background 
(sometimes nebulously referred to as "liberal arts") would 
be more desirable for personnel managers than a major in 
one of the natural or applied sciences. Perhaps the most 
plausible explanation of this is the fact that the bulk of 
personnel management is concerned with inter-personal 
rather than technical relationships and that the general 
educational background better prepares one for this type of 
activity. It would further lead to the conclusion that, 
since the primary purpose of the personnel manager is to 
plan, organize, and control the work of subordinates, 
training in human and conceptual skills would seem to be 
more useful than technical training. One of the respondents
'For purposes of this study, behavioral sciences 
are those disciplines which pertain primarily to the study 
of human behavior and for which only inexact or subjective 
measurements are available.
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made the following comment on the question, "I do not
believe that specialized training is necessary for personnel
work. A liberal arts education should be ideal ." Another 
personnel manager made this observation, "In general, I 
should hope that a prospective personnel director would 
gain in his undergraduate work: (1) a knowledge of basic
tools of mathematics and language, (2) an ability to make 
wise moral judgments and choices, (3) a critical sense."
It is recognized that there is not necessarily a 
cause-and-effect relationship between the area in which one 
majors in college and his subsequent success in his career 
field. This, however, is merely an observation based on 
the particular sample used for this study. Nonetheless, 
this finding is believed to be useful for conclusions drawn 
in Chapter IV pertaining to the proposed development program.
GENERAL DESIRABILITY OF FORMAL COURSES OF STUDY
One of the questions in the survey contains a
list of courses formulated by the writer as an aid in gath­
ering information on the desirability of specific courses 
as developmental aids for potential personnel managers.
Table II depicts the percentages of respondents who felt 
that each course was either "essential," "helpful," or 
"unnecessary." Since the number of responses for each 
course^  varied considerably, it is believed advisable to 
keep the analyses of the responses in terms of percentages.
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.Essential Courses
Only six of the 31 courses listed in the question­
naire were considered to be "essential" by more than 50 per 
cent of the people answering the question. These courses 
were English Composition (60,9 per cent), English Grammar 
(60.6 per cent), Personnel Management (58.7 per cent), 
Principles of Management (54*. 2 per cent), Collective Bar­
gaining (53.1 per cent), and ./age and Salary Administration 
(52.6 per cent). One manager made this comment on the 
value of English Composition and Grammar: "Anyone who
cannot communicate on paper or verbally can't possibly 
work effectively in any area of leadership."
It should be noted that all of these essential 
c mimes except hnrl ish Co: a os Li:! on °nd English Grammar are 
directly related to the field of personnel administration.
unnecessary Courses
Ten of the 31 courses listed were considered 
"unnecessary" by 20 per cent or more of the respondents 
who answered the question on the relation of foraal courses 
of education to the development of prospective personnel 
managers. Purchasing ranked first among these courses with 
82.5 per cent of the group believing it unnecessary. Pur­
chasing was followed closely by Income lax Accounting 
(81.3 per cent) and Typing (80.1 per cent). Then came 
foreign Languages (66.2 per cent), Cost Accounting (4-7.3
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per cent), Research Methods (28.5 per cent), Principles of 
Insurance (24.4 per cent), Time and Motion Study (22.4 per 
cent), Office Management (20.7 per cent), and finally, 
Production Management (20.5 per cent). Of this group of 
courses, only one, Time and Motion Study, is directly 
related to personnel administration.
As can be observed from Table II, the overwhelming 
majority of the courses listed were considered to be of 
some value for development purposes. As mentioned earlier, 
approximately one-third of the courses were considered to 
be unnecessary by 2D per cent or more of the respondents 
as educational aid3 in preparing an individual for a 
career in personnel management.
IiMDUdTRY AiiALYdMd Op TIB VALUE UP COULBE .VOiiK
The analyses of the educational aspects of the 
study are more meaningful when the replies to the ques­
tionnaire are classified under their respective industry
h.
headings. The following sections of the chapter contain 
these classifications. It will be noted that not all 
industries are represented in this classification listing 
and that some classifications contain more responses than 
others. Purther, it will be observed that not all respond­
ents gave their opinion concerning the value of each of the
4
The Standard Industrial Classification Manual was 
used as the basis of these "classes.
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courses listed for the training of personnel managers. For 
this reason, it is believed that the columns in the tables 
which follow are more meaningful stated in percentages than 
if the replies were stated in absolute amounts. In addi­
tion, a percentage comparison will prevent distortion of 
conclusions based on the absolute number of replies since 
some industries received more representation than others in 
the returns.
Since it is believed that only those courses which
5
were felt to be unnecessary by a significant number of 
the participants should receive major attention, concen­
tration is spotlighted on them. Those courses on which 
there was unanimous agreement regardless of their classi­
fication as "essential," "helpful," or "unnecessary" are 
also given major emphasis.
Apparel and Other Finished Products Made from 
Fabrics and Similar Materials
There were two companies in the Apparel Industry 
represented in the returns. Both of the personnel managers 
who participated had received college training. One had 
received a Bachelor's degree with a major in Arts and 
Architecture, and one had earned a Master's degree in the 
field of Education. On the average, these managers
5
This i3 defined as one-third or more of the 
respondents who answered the particular question.
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received 4.5 years of college compared with 4.7 years for 
the entire group who returned questionnaires.
As can be seen from Table III, there were three 
courses (English Grammar, Industrial Psychology, and 
Personnel Management) which both managers agreed were 
“essential." Business Report Writing, Foreign Languages, 
Time and ■otion Htudy, and Wage and Ealary Administration 
were rated as “helpful" by both managers, and they agreed 
that Income Tax Accounting and Typing were “unnecessary" 
for the development of prospective personnel managers. 
Table III shows how these replies compare with the total 
survey results.
Due to the small number of returns from this 
industry, however, it 13 recognized that complete agree­
ment is not as significant as would be the case had there 
been a larger number of replies.
Chemical and Allied Products
Nine returns were received from personnel managers 
of companies engaged in the manufacture of chemical and 
allied products, and seven of the managers responding had 
received college training. Represented in this area were 
two Bachelor's degrees in Engineering, while the field of 
Chemistry and Physics produced one Bachelor's and one 
Master's degree. The lield of History produced one 
Master's degree, while sociology and Speech and English
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each contributed one Bachelor'3 degree. The managers had 
received 3.6 years of college training on the average which 
compares with 4-. 7 years for the total survey.
The participants agreed that no 3ingle course was 
"essential," but two courses (Arbitration Procedure and 
dafety Principles received unanimous agreement as being 
"helpful." ;urohnsing and Typing were considered "unneces­
sary" by all who answered the question on the value of 
courses of 3tudy as aids for developing potential personnel 
managers.
A significant number (33 per cent or more) of the 
respondents felt that certain courses were "unnecessary" 
a3 developmental aids. Purchasing and Typing headed this 
list with 100 per cent agreement. iJext was Production 
Management and Peseurcu Methods (66,7 per cent), Income 
fax Accounting (60.0 per cent), followed by foreign 
Languages, Office Management, and Time and Motion otudy 
(50.0 per cent). Insurance Principles (4-2.8 per cent) 
and Cost Accounting (4-0.0 per cent) were next, and Princi­
ples of Jtatistics (33.3 per cent) was last among the courses 
felt to be unnecessary by a third or more of the managers 
from the Chemical and Allied Products Industry.
Pour courses (Arbitration Procedure, Collective 
Bargaining, English Composition, and English drammar) were 
considered "essential" by 50 per cent or more of the
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respondents, while six courses were placed in this 
classification in the entire sample. Twenty of the 31 courses 
listed on the questionnaire were considered by managers in 
this industry to be of value in developing prospective 
personnel managers. These courses are presented in 
Table XV.
Electrical Machinery. Equipment. and Supplies
There were six returns from the Electrical 
Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies Industry. All of the 
personnel managers replying to the questionnaire had 
received two or more years of college training. One 
Bachelor's degree with a major in Business Administration, 
two Bachelor of Law degrees, one Bachelor's degree in 
Production Management, and one Doctor of Philosophy degree 
in Psychology were held by these personnel managers. On 
the average, these men had spent 5.3 years in college, a 
figure slightly higher than the average of 4.7 for the 
entire sample.
Only two of the 31 courses brought complete agree­
ment as to their value. All returns indicated Income Tax 
Accounting to be "unnecessary1' and Principles of statistics 
to be "helpful." One-third or more of the replies showed 
the following courses to be "unnecessary:" Income Tax 
Accounting (100.0 per cent), Cost Accounting and Purchasing 
(83.3 per cent), Typing (66.7 per cent), and Office
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Management (33.3 per cent).
The managers in this category of industry assigned 
a slightly higher value for the courses listed on the 
questionnaire than did the managers as a group. Eighteen 
of the courses were considered "essential" by 50 per cent 
or more of these managers; whereas, only six were so con­
sidered by the total sample. Perhaps this finding can be 
explained by the fact that the educational backgrounds of 
these managers more nearly coincided with the fields of 
study listed on the questionnaire than did the training of 
the group as a whole.
Fabricated Metals (Except Ordnance Machinery and 
Transportation Equipment)
Five replies were received irora the Fabricated 
Metals Industry, and all managers responding had received 
a college degree. Economics and Engineering produced two 
Bachelor’s degrees eacn and one manager held a Master's 
degree with a Personnel Management major. These men spent 
an average of h.h years in college work. Although every 
manager had received a college degree, the respondents 
from thi3 industry had spent slightly less time in higher 
education than the average of the study (h.7 years).
Five courses received unanimous consent on all 
returns. One was considered "essential" (Business Letter 
writing), two were thought to be "helpful" (Cost Accounting
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and Principles of Sociology), and two "unnecessary" (Foreign 
Languages and Purchasing). One-third or more of the returns 
indicated these courses to be "unnecessary:" Foreign 
Languages and Purchasing (100,0 per cent), Income Tax 
Accounting (66.7 per cent), Typing (60.0 per oent), Office 
Management, Production Management, and Research Methods 
(40.0 per cent). Fourteen courses were listed as "essential" 
on 50 per cent or more of the replies compared with six in 
the entire group of returns. This group of managers listed 
seven courses as "unnecessary" by a 33.3 per cent or larger 
margin as compared v/ith five such listings for the aggregate 
sample.
Food and Kindred Products
Eighteen personnel managers from the Food and 
Kindred Products Industry participated in the study. These 
managers had spent an average of 4.5 years in higher educa­
tion compared with 4.7 years for the total sample. The 
following degrees were represented: One Doctor of
Philosophy degree in the field of Chemistry and Physics, 
one S.J.D. degree in Law, one Bachelor's of Economics 
degree, one Bachelor's and two Master's of Education degrees, 
one Bachelor's in engineering, one Bachelor's of General 
Business Administration, one Bachelor's of History, two 
Bachelor's degrees and one Master's in Law, and one 
Bachelor's degree with a major in Personnel Management.
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No course received complete agreement as to value 
among the respondents. Typing (88.2 per cent) headed the 
list of eight courses rated "unnecessary" by one-third or 
more of the participants. Next came Purchasing (82.0 per 
cent), Foreign Languages (75.0 per cent), and Income Tax 
Accounting (70.6 per cent). Cost Accounting was considered 
"unnecessary" on 53.8 per cent of the replies followed by 
Research Methods (4-3.9 per cent), Financial Accounting and 
Office Management (35.3 per cent). :'here were ten courses, 
on the other hand, listed a3 "essential" on 50 per cent or 
more replies. The list of eight courses felt to be 
"unnecessary" in this industry cla33 compares with five 
for the total study, and the ten essential courses compare 
with six for the entire 3tudy.
Machinery (Mxcent Electrical)
Three questionnaires were received from personnel 
managers in the Machinery Industry; however, one two 
completed the question on the desirability of the 31 courses 
of study as developmental aids. Two of the managers had 
received master's degrees, one in m., ..•j.r/ics and one in 
Education while the third had completed high school. The 
average of 4.3 years of college for thi3 group is only 
slightly less than the 4.7 for the total study.
Might courses were unanimously listed as "helpful" 
on both completed returns (Accounting Principles, Financial
tIm
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Accounting, Arbitration Procedure, Business Report Writing, 
Collective Bargaining, Principles of Economics, Professional 
Ethics, find Research Methods). Foreign Languages, Purchas­
ing, Principles of statistics, and Typing were all considered 
"unnecessary" on both returns, and one respondent considered 
Cost Accounting and Income Pax Accounting to be "unnecessary." 
Due to the small number of resides, however, these rankings 
are not considered signif icmit by the v/riter.
Paper and Allied rroducta
Three personnel managers from tne raper Industry 
answered the questionnaire. There was one Bachelor of 
Engineering degree and one Bachelor of Law degree possessed 
by the managers, and one respondent had completed high 
school. The average of three (3) years college training 
among these participants is about one and one-half years 
less than the average Tor the entire group.
All three replies placed Incorue lax Accounting,
Foreign languages, Purchasing, and Typing in the "unneces­
sary" classification. There was a consensus that 
Financial Accounting and Principles of Economics were 
"helpful" and that Collective Bargaining and Personnel 
Management were "essential," Fourteen courses were listed 
as "unnecessary by one-third or more of the participants, 
but since there were only three responses to this question, 
it is not deemed advisable to analyze tnem. Table IX
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shows the complete results of opinion on all courses for 
the Paper and Allied Products Industry.
Primary Metal Industry
Pive replies were received from the Primary Metal 
Industry, and all of those who answered the questionnaire 
had received a college degree. Represented in this 
industry were one Master's degree in Economics, one 
Master's degree in General Business, one Bachelor's with 
a major in Economics, Psychology, and Eooiology, one 
Bachelor of Law degree, and one Bachelor's in the field 
of Sociology. These managers had received an average of 
5.6 years of college training, approximately one year more 
than the average for the entire study.
Accounting Principles, Professional Ethics, Job 
Analysis, Job evaluation, Office Management and Production 
Management were considered "helpful" on all questionnaires. 
Income Tax Accounting, Poreign Languages, Purchasing, and 
Typing were considered to be "unnecessary" by the group. 
Beven courses were marked as "essential" on 50 per cent or 
more of the responses, while six courses were shown to be 
"unnecessary" on one-third or more of the returns from this 
industry. Listed in the "unnecessary" category were Income 
Tax Accounting, Poreign Languages, Purchasing, and Typing 
(100 per centj, Cost Accounting (50.0 per cent), and 
Insurance Principles (53.5 per cent). Twenty-five of the
63
31 courses were thought by this group to be of some use m  
training personnel managers. This figure compares with 26 
courses so classified by the whole group of respondents.
Printing. Publishing, and Allied Industry
The one personnel manager who replied for the 
Printing, Publishing, and Allied Industry had received a 
total of seven years of college training. He possessed a 
Bachelor’s degree with a major in Engineering and Political 
Science and had also received a Bachelor's of Law degree. 
His college training was 2.3 years more than the average 
for the entire sample.
Since there was only one reply from the Printing, 
Publishing, and Allied Industry classification, no attempt 
will be made to analyze this return in detail. Table XI 
depicts the respondent's opinion on each of the courses, 
however. It should be noted that he only considered 
Purchasing and Typing to be "unnecessary" courses.
Products of Petroleum and Allied Industry
Personnel managers from nine companies engaged in 
the Petroleum and Allied Products industry returned ques­
tionnaires. Each one of the managers had completed four 
or more years of college work, and the average of 5.2 years 
of college training for these men is about one-half year 
more than the average for the entire Btudy.
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There were two Doctor of Philosophy decrees held 
by these men, one in Cnemistry and Physics and one in 
Psychology. Master's degrees were granted to three of the 
group, one in Business and Engineering Administration, one 
in Economics, and one in Finance and Banking. There was 
one Bachelor's degree in the field of Economics, one 
Bachelor's of Engineering, one in History, and one Bachelor 
of Law degree. These men, then, were quite well educated 
as a group.
There was general agreement on only three courses, 
income Tax accounting, Purchasing, and Typing were thought 
to Be "unnecessary." Also in the* group of courses felt 
to be "unnecessary" by one-third or more participants were 
Foreign Languages (b5.7 per cent), Cost accounting, Profes­
sional Ethics, and Time and Motion Btudy, eacn of which was 
listed by 66,7 per cent of the group in this category.
These courses were followed closely by Insurance Principles 
and Production management (60.0 per cent). One-half of the 
respondents considered Financial Accounting and Office 
Management as "unnecessary." Tnen c.jne Principles of 
Statistics (42.9 per cent), Hesearcn methods (42.8 per cent), 
Job Analysis (40.0 per cent), and one-third of the group 
thought Job Evaluation to be of no value as a developmental 
aid. Only English Composition (62.5 per cent) and Princi­
ples of economics (50.0 per cent) were believed to be
67
"essential" courses by 50 per cent or more of the 
respondents.
It will be observed that the 15 courses listed as 
"unnecessary" by one-third or more of this group is signi­
ficantly higher than the six courses so evaluated by the 
entire group, Further, only two courses were listed as 
"essential" by 50 per cent or more respondents in the 
Petroleum Industry as opnosed to five for the total group. 
Phis would seem to indicate that the managers in this 
industry placed less value on course work as an essential 
developmental aid ttrn did the total sample of respondents.
Professional. ocientific. and Controlling Instruments.
Photogra^nhlc and Optical Goods
Only two managers from the Professional, Scientific, 
and Controlling Instruments, Photographic and Optical Goods 
Industry contributed to the study. They had received an 
average of 3.5 years of college training which compares 
with 4.7 years for the entire group. One manager possessed 
a Master's degree in Sociology and the other had completed 
one year of college work.
Table XIII shows how these managers felt about the 
value of the courses. Although it will be noted that there 
was complete agreement on all courses, this is not consid­
ered significant due to the small size of the group. Con­
sequently, no detailed analysis is made of these replies.
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Rubber Goode
The manager who returned the questionnaire from 
the Rubber Goods Industry had received three years of 
college work, about one and one-half years less than the 
average for the entire sample.
Due to the fact that only one manager from this 
industry participated, no effort was made to draw con­
clusions from his questionnaire. He thought only six
courses were "unnecessary," however. These were Income 
Tax Accounting, Professional Ethics, Industrial Psychology, 
Purchasing, Research Methods, and Typing. Most of the 
courses (1 9 ) were felt to be "essential," an indication 
that this manager valued formal classwork quite highly as 
a device for developing prospective personnel managers.
Stone. Clay, and Glass Products
The Stone, Clay, and Glass Products Industry was 
represented by only one personnel manager who, in his seven 
years of college work, had completed the requirements for
a Bachelor's degree in Economics and a Master's degree in
History.
This manager considered only five courses— Income 
Tax Accounting, Insurance Principles, Purchasing, Safety 
Principles, and Typing— to be "unnecessary." He listed 
ten courses as "essential." This manager believed gener­
ally that the courses listed on the questionnaire could be
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of some value as developmental aids for prospective 
personnel managers In this Industry.
Textile Mill Products
Two managers, one of whom possessed a Doctor of 
Philosophy degree in Sociology and the other a Bachelor's 
degree in Economics, contributed to the study from this 
industry. They had received an average of six years 
college training wnicn was almost one and one-half years 
above the average college training for the whole group of 
participants.
Two courses were mentioned as "unnecessary" and 
these were so classified by only one of these managers. 
They were Income Tax Accounting and Principles of 
Insurance. Even though no concrete conclusions can be 
drawn from the small number of returns, these managers 
apparently placed high value on course work for develop­
mental purposes.
Tobacco Manufactures
The one participant from the Tobacco Manufactures 
Industry had not completed any college work. Table XTII 
shows his reactions to the value of the courses listed on 
the questionnaire. It will be observed that he did not 
consider any courses to be "essential." This is what one 
might expect, however, since he had not received any
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college training himself.
In view of the limited returns and the fact that 
the participant had no college work, no attempt will be 
made to draw conclusions from his return.
Transportation Equipment
The average of 3.8 years spent in college by the 
nine respondents from the Transportation Equipment Industry 
gave them practically the equivalent of a college educa­
tion on the average. Actually, six of the nine had 
completed four or more years of college and the other 
three had spent a total of eight years in higher education. 
These were the degrees possessed by the participants from 
this industry; one Bachelor's in Accounting, two Bachelor's 
in Economics, one Bachelor's in English, and two Bachelor 
of Law degrees. This particular group averaged about one 
year less college work than did the group as a whole.
No course received unanimous opinion of the nine 
members from Transportation. Seven courses were rated as 
"unnecessary" on one-third or more of the questionnaires. 
They were: Foreign Languages and Typing (77.7 per cent),
Income Tax Accounting (71.4 per cent), Purchasing (66.7 per 
cent), Cost Accounting and Research Methods (50.0 per cent), 
followed by Financial Accounting (37.5 per cent). Three 
courses were ranked as "essential" by 50 per cent or more 
of the group. By and large, then, this group believed quite
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strongly in the "helpfulness" of the coursesf and did not 
seem to believe that many were either extremely useful or 
unnecessary.
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industry
Por the sake of convenience in classification, the 
Miscellaneous category was divided into two sub­
classifications; that is, "Miscellaneous Manufacturing" 
and "Retail Sales."
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Concerns. Although 11 
personnel managers contributed from the Miscellaneous 
Manufacturing Concerns category, only nine answered the 
question pertaining to educational backgrounds. These nine 
men had obtained the following degrees from institutions of 
higher learning: three bachelor's degrees in General Busi­
ness Administration, one Bachelor's in Industrial Engineering, 
one Bachelor's in Personnel Management, two Bachelor's in 
Psychology, and one Master's in the field of Education.
These nine men had spent an average of 3.8 years in college 
work, which is about one year less than the h.7-year 
average for the complete group of participants.
As can be seen in Table XIX, there was no course 
on which all contributors agreed, and only five on wnich 
one-third or more agreed were "unnecessary." These courses 
were: Purchasing (88.9 per cent), Income Tax Accounting
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(87.5 per cent), Typing (66.7 per cent), Foreign Languages 
(60.0 per cent), and Cost Accounting (55*6 per cent). Ten 
courses, on the other hand, were rated "essential1* hy 50 
per cent or more of this group. The most significant of 
these were English Grammar (90.0 per cent) and English 
Composition (81.8 per cent). As a group, these managers 
seemed to place strong importance on the use of the 31 
courses as devices for the development of prospective 
personnel managers.
Retail Sales.^  The eight personnel managers from 
this category had received 5.9 years of foimal college 
education making it one of the hest educated groups in the 
entire sample. Evexy one of the managers had received at 
least three years of college training. There was one 
manager who had received a Doctor of Philosophy degree with 
a major in Personnel Management. Four had received 
Master's degrees: one in Foreign Languages, one in
General Business, one in Psychology and Philosophy, and 
one in Retail Sales Administration. One Bachelor's degree 
was earned in the field of Law, and the final degree held 
by members of this group was a Bachelor's degree with a 
major in Mathematics.
c
Retail sales organizations are listed in Moody*s 
Industrial Manual as industrial concerns, and this was the 
primary source for the mailing list of companies which 
participated in the study.
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All who answered the question on the value of the 
courses agreed that Industrial Psychology, Labor Law, 
Research Methods, and Principles of Statistics were 
"helpful," and all agreed that Income Tax Accounting, 
Purchasing, and Typing were "unnecessary." The following 
courses, other than those mentioned above, were consid­
ered "unnecessary" by one-third or more of the participants 
from this industry classifications Poreign Languages, 
Principles of Insurance, and Time and Motion Study (80.0 
per cent), Production Management (60.0 per cent), Safety 
Principles (50.0 per cent), Cost Accounting, Professional 
Ethics, and Office Management were rated "unnecessary" by 
40.0 per cent of the group. Only English Composition 
(85.7 per cent), English Grammar (66.7 per cent), and 
Principles of Economics (57.2 per cent) were rated 
"essential" by 50 per cent or more of the participants.
All of these findings would seem to indicate that this 
group felt that the vast majority of courses were of some 
aid, though by no means imperative, to the development of 
personnel managers for careers in the Retail Sales 
Industry.
Mixed Classification
All firms which were engaged in more than one type 
of industrial activity have been placed in the Mixed 
Classification category. As a result, this is the largest
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single classification of returns in the study. It 
therefore becomes necessary to point out the importance 
of concentrating on the percentage aspects of the replies 
in this category. Concentration on absolute numbers 
would unduly distort the entire study in favor of this 
particular classification since it is by far the largest 
one.
There were 4-2 managers from industries engaged in 
multiple industrial activities. These men had spent a 
total of 211 years in higher education for an average of
5.3 years per man. Thus this group had spent, on the 
average, approximately one semester more in college train­
ing than had the whole sample.
Table XXI contains a tabulation of the number and 
kind of degrees which were earned by the managers of this 
group. Only the highest degree possessed by an individual 
is listed in this table under the appropriate headings. 
Although the table contains a total of only 37 degree 
holders, three additional participants from this classi­
fication had received two years of college, one had 
received one year, and one had not received any college 
training. This accounts for the backgrounds of the 4-2 
managers who contributed from this classification.
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TABLE XXI
DEGREES GRANTED AND THEIR MAJOR FIELD OF CONCENTRATION: 
MIXED CLASSIFICATION INDUSTRY
Degree Major Field Number of Degree Holders
Master's Eduoation 3
Master* s Engineering 1
Master's General Business 3
Master's Law 1
Master's Personnel Management 1
Master's Psychology 1
Bachelor* a Chemistry and Physics 2
Bachelor* s Economics 1
Bachelor* s Education 2
Bachelor* s Engineering 4
Bachelor* s General Business 1
Bachelor* s General Science 1
Bachelor's Industrial Arts 1
Bachelor's Industrial Relations 1
Bachelor* s Law 9
Bachelor's Marketing and Sales 1
Bachelor* s Personnel Management 2
Bachelor* s Sociology and Theology 1
Table XXII contains the opinions of the managers 
from the Mixed Classification Industry on the value of 
selected course work for use in a developmental program for 
prospective personnel managers. As can be observed in this 
table, these managers did not agree completely on the value 
of any course. The following courses received significant 
mention as being "unnecessary:" Purchasing (82.1 per cent),
85
Income Tax Accounting (80.6 per cent), Typing (74.4 per 
cent), Foreign Languages (61.1 per cent), and Cost 
Accounting (41.7 per cent), Eleven courses, on the other 
hand, were felt to be "essential” by 50 per cent or more 
of the managers from this industry. These courses are: 
Wage and Salary Administration (66.6 per cent), Personnel 
Management (63.2 per cent), Principles of Management (61.0 
per cent), Collective Bargaining (60.6 per cent), English 
Grammar (60.0 per cent), Labor Law (59*5 per cent), Busi­
ness Letter Writing (58.6 per cent), Job Evaluation (58.2 
per cent), English Composition (57.1 per cent), Job 
Analysis (54.8 per cent), and Arbitration Procedure (53.7 
per cent).
On the whole, thi3 group placed high value on the 
U3e of these courses as helpful devices for the develop­
ment of personnel managers.
SUMMARY
The personnel managers who participated in this 
study were a well-educated group, having received on the 
average of 4.7 years of college training. Although these 
managers selected a wide range of disciplines for the 
ma^or fields of study, Law, Engineering, Economics, 
Psychology, and General Business Administration in that 
order dominated the degree areas.
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The behavioral sciencea produced 80.8 per cent of 
all degrees held by participating managers. Although it 
would be difficult to establish a cause-and-effect 
relationship between one's major field of study and his 
subsequent career success, the high percentage of "liberal 
arts" backgrounds shown in this study might imply that 
Buch training would be beneficial, or at least would not 
be detrimental to success in personnel administration. 
Further, it must be pointed out that this statement is 
based solely on the findings of this particular survey.
Although there was a continuum of opinion among 
Individual industry returns, it will be noted that the 
returns from the "Food and Kindred Products" Industry 
most nearly correlated with the opinions of the entire 
sample. This is not significant to the findings of the 
study, but is merely a note of interest,
English Composition, English Grammar, Personnel 
Management, Principles of Management, Collective Bargain­
ing, and Wage and Salary Administration (in that order) 
headed the list of courses considered "essential" by 
50 per cent or more of the opinions received in the total 
sample* While, in order of ranking, Purchasing, Income 
Tax Accounting, Typing, Foreign Languages, Cost Accounting, 
Research Methods, Principles of Insurance, Time and Motion 
Study, and Production Management were listed as "unnecessary"
88
by 20 per cent or more of the total participants. Conse­
quently, it can be observed that the bulk of the courses 
listed on the questionnaire were felt to be of some value 
as developmental aids, though the absence of these courses 
from a formal development course would not, ipso facto, 
indicate one's failure in the personnel administration 
field.
The ability to communicate effectively seemed to be 
the most important asset a candidate for a career in per­
sonnel could possess. Of the ten courses most frequently 
listed in the "essential" category on individual industry 
returns, three (Business Letter Writing, English Composi­
tion, and English Grammar) pertained directly to communica­
tion. The other seven courses (Arbitration Procedure, Job 
Analysis, Job Evaluation, Labor Law, Management Principles, 
Personnel Management, and Wage and Salary Administration) 
all pertained directly to the field of personnel administra­
tion. This would lead to a conclusion that if one were 
thoroughly grounded in personnel principles and possessed 
the ability to communicate this information effectively, 
he would have the type of educational background that would 
equip him for a career in personnel work. It should be 
emphasized that the mere possession of such an educational 
background will not, by definition, guarantee any degree 
of success. There must be many other factors (such as
89
personality, drive, et cetera) present, coupled with the 
opportunity to demonstrate one's ability, before success 
can be realized.
The purpose of this chapter is to depict the 
findings on the value of an educational background for 
the development of personnel managers. Chapter III con­
tains the opinions of the participants on the value of 
work experience for developmental purposes. It is be­
lieved that these two chapters furnish an adequate supply 
of data which can be used to make certain recommendations 
concerning the development of a formal program aimed at 
providing a candidate for a career in personnel admin­
istration with an adequate background. These recommenda­
tions form the base for Chapter 17.
CHAPTER III
WORK EXPERIENCE FACTORS AS DETERMINANTS OP 
THE CONTENT OP A DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The previous chapter discusses the data pertaining 
to the general desirability of selected coursework as an 
aid in the development of potential personnel managers.
The purpose of the present chapter is to present data con­
cerning the value of selected areas of work experience 
which could serve as a complement to formal coursework in 
a broad-gauge development program aimed at preparing 
candidates for a career in personnel management. The data 
which form the basis of this chapter represent the collec­
tive opinion of the personnel officers who completed the 
questionnaire which provided information for the preceding 
chapter.
This chapter will employ the same basic format 
which was used in Chapter II. The first major division 
of the chapter contains a compilation of the thinking of 
the total group of respondents relating to the utility of 
certain areas of work experience for the development of 
prospective personnel managers. The balance of the material
90
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in the chapter 1 b  classified along industry lines. This 
chapter, together with Chapter II, is combined to form the 
broad framework for Chapter IV which is devoted to the 
presentation of the writer's recommendations for the 
formulation of a comprehensive development program for 
personnel managers.
GENERAL DESIRABILITY OR SELECTED 
AREAS OP WORK, EXPERIENCE
It is the belief of the writer that no formal 
management development program would be complete which 
did not incorporate some provision for the acquisition 
of practical work experience. This experience, it is 
believed, should serve as a "proving ground" for the 
application of the principles and concepts which might be 
acquired through the medium of formal course work. It is 
also the feeling of the writer that only after a manage­
ment trainee has had an opportunity to see the application 
of principles and concepts can he gain a complete under­
standing of their value to the practicing personnel manager. 
However, it must be noted that a trainee need not be 
required to have a particular number of years of experience 
but rather should be exposed to selected areas which will 
prepare him for the management of personnel work.
It is, of course, questionable whether work exper­
ience of any type could be labeled "essential" without
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reservation because of the wide range of experience 
possessed by successful personnel managers. Nonethelesst 
It is maintained that, regardless of the impractlcality of 
placing a given area of experience in the essential classi­
fication, a personnel management trainee would at least be 
benefited by having acquired some practical work experience. 
It must be pointed out at this Juncture, however, that the 
mere possession of a given amount of experience will not 
guarantee any degree of success as a personnel manager, 
for, as noted earlier, one must be given the environment 
within which such experience and formal education can be 
utilized to the optimum.
In an effort to gain an insight into the composi­
tion and relative importance of work experience, the 
writer through the use of a questionnaire secured the 
opinions of 137 chief personnel officers employed in firms 
of industrial classifications. Although it is recognized 
that these opinions are colored by the experience possessed 
by these respondents, it is nevertheless suggested that 
they do provide a logical means of securing the considered 
Judgments of practicing personnel managers. Further, it 
is the opinion of the writer that the fact that the opinions 
presented in this chapter come from personnel managers of 
industrial concerns does not in any way limit the drawing 
of broad conclusions and recommendations concerning the
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development of personnel managers In any type of organized 
activity. This statement stems from the writer's mainten­
ance that the personnel management process is basically 
the same regardless of the nature of the enterprise in 
which it is performed. The following, then, is a presenta­
tion of the opinions of the respondents to the questionnaire 
concerning the value of selected areas of work experience 
as developmental aids.
THU ABLATIVE VALUE OP WORK EXPERIENCE 
AS A DEVELOPIiENT FACTOR 
The contributors to the study did not appear to 
place critical emphasis on the possession of work 
experience. Although the bulk of work experience areas 
were believed to be of some value, it is apparent that the 
executives who contributed to the study did not maintain 
that practical experience could be listed among the pre­
requisites for success in personnel work. All of which 
leads one to conclude that, based on the results of the 
questionnaire, a formal education is more important than 
practical work experience as far as preparation for a 
career in personnel administration is concerned. This is 
not to imply that excellence of formal education might 
substitute for practical work experience for it i3 the 
writer's belief that such is not the case. It is main­
tained that the optimum relationship between course work
9*
and work experience Is that the latter should serve as a 
testing ground for the application of principles and 
concepts acquired in the former. In the opinion of the 
writer, the value of work experience is largely vitiated 
if the trainee has had no formal course work which he can 
apply In actual work situations.
Table XXIII depicts in percentage form the opinions 
of the total group of participants bearing on the relative 
importance of work experience. It is considered preferable 
to state these opinions in percentage form because of 
variance in the number of answers received on the ques­
tionnaires .
Essential Areas of Experience
Personnel work was the only area of experience 
which a significant percentage (81.5 per cent) of the 
respondents considered "essential." Only two other areas, 
Public Relations (19.2 per cent) and experience in Manu­
facturing (14-.0 per cent), were thought to be "essential" 
by 10 per cent or more of the respondents. The relative 
scarcity of experience areas in this classification bears 
out the observation made earlier that, although it is 
probably agreed that some work experience would be useful, 
it vfould be difficult if not impossible to single out an 
area as being essential for development purposes. Of the
►
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experience areas listed on the questionnaire, one might 
also anticipate that personnel would receive the prepon­
derance of opinions listing it as "essential,"
Helpful Areas of Experience
Seven of the 18 work experience areas listed on 
the questionnaire were felt to be "helpful" by one-half 
or more of the respondents. In order of preference 
these experience areas were; Teaching experience (74.2 
per cent), Legal experience (71.6 per cent), Public 
Relations experience (70.8 per cent), Manufacturing 
experience (68.8 per cent), Production Control (62.6 per 
cent), experience in the area of Finance (59.3 per cent), 
and Accounting experience (55.8 per cent). All areas of 
experience were considered "helpful" by 20 per cent or 
more respondents except personnel (17.8 per cent),'*’ 
Government Service (12.9 per cent), and Traffic (10.1 
per cent).
Two of the above experience areas (Manufacturing 
and Production Control) are peculiarly related to the
■^ Perhaps the major explanation for personnel work 
receiving a low percentage in this classification is the 
fact that it received such heavy opinion (81.5 per cent) 
as being essential. This means that personnel work exper< 
ience was considerad valuable by 99.3 per cent of the 
respondents; indead, only one participant considered it 
unnecessary..
TABLE XXIII
SELECTED EXPERIENCE aREAS AS AIT All) IX DEV_LGPIifG 
PERSO...IEL I'iAHjiJE.-iS: TOT-riL SAMPLE OPINION
Essential Kel ;^ ful Unnecessary
Experience
Area Percentage of Total Returns
Percentage of 
Total Returns
percentage of 
Total Returns
Accounting 1.6 55.8 42.6
Advertising 1.6 27.1 71.3
Engineering 2.4 59.5 56.1
Finance 1.6 59.3 39.1
Government Service
(Excluding military) .8 12.9 86.3
Legal 5.4 71.6 23.0
Maintenance 1.6 22-. 5 73.9
Manufacturing 14.0 68.8 17.2
Personnel 81.5 17.8 .7
Production Control 1.6 62.6 35.8
Public relations 19.2 70.8 10.0
Purchasing — 18.9 81.1
quality Control .8 37.7 61.5
Research and Development 4.0 38.7 57.3
Retail Sales 4.8 35.2 60.0
Teaching 5.6 74.2 20.2
Traffic .8 10.1 89.1
wholesale dales 1.7 23.4 74.9
V£>
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activities of industrial concerns which would lead one to 
expect that these areas would at least be rated "helpful" 
for a personnel management career in these industries, 
leaching experience, as well as Legal and Public Relations 
experience, doubtless makes its major contribution to 
developing personnel managers by virtue of the fact that 
it greatly aids in developing one’s ability to communicate 
and get along well with others. Both of these skills are 
highly important for success in personnel work. Perhaps 
the major explanation for listing Accounting and Finance 
as "helpful" experience areas is that they aid a trainee 
in gaining knowledge and insight into the financial 
ramifications of personnel administration, particularly 
as far as budgetary aspects are concerned.
It seems probable that the experience areas 
listed as "helpful" are basically aimed at providing the 
trainee with a solid foundation in manufacturing processes 
and their control, human relations and communications 
skills, together with the ability to confine activities to 
a well established financial plan. Certainly the posses­
sion of such skills and knowledge gained through these 
areas of experience would make a significant contribution 
to the success of an aspirant for a career in personnel 
administration.
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Eight experience areas were counted useful for 
training purposes by 50 per cent or more of the respondents 
to the questionnaire. This figure was obtained by totaling 
the percentages in the "essential" and "helpful" columns 
in Table XXIII. These areas, in order of their popularity 
with the respondents, were: Personnel (99 per cent),
Public Relations (90 per cent), Manufacturing (85 per cent), 
Teaching (80 per cent), Legal (77 per cent), Production 
Control (65 per cent), Pinance (61 per cent), and Accounting 
(58 per cent).
Unnecessary Areas of Experience
[Sixteen of the 18 work experience areas listed on 
the questionnaire were considered "unnecessary" by 20 per 
cent or more of the respondents. Perhaps the explanation 
for this opinion is apparent when it is recalled that 
Public-Relations and Personnel were given consensus 
opinion as either being predominately "essential," as 
was the case with Personnel, or "helpful," as was true 
with Public Relations.
INDUSTRY ANALYSES OP THE VALUE OP tfORK EXPERIENCE 
AS A DEVELOPMENT FACTOR 
It is believed that a classification of the respond­
ent's opinions along industry lines would be helpful and, 
consequently, the next sections of this chapter pertain to 
such a classification.
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Apparel and Other Finished Products Made from Fabrics 
ana Similar Materials
Although unanimous agreement on the two returns
received from the Apparel Industry is not considered
significant due to the small number of returns, it is
nonetheless interesting to note those areas of experience
2
on which both respondents agreed. Both questionnaires 
counted experience in Personnel work and Public Relations 
activities in the "essential" category. Experience in 
Finance work, Legal activities, Production Control, and 
Teaching was believed "helpful," though not "essential," 
and both respondents agreed that experience in Maintenance 
work, Traffic, and Wholesale Sales was "unnecessary."
Only three areas of experience other than those 
previously mentioned were listed in the "essential" class. 
These were Advertising, Research and Development, and 
Retail Sales. On the other hand, every other experience 
area was classified as "unnecessary" by at least one of 
the participants from the Apparel industry except those 
areas which were unanimously listed as either "essential" 
or "helpful."
Chemical and Aliied Products
Of the nine returns received from the Chemical and 
Allied Products Industry, only eight contained answers to
2See Table XXIV for a comparison of opinions from 
the Apparel Industry with those of the total sample con­
cerning the value of work experience.
l'jiliLJ XXI7
— ■ 1^0 — i*l\I 2s.* t# ,> - a. > »«I i .- j r M 1 ■ . ■ J
nLL i ' u w * • -i* r.^LT.1 I.■ )-'
*iV^’.i,U*»i^Ic.i Cw. i a . *\ .u<i< o
Essential ueipful Janecessary
Experience
Area i ercentng of lOt'l 
.\etums
Percentage of 
rrof. Jooda 
Industry 
Heturns
Percc..t age 
r-f Total 
.\etuicic
rercentage of
1 ref. j<>ols
In iustrv *
..eturos
percentage 
cf Total
.."turns
rercentage of 
rrof. Ocods 
Industry 
i.eturna
Accounting 1.* ** 55,6 50.0 .2.6 50.0
Advertising 1 * 6 “.■O.C '7.1 — 71.3 50.0
Engineering -\4 — 3-. 5 5 a.0 58.1 50.0
finance
Oorenynent oervice
1.6 ' ■“ “ 59.3 luO.u 39.1 —~
(Excluding military) . 0 — l.’.o 50.0 c’6.3 50.0
Legal ^ — 71 -6 loO.O 23.0 —
Maintenance 1.6 _ _ I**. 5 73.9 100.0
Manufacturing 1*.0 — 6-y. 6 50.0 17.2 50.0
Personnel A . 5 1 V' 1« u 17.0 —— .7 —
iroduction Control 1 . 6 — 6^.6 100.0 35.8 —
Public relations 19. 1 O.v, 70. H ~ 10.0 —
rurchasing — — lo.‘J 50.0 81.1 50.0
.uality Control . 0 « 37.7 5''.1-> 61.5 5^.0
Kesearch and level our.ent id. 7 -- 57.3 5u.G
detail oaleo 'w1 • 1 55. - — 60.0 50.0
Teaching '■. 6 — . - V •  . ^ *  J
Traffic . 8 — - lo.l — 5-.1 lOo, 0
■.ndeesle - ;-le^ -* .  j ’ 5 .  •+ “  — 7 -.9 100. O
•Industry r:^ .?horten-~
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0
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the question concerning the value of work experience. There 
was lack of unanimous agreement that any area of experience 
was "essential;" indeed, only three experience areas were 
listed in this category. Personnel was listed as "essential" 
on 87.5 per cent of the returns, while Manufacturing and 
Public relations each were counted in that category on
14.3 per cent of the returns.
The following experience areas were felt to be 
"helpful" by 50 per cent or more of the respondents from 
this industry: Teaching (66.7 per cent), Finance (62.5
per cent), Legal (57.2 per cent), Manufacturing (57.1 per 
cent), and Public Relations (57.1 per cent).
Twelve of the 18 work experience areas listed in 
the study were considered "unnecessary" by 50 per cent or 
more respondents. Heading this list were Government 
Service, Maintenance, quality Control, and Traffic, all of 
which received consensus opinion. Table XXV contains the 
complete tabulation of results from this industry and shows 
a comparison with total sample results.
The managers from the Chemical Industry seemed to 
believe that work experience, at least in the areas enum­
erated on the questionnaire, was relatively insignificant 
as a development device, and this view is in general 
agreement with the aggregate opinion of the survey sample.
TABLE XXT
SELECTED EXPERIENCE ABEA3 AS AH AID IN DEVELOPING 
PERSONNEL MANAGERS: CiDMICAl I HDDS THY*
EVALUATION COMPARED NITH TOTAL RETURNS
Essential Helpful Uimeeeeeary
Experience
Area
Percentage 
of Total 
Heturna
Percentage of 
Chemical 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Chemical 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Chemical 
Industry 
Heturna
Accounting 1.6 55.8 42.8 42.6 57.2
Advertising 1.6 - - 27.1 28.6 71.3 71.4
l^»iriag 2.A — 39.5 16.6 58.1 83.4
H m n
flfawsnt Sarrica
1.6 — 59.3 62.5 39.1 37.5
(Excluding nilltaxy) .8 — 12.9 — 66.3 100.0
Legal 5.* —— 71.6 57.2 23.0 42.8
Maintenance 1.6 24.5 - 73.9 100.0
Manufacturing 14.0 14.3 68.8 57.1 17.2 28.6
g a r w a l 81.5 87.5 17.8 12.5 .7 -~-
Production Control 1.6 — 62.6 50.0 35.8 50.0
Pufclic Eolations 19.2 14.3 70.8 57.1 10.0 28.6
Purehasing — — 18.9 16.7 81.1 83.3
Quality Control .8 __ 37.7 61.5 100.0
Beeeereh and Development 4.0 — 38.7 33.3 57.3 66.7
Eatall Salaa 4.8 — 35.2 16.7 60.0 83.3
Teaching 5.6 — — 74.2 66.7 20.2 33.3
Traffic .8 » 10.1 — 89.1 100.0
Wholesale Sales 1.7 ““ 23.4 33.3 74.9 66.7
*Industry name ahortaned from: "Chemical and Allied Products Industry."
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Electrioal Machinery. Equipment. and Supplies
Only Personnel work was mentioned as being "essential" 
to the development of personnel managers on the six returns 
received from the Electrical Machinery, Equipment, and 
Supplies Industry. Slightly over 83 per cent of the returns 
counted Personnel work experience as "essential.” The 
following 10 areas of experience were felt to be "helpful" 
by 50 per cent or more managers who returned the question­
naire: Legal, Manufacturing, Production Control, and
Teaching were unanimous choices. Public Relations (83.3 
per cent), Purchasing (66.7 per cent), and Accounting, 
Advertising, Finance and Quality Control (50.0 per cent) 
complete the list of "helpful” areas of experience.
Eleven areas were rated "unnecessary" on 50 per 
cent or more returns, although no one of them received 
unanimous agreement. Table XXVI contains the complete 
returns from this industry.
Fabricated Metals (Except Ordnance Machinery and 
Transportation Equipment J
Personnel experience was named "essential" on four 
of the five returns received from the Fabricated Metals 
Industry, and Manufacturing experience was placed in this 
category on two returns. No other area was mentioned as 
"essential."
i'ABLE XX71
Ji^LijCrciD OJtPERl CE aalAi) aj A!* AIJ Iti J]^ V&LOPUir
pEa^ o-Hra, £Ljsc-r:iii;;-hjsthy*
iiYALITATTii: CCKPAHEJ -ilTH TOTAL RETURNS
Essential Helpful Unnecessary
Experience
Ares Percentage of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Electrical 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
he turns
Percentage of 
Electrical 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Electrical 
Industry 
Heturna
Accounting 1.- 55.8 5o.u 42.6 50.0
Advertising 1.6 — 27.1 50.0 71.3 50.0
lhglsearing 2.4 — 39.5 33.3 58.1 66.7
finance 1.6 — 59.3 50.0 39.1 50.0
Gove meant Service 
(Jhicluding Military) .8 — — 12.9 16.7 86.3 83.3
Legal 5.4 —— 71.6 100.0 23.0 —
Maintenance 1.6 _ _ 24.5 33.3 73.9 66.7
Manufacturing 1<*.0 — 68.8 100.0 17.2 —
Personnel 81.5 83.3 17.8 16.7 .7 — —
Production Control 1.6 — 62.6 100.0 35.8
mblle Heist ions 19.2 — 70.8 83.3 10.0 16.7
Purchasing — — 18.9 66.7 81.1 33.3
quality Control .0 _ 37.7 50.0 61.5 50.0
Research and Development 4.0 — 38.7 16.7 57.3 83.3
Betail Sales 4.8 — 35.2 33.3 60.0 66.7
Teaching 5.6 — 74.2 100.0 20.2 - -
Traffic .8 — 10.1 16.7 89.1 83.3
Wholesale Sales 1.7 ~— 23.4 16.7 74.9 83.3
•Industry naae shortened from: "-.lectrical hachinery» Equipment, and Supplies."
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Seven areas were listed as "helpful" on 50 per 
cent or more of the replies, although none received general 
agreement. These areas were listed as "helpful" on four 
of the five returns: Legal, Production Control, Public
Relations, and Teaching. Finance, Manufacturing, and 
Retail Sales were counted "helpful" on three of the five 
questionnaires from this industry.
All of the respondents considered Purchasing, 
Traffic, and Wholesale Sales experience to be "unnecessary" 
and there were, in addition to those mentioned, seven 
other areas considered "unnecessary" by 50 per cent or 
more of the respondents. The other areas were: Accounting,
Advertising, Engineering, Government Service, Maintenance, 
Quality Control, and Research and Development.
The complete opinions of the managers from the 
Fabricated Metals Industry are presented in Table XXVII.
The data presented in this table seem to point up the fact 
that the possession of experience is not a vital factor in 
the development of prospective personnel managers.
Food and Kindred Products
Six experience areas were listed in the "essential" 
category by the eighteen personnel managers who returned 
questionnaires from the Food and Kindred Products Industry. 
Of the six areas, however, only Personnel, which was listed 
on 83.4 per cent of the returns, was significant. The
TABLE XXfll
SELECTED KIPKRiatCI AREAS AS Ai» AID IN DEVELOPIM PERSONNEL 
MABAOERSs FABRICATED METAL inVSTHf* 
EVALUATION COMPARED WITH TOTAL RETURNS
Essential Helpful BaawMwiy
Bxparlanea
Area Percentage of Total 
Heturns
Percentage of 
Pab. Metal 
Industry
iietums
Percentage
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Pab. Metal 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Pab. Metal 
Industry 
Returns
Accounting I.* — ^ 55.8 25.0 42.6 75.0
Advertising 1.6 — 27.1 25.0 71.3 75.0
BuiMarlag 2.4 — 39.5 40.0 58.1 60.0
Flnanoa
Iruaiiianl Service
1.6 59.3 60.0 39.1 40.0
(Excluding nilitary) .8 — 12.9 20.0 86.3 80.0
Local 5.4 — 71.6 80.0 23.0 20.0
Nalntananoa 1.6 _ _ 24.5 40.0 73.9 60.0
Manufacturing 14.0 -*0.0 63.8 60.0 17.2 —
Pare— el 81.5 80.0 17.8 20.0 .7 —
Pradeotlcn Control 1.6 — 62.6 80.0 35.8 20.0
Public Halations 19.2 — 70.8 80.0 10.0 20.0
Purebasing — — 18.9 — 81.1 100.0
^sallt/ Control .8 __ 37.7 20.0 61.5 80.0
Banaareli and Developnent 4.0 — 38.7 20.0 57.3 80.0
Retail Salas 4.8 — 35.2 60.0 60.0 40.0
T seeding 5.6 — 74.2 80.0 20.2 20.0
Trafflo .8 — 10.1 — 89.1 100.0
Wholesale Sales 1.7 23.4 74.9 100.0
‘Industry nene shortened frost Hfabricated Metal Products (Except ordnance aachineiy and 
Transportation Equipment).”
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others in this category, in rank order, were* Public 
Relations (16.7 per cent), Research and Development and 
Teaching (11.1 per cent), and Manufacturing and Retail 
Sales were listed on 5.6 per cent of the replies.
One executive made this comment regarding the 
essentiality of work experience:
We consider it essential that our 
key personnel people have a company experience 
in one of the line divisions related to 
operating activities. Our industrial rela­
tions departments are staffed with men . 
experienced in various segments of the company.
This observation would lead to the conclusion that experience 
in line departments would carry more importance than approxi­
mately similar experience which might be gained in staff 
elements of the company. This observation is in keeping 
with the writer's belief that the proof of a sound personnel 
program lies in its acceptance and support in line elements. 
This means that experience gained in these elements by 
personnel management trainees would greatly add to their 
understanding of the Intricacies of a "working" personnel 
program which, after all, it i3 believed is the acid test 
of a truly effective personnel administration department.
Six experience areas were listed as "helpful" on 
50 per cent or more of the replies from this industry.
This group was headed by Production Control, Public Rela­
tions, and Teaching, each named "helpful" on 77.8 per cent 
of the returns. Next came Retail Sales (66.7 per cent),
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Manufacturing (61.1 per cent), and Legal experience (55*6 
per cent).
This observation was made by another manager from
this industry:
Probably three very important areas 
would be experience as: (1) a school teacher
or training supervisor, (2) as an operating 
supervisor to get actual experience of plac­
ing people on the jobs and getting the work
done in the most efficient manner, and 
(5) actual work in a personnel job.
It might be noted that all of these experience areas were
rated high on the list of desirable areas both by execu­
tives from this industry and the total group of participants.
Eleven of the 18 experience areas listed on the 
questionnaire were considered to be "unnecessary" for 
success in personnel work by 50 per cent or more of the 
respondents. Outstanding among these areas were: Govern­
ment Service (83.3 per cent), Purchasing (77.8 per cent), 
and three areas— Advertising, Engineering, and Traffic—  
were counted "unnecessary" on 72.2 per cent of the returns. 
Table XXVIII contains the opinions from this industry and 
shows how they compare to the total sample.
Executives from the Pood Industry, like those from 
the total sample, did not place a high value on work 
experience as a development device for preparing 
prospective personnel managers.
TABLE UVIII
SELECTED EXPERIENCE A.iKAS AS AH AID IH DEVELOPING 
PSB30HHSL MAHAOEBSl POOD ISDUSi'RY* 
EVALUATION COMPARED WITH TOTAL RETURNS
Essential Helpful Uzmeeeeaary
bptriMW*
of total tIS!L_ Of Total xJSStij "  *w W l w-
Return* SJf??!? Return*Returne Returns
of Total 
Return* IndustryReturn*
itlac 
Adeertioin*
tfMOMrt Serrlee 
(twliilil ■Hilary)
Control 
M U o  Relations
Quality Control 
h m n k  mA Developnent
Sale*
1.6 _ 55.Q 44.4 42.6 55.6
l.b 27.1 27.8 71.3 72.2
2.4 — — 39.5 27.8 58.1 72.2
1.6 “ 59.3 44.4 39.1 55.6
.8 12.9 16.7 86.3 83.3
5.4 71.6 55.6 23.0 44.4
1.6 -- 24.5 33.4 73.9 66.6
14.0 5.6 68.8 61.1 17.2 33.3
81.5 83.4 17.8 16.6 .7 —
1.6 — 62.6 77.8 35.8 22.2
19.2 16.7 70.8 77.8 10.0 5.5
— — 16.9 22.2 81.1 77.8
.8 * * 37.7 41.2 61.5 58.8
4.0 11.1 38.7 27.8 57.3 61.1
4.8 5.6 35.2 66.7 60.0 27.7
5.6 11.1 74.2 77.8 20.2 11.1
.8 — 10.1 27.8 89.1 72.2
1.7 — 23.4 44.5 74.9 55.6
Industry Con* shortened front "Pood and Kindred Products Industry.•
S
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Machinery (Except Electrical)
Of the three replies received from the Machinery 
Industry classification, only two contained opinions con­
cerning the desirability of selected areas of experience.
Only Personnel, Public Relations, and Teaching were 
listed as "essential," and this listing was not unanimous. 
Advertising, Engineering, Legal, and Manufacturing experi­
ence were agreed to be "helpful" on both returns* Likewise, 
both managers from this industry thought Government Service, 
Maintenance, Purchasing, quality Control, Research and 
Development, and Traffic experience were "unnecessary" for 
the development of personnel managers.
By and large, these managers did not place critical 
importance on the value of work experience as a development 
aid. One manager summed up what seems to be a representa­
tive opinion from this industry by stating:
The personnel management trainee should 
have some experience at labor or semi-skilled 
labor jobs, although this need not be for any 
long period of time.
This group, then, felt that although it is desirable for a 
personnel management trainee to possess some work experi­
ence, it is not essential that he have this experience.
Paper and Allied Products
The three managers from the Paper Industry agreed 
that experience in Personnel activities was "essential"
TABLE XXIX
SELECTED EXPEfilEVCI ABEAS AS AH AID IX DEVELOPING 
PEBSOHXL HAN AGEES I HACEHSEY INDUSTRY* 
EVALUATION COMPARED rflTH TOTAL RETURNS
Xaaential Helpful Unnacssaary
Experience
Area Percentage of Total 
He turns
Percentage of 
Machinery
Industry
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Machinery 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Machinery 
Industry 
Returns
Accounting 1.6 _ 55.8 50.0 42.6 50.0
Advertising 1.6 — 27.1 100.0 71.3 —
Mglneerlag 2.4 — — 3y.5 100.0 58.1 _
finance 1.6 — 59.3 50.0 39.1 50.0
U m i w w t  Service 
(Excladlag allitary) .8 12.9 , a 86.3 100.0
Legal 5.4 — 71.6 100.0 23.0
Maintenance 1.6 24.5 73.9 100.0
Manufacturing 14.0 --- 68.8 100.0 17.2 —
Pereeanel 81.5 50.0 17.8 50.0 .7 —
Progactlon Control 1.6 — 62.6 50.0 35.8 50.0
Futile Balatlona 19.2 50.0 70.8 50.0 10.0 —
Purchasing — — 18.9 — 81.1 100.0
jiialltj Control .8 _ _ 37.7 _ _ 61.5 100.0
Eeeearch and Darelopnent 4.0 — 38.7 — 57.3 100.0
Eetall Salea 4.6 — 35.2 50. L 60.0 50.0
teaching 5.6 50.0 74.2 50.0 20.2 —
Traffic .8 — — 10.1 — 89.1 100.0
Wholesale Salea 1.7 • “ 23.4 50.0 74.9 50.0
•Industry nane shortened free: "Machinery (Except Electrical)."
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for development purposes. Manufacturing experience was 
the only other area mentioned by these managers as being 
"essential." One area (Public Relatione) was given 
unanimous consent as being "helpful" in developing person­
nel managers. On the other hand, there were eight areas 
listed as "unnecessary*" Advertising, Finance, Government 
Service, Purchasing, quality Control, Retail Sales, Traffic, 
and Wholesale Sales. Table XXX below shows the complete 
tabulation of returns from the industry.
Work experience was not considered vital for 
development purposes by managers returning questionnaires 
from the Paper Industry. On the contrary, a review of 
Table XXX indicates that these managers failed to agree 
that such experience was relatively important. Of course, 
the limited number of returns from the classification pre­
vents making any broad generalizations concerning the 
relative importance of work experience throughout the entire 
industry.
Primary Metal Industry
Three areas of experience were listed in the 
"essential" category on returns from the Primary Metal 
Industry* Personnel (60.0 per cent), Public Relations and 
Teaching (25.0 per cent), ho area received the unanimous 
opinion of the five managers from this industry as being 
"helpful" and, likewise, there was lack of complete agreement
table XXX
SELECTED BXPKRIH.CB ARRAS AS Ah' AID IB DKTiii/OPING 
PLRSOBIKL KARAOBRSl PAPER IHDUSfHY* 
ETALUAXIO* COMPARED <r'ITH TOTAL RBTUHas
Essential Helpful Unnecessary
Xzperlenoe
Area Percentage of Total 
Returns
of
Industry * 2 ?  Returns Hctums
Percentage of 
Paper 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Paper 
Industry 
Returns
Accounting 1.6 55.8 33.3 42.6 66.7
Adrertising 1.6 — 27.1 — 71.3 100.0
Mjlaeerlai 2.4 — 39.5 33.3 58.1 66.7
riaaM
(lorewent Service
1.6 59.3 •*— 39.1 100.0
(Excluding Military) .6 — 12.9 — 86.3 100.0
Legal 5.4 — 71.6 66.7 23.0 33.3
Maintenance 1.6 r- . 24.5 66.7 73.9 33.3
Manufacturing 14.0 33.3 68.8 66.7 17.2
Personnel 81.5 100.0 17.8 — .7 —
Production Control 1.6 - 62.6 66.7 35.8 33.3
Pukilo Relations 19.2 — 70.8 100.0 10.0 —
Purchasing — — 18.9 — 81.1 100.0
Quality Control .8 ___ 37.7 — 61.5 100.0
Reeearoh and Derelopaent 4.0 — 38.7 33.3 57.3 66.7
Retail Sales 4.8 — 35.- — — 60.0 100.0
Teaching 5.6 — 74.2 66.7 20.2 33.3
Traffic .6 — 10.1 — 89.1 100.0
Wholesale Sales 1.7 —~ 23.4 74.9 100.0
•Industry none shortened from: "Paper and Allied Products Industry."
Pv*
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on the listing of any area of experience aa being "unnec­
essary. "
The following is a signal comment on the value of 
experience which one of the respondents contributed:
It all depends on the quality of 
the experience, not the particular area 
in which experience is gained.
This wculd Been to indicate that, as long as one received
"quality" experience, then it would be pointless to direct
that such experience be obtained from given activities.
It must be assumed, however, that there must be some
limitations or reservations placed on this statement. It
seems difficult to understand how "quality" experience as
a medical doctor, say, would have any direct value in
developing one for a career in personnel administration.
Purther, it must be conceded that some value can be received
from any endeavor for a particular person, but it is not
possible to conclude, therefore, that everyone having such
an experience will be better prepared as a personnel manager.
Complete opinions from this industry are contained
in Table XXXI below.
Printing. Publishing, and Allied Industry
The results of the one questionnaire received from 
the Printing and Publishing Industry are presented in 
Table XXXII below. Although extensive comment on the return 
is not justified, it can be observed that only Legal experience
TABLE XXXI
SELECTED KXPSillrJrCi; A.iEAS .w AI. J J  i:: jtViSLUrlliG  
PLHSOKNEl !1AUAGER.d: i-HLIA2Y KLTAL IBJUGi’HY 
iJVAlUAi’lOa CuMi-ARiJD rfii’ri TOY kL rtEi'UHNii
Essential Helpful Unnecessary
Hp.rt.nc. Percentage °f Percent.;. ‘“‘S?,of Percent.*. ^ “ S g , 0*
**“  of Tot3 of Total of Iot3
H.turn, £ £ £ ?  “,turM nrtu™? aeturne^
Aocouatinf
Alnrtialai
fcylneerlnc
Finance
Seveawt Service 
(Bxoludlng military) 
Tiijsl
rinc
tlon Control 
Belations 
log
Control 
■id Development 
Bctcll Sales 
Teaching 
Traffic
W holesale Sales
1.6 — 05. a 50.0 42.6 50.0
1.6 — 27.1 25.0 71.3 75.0
2.4 — 39.5 25.0 58.1 75.0
1.6 — 59.3 50.0 39.1 50.0
.0 12.9 25.0 86.3 75.0
5.4 --- 71.6 80.0 23.0 20.0
1.6 —— 24.5 50.0 73.9 50.0
14.0 — * 68.8 80.0 17.2 20.0
81.5 60.0 17.8 40.0 .7 _ _
1.6 — — 62.6 50.0 35.8 50.0
15.2 20.0 70.8 50.0 10.0 25.0
— — 18.9 25.0 81.1 75.0
.8 „ 37.7 50.0 61.5 50.0
4.0 38.7 50.0 57.3 50.0
4.8 - - 35.2 50.0 60.0 50.0
5.6 2:>.G 74.2 50.0 20.2 25.0
.8 10.1 25.0 89.1 75.0
1.7 — 23.4 25.0 74.9 75.0
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was listed as "essential" on the return, and this 
correlates with the fact that the respondent himself 
possessed a Bachelor's degree in the field of Law.
2 1 B Influgtjg
Only seven of the nine returns received from the 
Petroleum Industry contained opinions regarding the 
relative importance of experience gained in the areas 
listed on the questionnaire. The managers who partici­
pated considered only three experience areas to be 
"essential" for the development of personnel managers. 
Personnel work was considered "essential" by 75.0 per 
cent of the respondents while Maintenance and Manufac­
turing were classified "essential" on 16.7 per cent of 
the returns. Six areas were listed as "helpful" on 50 
per cent or more of the returns* Legal (71.5 per cent), 
Public Relations (66.7 per cent), Finance, Manufacturing, 
Research and Development, and Teaching (50.0 per cent).
All agreed that experience in Advertising, 
Government Service, Purchasing, and Traffic was "unneces­
sary. " Ten areas other than those mentioned above were 
felt to be "unnecessary" by 50 per cent or more parti­
cipants, which indicates that work experience was not 
highly valued as a developmental aid by these managers.
Although the following comment by one of the 
respondents does not detract from the value of experience,
TABLE XXIII
3ELBCTXD EXPLHIBiCE AREAS AS AD AID I2f JBVBLOrlNG 
rKasOHMEL MAHAGBR3: POINTING IJjXJiJTKr*
EVALUATION CUiPAxtxD 4ITH TOTAL SSTUHHS
Sssential Helpful Unneeeeeaiy
Experience
Ares Percentage of Total 
returns
Percentage of 
Printing 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Printing 
Industry 
neturns
Percentage 
of Total 
returns
Percentage of 
Printing 
Industry 
detune
Accounting 1.6 55.8 100.0 42.6
Advertising 1.6 ft* 27.1 • ft 71.3 ••
ftiglacerlng 2.4 — 39.5 100.0 58.1 —
Plnanee 1.6 — 59.3 100.0 39.1 —
GovenMnt Service 
(Excluding military) .8 ft* 12.9 ft ft 86.3 ••
Legal 5.* 100.0 71.6 —— 23.0 —
Maintenance 1.6 24.5 73.9 100.0
Manufacturing 1*.0 • ft 68.8 • ft 17.2 *•
Pereoanel 81.5 — 17.8 lJu.O .7 ——
Froduotlon Control 1.6 • ft 62.6 • • 35.8 »•
Public Halations 19.2 • ft 70.8 • • 10.0 **
Purchasing — • ft 16.9 «* 81.1 **
quality Control .8 ft ft 37.7 • • 61.5 • •
Heeearea ana Development 4.0 ft* 38.7 ** 57.3 ••
Retail Sales -+.0 ’5.? 100.0 60.0 —
Teaching 5.6 «« 74.2 #• 20.2 • *
Traffic .8 ftft lu.l *• 89.1 **
Wholesale Seles 1.7 “ 23.*- 100.0 74.9 ——
* Indue try none shortened from: "Printing, Publishing, and Allied Industry.1*
**Io opinion received.
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certainly it would aeem to Indicate that the experience 
obtained in Personnel and Employee Relations would be most 
useful to personnel management trainees!
Experience in any particular 
department is not essential. I do be­
lieve , however, that some supervisory 
experience is necessary. This would 
involve general experience in a personnel 
department, or staff positions in any 
other major area of corporate operations.
Work experience, on the basis of this group's
observations, would not seem to be a critical requirement
for the development of personnel management trainees.
Professional. Scientific, and Pont rolling Twa^monta. 
Photographic and Optical Poods
Two participants from the Professional, Scientific, 
and Controlling Instruments, Photographic and Optical 
Goods Industry returned questionnaires, and they seemed to 
be agreed generally that work experience was not an essen­
tial development requirement.
As can be seen in Table XXXIV, Personnel experience 
was the only area listed aB "essential" while 12 areas were 
deemed "unnecessary" on both returns. This industry fits 
into the total sample opinion quite closely and further 
points up the fact that work experience can not be counted 
a vital part of the development of personnel managers.
TABLE XXXIII
SELECTED EXPERIENCE AREAS AS AN AID IN DEVELOPING 
PERSONNEL MANAGERS: PETROLEUM INDUSTRY*
EVALUATION COMPARED «ITH TOTaL RETURNS
' t ^ ------- l . t ; l ' . M-W . , ■ I I I . m w - r ■ ■ - .... i —  Fi
Essential Helpful Unnecessary
Experience
Area Percentage of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Petrolsun 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Petroleum 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Petroleun 
Industry 
Returns
Accounting 3.6 55.8 42.9 42.6 57.1
Advertising 1.6 — 27.1 — 71.3 100.0
Baglaeering 2.4 — 59.5 33.3 58.1 66.7
Pimaace
floTsrisnt Service
1.6 59.3 50.0 39.1 50.0
(lnl«dli| ailitary) .8 — 12.9 — 86.3 100.0
Legal 5.4 -- 71.6 71.5 23.0 28.5
Maintenance 1.6 16.7 24.5 33.3 73.9 50.0
H— factoring 14.0 16.7 68.8 50.0 17.2 33.3
Pemaul 81.5 75.0 17.8 25.0 .7 —
Production Control 1.6 — 62.6 28.5 35.8 71.5
Publlo Belatlone 19.2 — 70.8 6c.7 10.0 33.3
Purehaelng — — 18.9 81.1 100.0
Quality Control .8 __ 37.7 14.3 61.5 85.7
Research and Derelopnent 4.0 — 38.7 50.0 57.3 50.0
BetaU Sales 4.8 — 35.2 33.3 60.0 66.7
TeaoMwg 5.6 —— 74.2 50.0 20.2 50.0
traffic .8 — 10.1 — 89.1 100.0
Wholesale Sales 1.7 —~“ 23.4 I d. 7 74.9 83.3
* Indus try name shortened from: "Products of retroleua and Allied Industry.'*
TABLE XXXIV
SELECTED EXPERIENCE AREAS AS AN AID IK DEVELOPING 
PERSuNNEL MANAGERS: PROFESSIONAL GOODS INDUSTRY*
EVALUATION COMPARED WITH TOTAL RETURNS
Essential Helpful Unnecessary
Experience
Area Percentage of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Prof. Goods 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Prof. Goods 
Industry 
returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Prof. Goods 
Industry 
Returns
Accounting 1.6 __ 55.8 100.0 42.6
Advertising 1.6 — 27.1 — 71.3 100.0
Engineering 2.4 — 59.5 — 58.1 100.0
Finance 1.6 — 59.5 ---- 39.1 100.0
Government Service 
(Excluding military) .8 12.9 100.0 86.3
Legal 5.4 —— 71.6 100.0 23.0 —
Maintenance 1.6 24.5 73.9 100.0
Manufacturing 14.0 — 68.8 50.0 17.2 50.0'
Personnel 81.5 50.0 17.8 50.0 .7 ----
Production Control 1.6 — 62.6 — 35.8 100.0
Public Relations 19.2 — 70.8 100.0 10.0 ----
Purchasing — — 18.9 — 81.1 100.0
quality Control .8 _ _ 37.7 _ _ 61.5 100.0
Research and Development 4.0 — 38.7 ---- 57.3 100.0
Retail Sales 4.8 — 35.2 — 60.0 100.0
Teaching 5.6 -— 74.2 _ _ 20.2 100.0
Traffic .8 — 10.1 — 89.1 100.0
Wholesale Sales 1.7 23.4 74.9 100.0
♦Industry name shortened from: "Professional, Scientific, and Controlling Instruments,
Photographic and Optical Goods."
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Rubber Goods
Table XXXV reflects the opinion of the personnel 
manager from the Rubber Goods Industry who contributed to 
the study. This manager rated experience in Legal, Manu­
facturing, Personnel, and Public Relations as "essential" 
for developing personnel management trainees.
Even though this manager seemed to place more value 
on work experience than did the total sample, no definite 
conclusions can be drawn along these lines for the Rubber 
Goods Industry as a whole because only one return was 
received from the industry.
Stone. Clay, and Glass Products
Manufacturing and Personnel experience were 
considered "essential" by the manager who returned a 
completed questionnaire from the Stone, Clay, and Glass 
Products Industry. He listed nine areas of experience as 
"helpful" and seven as "unnecessary." Table XXXVI con­
tains the results of his opinion and indicates how it 
compares with that of the total sample.
Because only one return was received from the 
Stone, Clay, and Glass Products Industry, no general con­
clusions can be made regarding the relative importance of 
work experience for the development of personnel managers 
for the entire industry. The personnel executive who did 
participate considered experience to be of considerable 
value for development purposes, however.
TABLE XXXV
SELECTED EXPfHIttCB AHSA3 AS AX AID II DEVBLOPIXG 
P M E O H L  MOAOBSt HOBBES OOODS IIBU9THY 
BVALtJATIOI COHPABXD WITH TOTAL HETOUS
looontlol HolpfUl IhnwwMqr
I t n w U n  
" •  of Total
Hoturn*
Pareoutag* of 
Rubber 
Induotry 
Hotorno
Pereaatag* 
of Total
liotumo
Percentage of 
Bubber 
Induotry 
Return*
Percentage
of Total 
uttuna
Pereaatag* of 
■attar 
Tndaatry 
Batama
IlllWlIri 1.6 55.8 m m 42.6 100.0
mtrtiiiH 1.6 — 27.1 — 71.3 100.0
Wctm*r\mi 2.4 — 39.5 .— 58.1 100.0
M a n n 1.6 — 59.3 — 39.1 100.0
tfwmmmmt Carrier
tfcoliilf inittfy) .8 12.9 86.3 100.0
Local 5.4 100.0 71.6 — 23.0 —
CotaCOMHbOO 1.6 ___ 24.5 _ _ 73.9 100.0
M t f M n b l K 14.0 100.0 68.8 — 17.2 —
h n o M l 81.5 100.0 17.8 — . .7 —
Tw Im U m  Control 1.6 — 62.6 100.0 35.8 —
M U «  Halation* 19.2 100.0 70.8 — 10.0 —
Itaiokoaiai — — 18.9 — 81.1 100.0
Quality Control .8 „ 37.7 ICQ. 0 61.5 _ _
>io»fl and Dorolopnont 4.0 — 38.7 — 57.3 100.0
Hatail Soloo 4.8 — 35.2 — - 60.0 100.0
Toaohlnc 5.6 — 74.2 100.0 20.2 —
Irofflo .8 — 10.1 — 89.1 100.0
Xholooolo Soloo 1.7 23.4 74.9 100.0
s
TABLE XXXVI
32LBCTKD EXP8HISVCB ABIA3 AS Ai« AID IB BKTXLOBIBO 
FSHSOBtfZL MABAASRSt STOO IMDOSTKT* 
ITALUATIOI CuMPABXD HUH TOTAL BBTUBV3
Saaantial Helpful tteaaeaeaary
Sxparlano*
At m Percentage of Total 
Kotarn*
Percentage of 
Stona 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentago of 
Stona 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage
of total 
Baturas
Pereaatag* af 
Stona 
Industry 
B*turns
Accounting 1.6 55.8 100.0 42.6
M m t W i i 1.6 — 27.1 — 71.3 100.0
2.4 — 39.5 100.0 58.1 — —
m a n
• e n n M t  Barrio*
1.6 59.3 100.0 39.1
(including nllltary) .8 — 12.9 86.3 100.0
I * * 5.4 — 71.6 — 23.0 100.0
Hulutauauoa 1.6 24.5 T-T- 73.9 100.0
■iTlitirti 14.0 100.0 68.8 — 17.2
Im m h h I 81.5 100.0 17.8 — .7 —
hifciHwi Control 1.6 _____ 62.6 loo.o 35.8 —
M i l « Solutions 19.2 _____ 70.8 — 10.0 100.0
ikMfeuiai — — 18.9 — 81.1 100.0
Control .8 __ 37.7 100. 0 61.5
taasaroh mU. Deralopuent 4.0 — 38.7 100.0 57.3 ——
M a l l  Sal** 4.8 — 35.2 100.0 60.0 —
Tmfcif 5.6 «— 74.2 100.0 20.2 —
truffle .8 — 10.1 — 09.1 100.0
Salas 1.7 33.4 100.0 74.9
•In<i«try Isa* Shortened front "Stone, Clay, and dlass Products Industry."
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Two returns from the Textile Hill Produots Industry 
were received, and these returns listed five experience 
areas in the "essential" category. Of these areas, only 
Personnel was given concensus opinion, however. Likewise, 
five areas were thought to be "unnecessary," and of this 
group. Advertising and Government Service received general 
agreement.
Table XXXVII shows the total opinion of the managers 
from this industry. It can be observed from this table that 
these managers placed considerable value on experience as 
an aid in developing future personnel executives.
Tobacco Manufactures
Personnel was the single experience area considered 
"essential" on the one return from the Tobacco Manufactures 
Industry. Three areas were counted "helpful" and the 
remaining fourteen areas were considered "unnecessary" for 
development purposes.
This manager, like those in the total sample, did 
not seem to believe work experience to be essential in 
preparing one for a career in personnel administration.
Table XXXVIII contains this manager's opinion and compares 
it with that of the aggregate returns.
TABLE XXXVII
SELECTED EXPERIENCE AREAo *S AH aID lit DEVELOPING 
PERSONNEL KAfiAfiEHSi TEXTILE INDUS THY* 
EVALUATION COiiPAAED 4ITH TOTAL RETURNS
Sesentlal HelpfUl Unnecessary
Experience
Area Percentage of Total 
Aetuns
Percentage of 
Textile 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
returns
Percentage of 
Textile 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Textile 
Industry 
Bsturns
Accounting : .6 55.8 100.0 42.6
Advertising 1.6 — 27.1 — 71.3 100.0
fcgl scaring 2.4 — . 59.5 50.0 58.1 50.0
finance
QovinMBt Service
1.6 59.3 100.0 39.1
(Including military) .8 - 12.9 — 86.3 100.0
Lecel 5.4 — — 71.6 50.0 23.0 50.0
Kalmtemence 1.6 24.5 50.0 73.9 50.0
Msaufmetaring 1-..0 ~ 68.8 100.0 17.2 —
Personnel 81.5 100.0 17.8 — .7 -—
Production Control 1.6 50.0 62.6 50.0 35.8 —
Publle Belatlone 19.2 50.0 70.8 50.0 10.0 —
Purchasing — — 16.9 100.0 81.1 —
Quality Control . e 50.0 37.7 50.0 61.5
Research end Development 4.0 — 38.7 100.0 57.3 —
Betell Sales 4.6 — 35.2 100.0 60.0 —
Teaching 5.6 50.0 7*+. 2 50.0 20.2 —
Traffic .8 — — . 10.1 100.0 89.1 —
Wholesale Sales 1.7 23.4 100.0 74.9
*Industry fame Shortened from: T e x t i l e  ill . rodueta Industry."
TABLE XXXTIII
SELECTED EIHRRIEKCB ARRAS AS AU Ali) IE J)EVRLOi:l»(i 
PER3Q1U2L HAh'AGERS: TOBACCCi INDUSTRY*
EVALUATION COhPAiLuJ WITH TOTAL RBTURnS
Essential Helpful OanMMuiy
Experience 1 
Area Percentage of Total 
Heturns
?" ? S S S 1 *
Industry Batumi Returns Heturns
Percentage of 
Tobacco 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Tobacco 
Industry 
Retains
Ace wit lax 1.6 55.8 42.6 100.0
Adrertiein* 1.6 — 27.1 — 71.3 100.0
ljlilTll| 2. ^ — 59.5 — 58.1 100.0
finance 1.6 — 59.3 — 39.1 100.0
t evmart Serrloe 
(fctlillll allitary) .8 a 12.9 86.3 100.0
Safi■a&ntenaaoe
5.4
1.6
71.6
24.5
100.0 23.0
73.9 100.0
■ M l M t u l a i 14.0 68.8 100.0 17.2 —
h n w i i l 81.5 100.0 17.8 — .7 — -
Frs tact ten Control 1.6 — 62.6 35.8 100.0
labile Balatlcna 19.2 70.8 100.0 10.0
Purchasing — — 18.9 — 81.1 100.0
quality Control .8 37.7 _ _ 61.5 100.0
laaaarah and Deeelopuent 4.0 38.7 — 57.3 100.0
Retail Sales 4.8 _ 35.2 — 60.0 100.0
f w U a g 5.6 — 74.2 — 20.2 100.0
Traffic .8 — 10.1 — — 89.1 100.0
Mholesalc Hales 1.7 23.4 ““ 74.9 100.0
•Industry !«• Shortened front "Tobacco Manufactures Industry."
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Trimanortation Equipment
The nine respondents who returned questionnaires 
from the Transportation Equipment Industry listed only 
three experience areas as "essential:" Personnel (77.7 
per cent) headed this list and was joined by Public Rela­
tions (22.2 per cent) and Manufacturing (11.1 per cent).
Eight areas were enumerated as "helpful" for 
developmental purposes. Chief among these were Legal 
(88.9 per cent), Manufacturing (77.8 per cent), and Public 
Relations (77.8 per cent).
Ten areas of experience were listed as "unnecessary" 
on 50 per cent or more returns. Outstanding in this 
classification were Government Service and Retail Sales (88*9 
per cent) and Traffic (87.5 per cent) followed by Advertising 
(77.8 per cent) and Wholesale Sales (77.8 per cent).
The opinions from personnel managers from this 
industry generally agreed with those of the entire sample.
The areas listed on the questionnaire, although perhaps 
useful or at least not detrimental, are by no means essen­
tial for the development of people preparing for a future 
in managerial positions in personnel administration.
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industry
Following the same pattern employed in Chapter II, 
this industry classification is subdivided into two parts:
(1) Miscellaneous Manufacturing and (2) Retail Sales.
TABLE ZZZ1X
3XLKTXD UPHtlBICI ABBAS AS AX AID IB iKVXUOPIBG 
PBSOOBL BJBASBBSs THAISPOBTATIOI OTTOTKT* 
BTALDATKM OQMVABBD OTM TOTAL SBTUBBS
Basantial Halpfol M M M M V
Bxporlanea
Aran
-____Paraantacs ofM11W W 9  *- _
B#tu*n* S t a s
Pareontaaa 
of Total 
ttaturns
Pareantaca of 
Txansportatlcn 
Industry 
Returns
Pareontana ^  M * . ^  
of Total
Hetuxns fiturna
Inasantlit 1.6 r 55.8 66.7 42.6 33.3
ilvntiaiiC 1.6 — 27.1 22.2 71.3 77.8
2.4 — 39.5 55.5 58.1 44.5
VUBBM
I n M M t  Sanrioa
1.6 59.3 55.5 39.1 44.5
(fcalnilnc ailitary) .6 — 12.9 11.1 86.3 88.9
Local 5.4 — 71.6 88.9 23.0 11.1
Milt— II 1.6 „_ 24.5 37.5 73.9 62.5
llfaatarla« 14.0 11.1 68.8 77.8 17.2 11.1
VWPMHMl 61.5 77.7 17.8 22.3 .7 __
fra ins t ton Control 1.6 — 62.6 50.0 35.8 50.0
ItUlo Balationo 19.2 22.2 70.8 77.8 10.0
PnrokaaLag — — 18.9 33.3 81.1 66.7
Quality Control .6 37.7 33.3 ol.5 66.7
lissawh w i  Oasolopnont 4.0 — 38.7 44.5 57.3 55*5
SataU Salon 4.8 — 35.2 11.1 60.0 88.9
TiasMag 5.6 — 74.2 66.7 20.2 33.3
Trmfflo .8 — 10.1 12.5 89.1 87.5
tfhaianaln Salas 1.7 23.4 22.2 74.9 77.8
'IaiMtiy Im  Shortonsi front "Transportation Bqulpnant Industry."
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Ml.c.llan.oua Manufacturing Concama. Feraonnal 
work experience dominated the list of three experience 
areae olaeeified "essential" on the eleven returns from 
the Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industry. Personnel 
experience, listed on 90.9 per cent of the returns, was 
followed by Public Relations (18.2 per cent) and Manufac­
turing (9.1 per cent).
The bulk of the work experience areas listed on 
the questionnaires were designated as "helpful" by the 
personnel managers from this industry; i.e., eleven areas 
were so classified on 90 per cent or more of the returns. 
Prominent among these areas were: Manufacturing (90.0
per cent), Production Control (90.9 per cent), and Teaching 
(90.0 per cent). Accounting, Finance, and Legal experience 
were named "helpful" on 81.8 per cent of the replies.
Only six areas were believed to be "unnecessary" 
by 90 per cent or more of the managers from Miscellaneous 
Manufacturing concerns. Traffic (88.9 per cent), Wholesale 
Sales (77.8 per cent), Groverament Service and Purchasing 
(70.0 per cent) were followed by Maintenance and Retail 
Sales (60.0 per cent).
It is interesting to note that although only one 
return named Manufacturing experience "essential," 90.9 per 
cent of the returns carried this area as "helpful." This 
is in keeping with what one might expect in view of the
130
fact that this experience area Is very closely associated 
with the industry classification. It should be further 
noted that the returns from this Industry appear to place 
more emphasis on experienoe than did most of the other 
individual industry returns.
Retail Sales. Eight personnel managers from Retail 
Sales replied to the questionnaire, and these managers 
listed but two experience areas in the "essential" category: 
Personnel (37.5 per cent) and Retail Sales (23.0 per oent).
Public Relations was unanimously named to the 
"helpful" group of experience areas and was joined by eight 
other areas felt to be "helpful" by 50 per cent or more 
of the participants. Chief among this group of experience 
areas were Accounting, Finance, Legal, Retail Sales, and 
Teaching, each named "helpful" on 75 per cent of the 
returns.
Engineering and Maintenance were considered 
"unnecessary" on all returns. They were joined in this 
classification by Government Service and Traffic (87.5 per 
cent), Advertising, Manufacturing, and Purchasing (75.0 
per cent), Quality Control and Wholesale Sales (62.5 per 
cent), and Production Control (50.0 per cent).
One might anticipate that Engineering, Quality 
Control, Maintenance, and Manufacturing would be listed 
as "unnecessary" by managers in the Retail Sales Industry
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due to the lack of oloee relationship between these areas 
and the primary activities of the Retail Sales Industry*
On the other hand, Advertising and Purchasing were labeled 
"unnecessary" although they are closely related to Retail 
Sales activities.
These managers, even though they did not place a 
premium value on work experience, did consider it to be 
useful in the development of prospective personnel 
managers.
classification
Companies represented in the Mixed Industry 
classification engage in more than one type of industrial 
activity and, as mentioned in Chapter II, comprise the 
largest single classification in the study. Forty-two 
managers from these businesses contributed opinions on the 
relative value of experience in the development of person­
nel management trainees.
Of the thirteen areas which were listed as 
"essential" on one or more replies, Personnel, listed on 
92.8 per cent of the returns, received dominant mention. 
Public Relations (26.2 per cent), Manufacturing (17.1 per 
cent), and Legal (12.0 per cent) completed the group of 
"essential" experience areas.
Eight experience areas were named "helpful" on 50 
per cent or more replies: Teaching (78.0 per cent),
TABUS XLI
I
SELECTED ZXPBBMCB AREAS A3 AH AID IK DEVELOPING 
FBSOnn MAlAMKSt RETAIL SALES UBU3TBX 
BVAUJATIQS COMPARED WITH TOTAL RBTUHIS
Bosontlol Helpful Panspssaaty
Experience
A m Poreoutage of Total 
Returns
Percentage of 
Botoll Sales 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
Returns
percentage of 
Retail Sales 
Industry 
Returns
Percentage 
of Total 
returns
Percentage of 
Retail Sales 
Industry 
Beturns
Accounting 1.6 55.8 75.0 42.6 25.0
AftvtrtlauK 1.6 -- 27.1 25.0 71.3 75.0
toigjnooring 2.<♦ -- 59.5 — 58.1 100.0
TIWMM 1.6 -- 59.3 75.0 39.1 25.0
(Innmmit Serriee 
(Excluding Military) .8 _ 12.9 12.5 86.3 87.5
Legal 5.4 —— 71.6 75.0 23.0 25.0
Mtiattuae* 1.6 „ 24.5 73.9 100.0
Naaafaettirlng 14.0 -- 68.8 25.0 17.2 75.0
PtIMMWl 81.5 57.5 17.8 62.5 .7 • •  e
froteetlon Control 1.6 — 62.6 5o.o 35.8 50.0
Publle Relations 19.2 — 70.8 100.0 10.0 —
Purchasing — — 18.9 25.0 81.1 75.0
Quality Control .8 — 37.7 37.5 61.5 62.5
Bassarch ad Derelopaent 4.0 — — 38.7 62.5 57.3 37.5
Botoll Solos 4.8 25.0 35.2 75.0 60.0 —
Teaching 5.6 — 74.2 75.0 20.2 25.0
Truffle . 6 — — 10.1 12.5 89.1 87.5
tfholeeale Solos 1.7 23.4 37.5 74.9 62.5
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Manufacturing (75.6 per cent), Finance (68.3 per cent), 
Legal (68.0 per cent), Public Relations (64.3 per cent), 
Production Control (62.5 per cent), Accounting (58.6 per 
cent), and quality Control (50.0 per cent).
One-half of the 18 areas were named "unnecessary" 
on 50 per cent or more questionnaires returned from this 
industr; class: Traffic (94.9 per cent), Purchasing (87.2
per cent), Wholesale oales (84.3 per cent), Crovemment 
dervice (82.5 per cent), Advertising (73.7 per cent), 
Maintenance and detail dales (72.5 per cent), Research and 
Development (57.5 per cent), and quality Control (50.0 per 
cent). Only Personnel was not named on any return as 
"unnecessary."
Experience did not appear to be of paramount 
importance to these managers in spite of the fact that they 
did list several areas in the "helpful" column. On the 
whole, the findings for this industry correlate rather 
closely with those of the aggregate 3ample.
SUMMARY
On the basis of the opinions contributed by the 
137 personnel managers who participated in the study, it 
can be concluded that work experience can not be deemed 
essential for the development of personnel managers. As 
might be expected there was a spectrum of opinion concern­
ing the relative value of the specific areas of experience
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1.6 2.4 55.8 58.6 42.6 39.0
Advertising i.6 — 27.1 26.3 71.3 73.7
lHliHrU^ 2.4 5.0 59.5 47.5 58.1 47.5
Manes 1.6 2  . 4 59.5 68.3 39.1 29.3
t o w m i t  Service 
(Excluding ailitary) .8 12.9 17.5 86.3 82.5
Legal 5.4 12.0 71.6 68.0 23.0 20.0
ItlBtmnet 1.6 5.0 24.5 22.5 73.9 72.5
■MBfaetarlng 14.0 17.1 68.8 75.6 17.2 7.3
ftlMMl 81.5 92.8 17.8 7.2 .7
FniictloB Control 1.6 2.5 62.6 62.5 35.8 35.0
Puklle Relations 19.2 26.2 70.8 64.3 10.0 9.5
hmfeuim — —— 18.9 12.8 81.1 87.2
vitality Control .8 37.7 50.0 61.5 50.0
1— arch and Derelopeent 4.0 5.0 38.7 37.5 57.3 57.5
Sotall Sales 4.6 5.0 35.2 22.5 60.0 72.5
Tsacking 5.6 2.4 74.2 78.0 20.2 19.6
Traffic .8 — 10.1 5.1 89.1 94.9
Wholesale Saloa 1.7 2.6 23.4 13.1 74.9 84.3
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contained in the questionnaire! but the general pattern 
was to place relatively low value on experience as a 
developmental aid.
Of the 16 experience areas listed on the question­
naires! only Personnel (81.5 per cent) was listed "essential" 
on 50 per cent or more of the total returns. Only two 
other areas, Public Relations (19.2 per cent) and Manufac­
turing (14.0 per cent), were placed in the "essential" 
category on a substantial percentage of returns. Thus, 
experience in the various aspects of the personnel function, 
together with some experience in inter-personal relations 
and work processes, is the only area of experience which 
could be labeled "necessary" to equip one for a managerial 
position in personnel administration.
Seven experience areas (Accounting, Finance, Legal, 
Manufacturing, Production Control, Public Relations, and 
Teaching) can be counted as outstanding among those felt 
by the total sample to be "helpful." These listings on the 
total returns coincide with the findings of the individual 
industry returns.
In conclusion, it must be noted that, although 
perhaps useful, work experience by no means can be con­
sidered essential for development of personnel managers.
It would seem to follow then that foxmal education 
should receive greater emphasis than work experience in
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constructing a formal development program for future 
personnel administrators. Consequently, this hypothesis 
will characterize the writer's recommendations for a 
formal personnel management development program contained 
in Chapter IV.
CHAPTER IV
PROPOSED PROGRAM POR 
THE DEVELOPMENT OP PERSONNEL MANAGERS
It is difficult to overemphasize the significance 
of effective preparation for a career in personnel admin­
istration. Today's industrial complexity demands an 
ability on the part of personnel administrators to meet 
and successfully solve problems which were non-existent at 
the time of the first major emphasis on the personnel 
function in the 1920's, Although the major raw material, 
the human element, has remained relatively constant over 
this time span, the environment in which it operates has 
witnessed unprecedented changes. Revolutions in produc­
tion processes and union-management relations— set on a 
floodtide of socio-economic legislation and the rise in 
the educational level of employees— have served to magnify 
the importance of proper development of those who must 
deal with an old problem made modern by a constantly 
changing business environment.
The present chapter is devoted to the presentation 
of a proposed development program which is aimed at giving
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the aspirant for a career in personnel management the type 
of educational and work experience background which will 
enable him to formulate plausible solutions to the per­
plexing problems which compose the present personnel 
management field. This program is not intended to be a 
panacea for all training problems; rather it is submitted 
as a device which is peculiarly associated with the general 
field of personnel administration. It i3 readily conceded, 
however, that much of the following program would be help­
ful for general management development. Certain features 
of the program lend themselves specifically to the personnel 
function and are aimed at developing latent managerial 
talents as opposed to providing technical training in 
operative phases of the function. It is necessary, there­
fore, to set forth the general and specific objectives of 
this program.
CEhEKAL PROCKAn OBJECTIVE
Any management development program should be 
designed to broaden the trainee's perspective of the general 
field to which the development program is addressed; there­
fore, it is believed that the trainee should obtain from 
the program a deep-seated understanding of the forces,
factors, and relationships which comprise the personnel 
management function.^
^These components are enumerated in Chapter I.
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It does not seem imperative that the trainee be an 
accomplished personnel technician after being exposed to 
such a program; indeed, very little emphasis is placed on 
this aspect of training since it is maintained that the 
personnel manager should not devote his energies to the 
mechanical phases of personnel work but should concentrate 
his efforts on proper planning, organizing, and controlling 
the technical components of the function and motivating 
those who perform these functions. Thus, while a compre­
hensive knowledge of these components is essential, it does 
not follow that the personnel manager should be able nor 
required to execute the technical duties of his department.
In light of the above observations, the general 
objective of tnis program is to develop in the trainee an 
ability to think logicall; through and foraulate plausible 
solutions to the problems which will confront him as a 
personnel manager. This would require the manager to have 
a knowledge of the components 01 the personnel field coupled 
with an understanding of human behavior. In this manner, 
the personnel manager would be able to apply scientific 
methodology to the motivation of human behavior attendant 
to planning, organizing, and controlling tecnnicol phases 
of personnel administration. The proposed program, tnerefore, 
is designed to provide the knowledge and experience necessary 
to achieve this goal.
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SPECIFIC PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of any given development 
program should be a function of the needs of the company 
and those of the individual trainees. The particular 
company needs coupled with trainee weaknesses should 
interact to set the specific development project objectives.
The following objectives are presented as examples 
of what specific objectives might be. Although they are 
relatively specific, they are stated in terms broad enough 
to fit almost any given program.
To Promote Better Understanding of the Personnel 
Executive * s~"7ob
The trainee must be given a thorough command of 
the nature of the tasks which he will assume as a personnel 
officer. Obviously, the composition of these tasks varies 
so greatly among companies that it would be impossible to 
set down a list of specific duties. It is possible, how­
ever, to outline the broad major components.
Regardless of the nature of a film's operations 
and the place of the personnel officer in those operations, 
it can be stated that it is unquestionably the responsi­
bility of the personnel manager to plan, organize, and 
control the efficient and economical operation of the 
personnel function and motivate those who must execute this 
function. Therefore, the trainee must be assured of a
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thorough understanding of the processes of planning, 
organizing, controlling, and motivating which, when viewed 
collectively, can he considered to constitute the "manage- 
ment process." If the trainee is given an adequate 
foundation in these functional area3, he will have a 
comprehensive knowledge of the composition and place of 
the personnel executive’s task in the firm's operations.
To Keep Trainees Abreast of Developments Affecting 
tKe Personnel I*leTd "
A portion of any comprehensive development 
program for personnel executives should be devoted to 
treatment of the latest practices and concepts affecting 
the personnel function. Through the dissemination of such 
techniques and practices, the company will be able to 
provide better for the supervision of the activities of 
the personnel department and to assure that it is utiliz­
ing as many of the modern personnel practices as feasible.
Familiarity witn the most modern practices will 
al30 aid the trainee in maintaining better relations with 
his fellow employees and likewise will help him evaluate 
better the idea3 concerning improvement of the personnel 
function. Thi3 condition will also help cement better the 
"line and staff" relationships.
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To Promote Better Cooperation
Close association with the members of a management 
development class will undoubtedly enlarge the trainee's 
appreciation for points of view which might be different 
from his own. In this manner, the trainee will learn to 
evaluate these opposing viewpoints and endeavor to reconcile 
them with his. This practice results in better human 
relations, develops poise and tact among the participants, 
and underscores the need for a higher plane of cooperation, 
not only among the program participants but among all 
members of the company.
The net effect of the accomplishment of such an 
objective as the achievement of better cooperation will 
result in more mature intra-company relations which will 
redound to the benefit of all.
To Broaden the Participant's ?ield of Interest
Even though it is recognized that executive 
development is primarily a matter of self-development for 
the individual manager, any formal executive development 
program should include within its structure some provision 
for increasing the scope of the participant's interest 
areas. Obviously, the degree to which this is possible or 
desirable is a matter of conjecture. Nonetheless, it is 
maintained that the participant in a development program
should acquire an appreciation for a variety of subjects.
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One of the prime advantages of such an appreciation 
is that it would serve at least as an indirect aid in under' 
standing man and his relationship with his environment. 
Certainly one of the prime traits of a successful personnel 
manager is the ability to understand his associates and to 
be able to communicate in language they understand about 
topics of interest to them. It thus follows that the 
broader the personnel manager's interest field, the more 
successfully he will be able to execute efficiently the 
duties of his office in the organization structure. It 
seems necessary, therefore, that preparation for a career 
in personnel management contain provisions for extending 
the candidate's interest horizons.
To Contribute to the Maintenance of a Pool of 
viuali^ ied Personnel Executives '
Perhaps the most important resource which an 
organization can possess is a store of capable managers.
If a company has an asset such as this, the acquisition
and preservation of the other resources are materially
facilitated. An organization which can not provide itself
(preferrably from an internal source) with a supply of well 
qualified managers is at a distinct disadvantage in com­
peting with firms which can provide this supply of 
managerial talent for themselves.
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A management development program, consequently, 
makes a significant contribution to the growth and health 
of an organization by helping assure a continuous flow of 
candidates for present and future personnel management 
positions. Therefore, a program aimed at providing per­
sonnel managers capable of coping with the ever-changing 
duties which constitute the contemporary personnel 
manager's job would be a highly-prized resource for any 
organization regardless of it3 nature.
The responsibility for the building and maintenance 
of the management development program is an important 
aspect of its success. The following divisions of this 
chapter are therefore devoted to a discussion of the
matter of responsibility. The responsibility question is
2
divided into it3 "line" and "staff" components.
2
For purposes of this chapter, the term "line"when 
associated with a function is defined as an activity which 
contributes directly to a firm's primary objective of 
acquiring, preserving, and distributing economic values 
to the consuming public. Thus, in an industrial firm, the 
line activities would be production, sales, and the 
acquisition aspects of finance. Any personnel engaged in 
the execution or management of such activities conse­
quently would be classified as "line" operatives or "line" 
managers, respectively.
The term "staff" when associated with a function is 
defined as an activity which makes an indirect contribution 
to the accomplishment of a firm's primary objective. Thus, 
all activities other than those mentioned above would be 
"staff" activities in an industrial firm. Any personnel 
engaged in the execution or management of these activities 
consequently would be classed as "staff" operatives or 
"staff" managers, respectively.
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DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PROGRAM 
The responsibility for a management development 
program of any type must be viewed as a collective one.
All members of the management group bear some portion of 
the total block of responsibility for the success of such 
a program. Of course, not all members of management will 
be active in fonnulating and administering the program, 
but will, nevertheless, bear the burden of implementing 
it in some fashion. To understand better the nature of 
this relationship, it is desirable to discuss the "line" 
aspects first and then turn attention to the "staff" por­
tions of the total unit of responsibility for the program.
Line Responsibility
Before discussing the specific responsibility for 
the development progrFim, it is advisable to comment 
briefly on the line responsibility aspects of the entire 
personnel function. It is impossible to delineate clearly 
the responsibility for this function since it must be 
viewed as a "shared" responsibility. It is possible to 
make 3ome tentative divisions which by no means would be 
mutually exclusive. Robert daltonstall made the following 
observation on this relationship:
Personnel Administration i3 not 
something that i3 grafted onto an organi­
zation as a separate branch of the manage­
ment function. The direct handling of 
people is, and always has been, an integral
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part of every line manager's responsibility, 
from the president down to the lowest level 
supervisor.3
Mr. Saltonstall clearly believes that the personnel function 
is inextricably woven through the job of each member of 
line management.
Without the wholehearted support from the top 
management group, tne success of any personnel program, 
including development programs, is dealt a severe blow, 
i’he top management group is ultimately responsible for all 
activities within the organization, and this responsibility 
becomes more immediate as the focal point is shifted down 
the organization structure. As this focal point comes to 
rest on any given level in the structure, then one can 
cite specific responsibilities of the managers at that 
echelon, however, no attempt will be made here to treat 
these specific responsibilities because they vary con­
siderable cimong organizations. buff ice to 3ay that at 
every level each member of the management group bears a 
definite responsibility for 'mplementation of the entire 
personnel program, and the success of this implementation 
will be in direct r>roportion to the degree of support 
given by top management.
3
Robert baltonstall, "V/ho's ./ho in Personnel 
Administration," Harvard Business Review. XXXIII, bo. 4, 
(July-August, 1955), p. 7<TI
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It is undoubtedly the function of top management 
to decide, on the basis of information and counsel of the 
personnel department, whether to install a formal develop­
ment program for trainees in the personnel department.
The choice of pro ,ram contents, likewise, would be made by 
administrative line management. However, it is believed 
that methodology for classroom components of the program 
could well be determined by the personnel department 
itself. It seems desirable for top line management, with 
the recommendations of the personnel manager, to agree on 
the pattern to be used by trainees to gain practical work 
experience. In thi3 manner, development patterns can be 
determined which will aid in disseminating the philosophy 
of top management. This philosophy, when complemented by 
the development pi'ogrum, helps round out the background 
of the trainees.
In summary, line management has the responsibility 
to decide, based on research supplied by personnel depart­
ment representatives, on the desirability of employing a 
formal development program. In like manner, it becomes 
the prime responsibility of the administrative line 
management group to lend full support to the program so 
that each successive level of line management will be 
encouraged to lend its full support in implementing the 
program. Depending on the type of work experience patterns
14-9
utilized, it can be the responsibility of line supervisors 
to instruct the trainees in line operations.
In light of the above discussion, it is submitted 
that the responsibility for the development and imple­
mentation of a development program for personnel manage­
ment trainees includes responsibilities which must be borne 
by both line and staff employees. In order to complete the 
responsibility picture, the following division of this 
chapter treats staff aspects of the total responsibility 
for the development program.
Staff Responsibility
Generally speaking, staff responsibilities consist 
of obligations to perform functions whose purpose is to 
create economy and efficiency in attaining the firm’s 
primary objective. Therefore, the staff responsibility 
referred to collectively as the "personnel function" would 
fall within this general classification of responsibility 
for an industrial firm.
The personnel department should stand ready to 
render service in the form of advice and information to 
the line management on matters pertaining to the personnel 
function. Thus, in the specific area of development 
programs for personnel management trainees, it can be
^See pp. 27-34- for a listing of the divisions of 
the personnel function.
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stated that the personnel department should be responsible 
for making proposals desired to tailor-make the develop-
5
ment program to fit the needs of the organization using it.
Another important role of the personnel department 
in executive development is the preparation of training 
plans. Once top line management has decided on course 
content, the personnel department would then have the 
obligation to develop plana covering methodology, training 
sites, and to aid in removing obstacles which might impede 
the overall co-ordination of the program. One of the main 
areas of such planning would include decisions, perhaps 
made on approval of top line management, relative to the 
instructors to be employed in the program. There are 
many benefits and disadvantages both to using company 
personnel and employing the services of professional 
instructors. This is a matter for individual companies 
to decide for themselves. Honetheless, it remains an 
area where the personnel department can render valuable 
assistance. In the event a company elects to use its own 
employees a3 instructors, then personnel specialists can 
provide help to these people concerning course objectives,
'The making of such proposals should be based on 
research done in the areas of program content, teaching 
methodology, course length in terms of time, objectives 
of various programs in use, and major obstacles encountered 
in implementing the programs, rerhaps an industry-wide 
survey would be sufficient in most instances.
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outlines of material to be used, methodology, and remain 
available to counsel with instructors if the need arises.
Finally, it should be the responsibility of the 
personnel department to conduct periodic audits on the 
program and trainees in an attempt to evaluate the results 
of the program. The success of such audits depends on two 
main determinant3 , Une of these determining factors is a 
set of criteria** approved by top line management by which 
to measure results. The other determining factor is the 
availability of objective, accurate data. The auditing 
function is clearly the most nebulous of the staff respon­
sibilities but is nevertheless one of the most vital.
The above discussion has presented a suggested 
dichotomy of the responsibility for the pro pram between 
line and staff components. As mentioned earlier, this is 
merely a suggested division which i3 by no means absolute. 
Regardless of the exact division a particular firm decides 
upon, there still remains the necessity of close coopera­
tion and co-ordination between line and staff officers in 
order to produce a successful program, by whatever standards 
success is measured.
The following sections of the chapter concern the 
contents of the writer's suggested development program
Selection of such criteria is outside the scope 
of this study.
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for personnel manage;:.ent trainees. The contents are based 
primarily on the results of questionnaires received from 
the personnel managers who participated in the study. To 
this "core" the writer nas added several recommendations 
aimed at complementing the core to form a comprehensive 
program aimed at accomplishing the program objectives set 
fort h in the beginning portions of this chapter.
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM C0ATMRT3
The educational components of the program are 
discussed under four main headings: The Management
Process, Skills and Tools of the Personnel Manager, Human 
Relations, and Aesthetics. Particular courses felt to be 
helpful by contributors to the study are categorized under 
each of these headings. The basis for this classification 
is total sample results, and no attempt is made to give 
consideration to particular industry sentiment regarding 
the desirability of these courses. It is believed that the 
general program described below can be modified easily 
where appropriate to fit the needs of any given company or 
industry.
Work experience patterns necessary to complement 
the educational aspects of the program are given separate 
treatment in a subsequent section of this chapter.
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The Management Process
It is maintained that every manager, regardless of 
his station in the organization structure, must perform 
essentially the sane duties which are referred to in this 
study as the "management process." The activities which 
compose this process are the functions of planning, organ­
izing, controlling, and motivating. Although it is 
recognised that the detailed components constituting these 
functions and the techniques required for their execution 
will vary among managerial positions, the essential 
features of the functions are universal. These activities, 
in light of their universality, should he an integral part 
of any management development program. The comments made 
below regarding these activities, then, would not be 
peculiar to personnel management education but would be
appropriate when discussing a program aimed at developing
7
any type of management trainee.
O
The Planning Function. The planning function is 
arbitrarily selected to be discussed first. Although it
7
A thorough grounding in principles of management 
(available in many textbooks on the subject) would be 
useful in understanding the entire management process.
Q
Planning is defined as the process of formulating 
a suitable course of action from a number of possible 
alternatives.
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is believed that thi3 particular function would precede 
the others in order of their execution, it is maintained 
that such a classification is useful only for discussion 
purposes. In practice, it would be unrealistic to attempt 
to separate one from the others since they are each depend­
ent on the others and, indeed, are 30 interwoven as to be 
almost inseparable.
The trainee should receive instruction in the role 
and importance of decision making which is the essence of 
sound plowing. I11 order to make a reliable decision, one 
must be able to collect and disseminate useful data. It 
i3 believed, therefore, tnat an exposition of available 
research methods to include at least a brief treatment of 
forecasting would be beneficial. This exposition should 
stress the benefits, costs, and shortcomings of the various 
statistical techni mos useful for data gathering and 
processing. principles of statistics could be given a 
r^rominent place in tnis phase of the discussion of the 
planning function.
dome attention should be t;iven to the use of
q
scientific methodology in the decision-making process.
9'According to Ralph C. Davis, the steps which 
constitute this process are: 1. Recognition of the
problem, and the general determination of the difficulties 
involved; 2. Preliminary observation and analysis, and 
the determination of the limiting factors in the situation; 
3. The development of tentative solutions (working hypo­
theses); h. The testing of the proposed solutions,
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It is through constant use of this approach to problem 
solving that management can. become more objective in its 
problem solving techniques.
Likewise, emphasis should be placed on the 
limitations of planning. Costs, the importance of accurate 
data, and the role of valid assumptions should be stressed 
in this segment.
Thus, the treatment of the planning function should 
include discussions on the role of decision making, fore­
casting, data gathering and processing techniques, statis­
tical principles, scientific methodology, and limitations 
of planning. It is believed that such a treatment will not 
only make the trainee aware of the importance of planning 
but will also equip him generally to become more proficient 
in executing this vital segment of the management process.
The Organizing inunction. The organizing function 
is concerned with building and maintaining an effective 
pattern of hierarchical relationships between authority, 
responsibility, and Physical assets required to accomplish
including: a. Determination of the tests required for
verification of the solutions, b. Collection and classifi­
cation of the required information, c. Analyses and study 
of the data; 5. The development of the correct solution; 
6. The final testing of the solution; 7. Intelligent 
compromise; and 8. The installation and activation of the 
agreed plan. Ralph C. Davis, The Fundamentals of Top 
Management (New York: harper cc Brothers, Publishers,
I9 5 1 T » pp. 60-61.
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a firm's primary objective economically and efficiently.
The study of the organizing function should include investi­
gation of organization structure tyres, authority types and 
uses, the role of the human element, principles of sound 
organizing, and the role and importance of line-staff 
relationships.
Perhaps the field of organizing is characterized 
by more generally accepted principles and concepts than 
any ether a:-rial activity. This can be explained by 
the fact that this activity is of a more exact nature than 
the others. Jtudent3, therefore, have been able to hammer 
out more principles and consequently a more universal body 
of I.nov/1 edge regard Lng the function than would have been 
tue case otherwise.
j-v thorough command of thf concepts and principles 
constituting the organizing function is requisite to an 
individual who is desirous of taking a managerial position 
in today's industrial complex. Unc must be aware of the 
composition ‘vnd role of his function in order to comprehend 
its true significance to total enter'rise activity. Above 
all, it is the responsibility of the personnel department to 
render aid and assistance to the line operations concerning 
the technical details of the personnel function. before 
one can fully appreciate the importance of cultivating 
harmonioua line-staff relationships in executing his duties,
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he must have a grasp the concepts and principles which 
interweave to comprise these relationships. A command of 
the fundamentals of organizing will be of immense help in 
achieving these "proper" relationships with other functional 
components of the enterprise. Once the trainee has mastered 
the components of the organizing function, he has acquired 
a valuable store of knowledge which will aid him in his 
future role as a manager of a personnel department.
The Controlling Function. It has been suggested 
that more of a manager’s daily activities are devoted to 
the control function than to any other. The control function 
deals with assuring that plans are accomplished within the 
prescribed time and with a "reasonable" expenditure of 
time, money, and effort. Therefore, the setting of 
accurate, applicable standards, the measuring of performance, 
and the correcting of any deviations from standard form 
the core of the managerial function of control.^ In order 
to realise the objectives of the job of personnel manager, 
the trainee must be given an intensive study of control.
The study of control should include attention to 
the components of the function,11 budgeting, limitations,
■^Harold Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell, Principles of 
Management (Second Edition; Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1959), pp. 592-595.
11Ralph C. Davis, Industrial Organization and Manage­
ment (Third Edition; Hew York; Harper oc Brothers, Publishers, 
T557), pp. 127-135.
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methods of gathering control data, and the importance of 
preventive techniques. Formal instruction in principles 
of statistics, accounting principles, cost accounting, 
financial and budgetary accounting, production management, 
and safety principles should be helpful in preparing the 
trainee to understand better the nature and importance of 
the control function and its relation to the job of the 
personnel manager.
The success of tne personnel program is both 
measured and assured through the execution of the function 
of control and, in view of this fact, it is recommended 
that personnel management trainees be given formal instruc­
tion in the composition and operation of the control function. 
Control serves as a complement to both planning and organ­
izing in assuring success in attaining enterprise objectives.
A further comnlement to this basis for enterprise 
success is the constant motivation of the people who will 
be performing the tasks necessary to accomplish the goals 
of the enterprise. The following section treats the 
components of this activity.
The motivating Function. The personnel manager 
must be vitally concerned with instilling a desire in his 
subordinates to perform their assigned duties to the best 
of their ability. This process is defined as the function 
of motivating.
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Motivation is based on the assumption that man is 
basically selfish and will perform only those tasks whose 
accomplishment is tied in with the satisfaction of his 
wants and needs. Effective motivation, therefore, is 
founded on the discovery of these wants and the design of 
devices which will aid in achieving them. The motivation 
of employees consequently must center around integrating 
the desires of the employees with those of the enterprise. 
The employees must be convinced that through achievement 
of enterprise objectives will come a "reasonable" achieve­
ment of their own goals. Thus, integration of interests
has been called by some the central problem of personnel
12administration. Motivation, then, is aimed at creating
the "proper" level of morale in the enterprise which will
1*5make for optimum productivity among employees. '
The philosophy of the management group will in 
large measure determine the approach used in employee 
motivation. Although this philosophy will definitely 
affect the environment in which the personnel management
12In this connection, see Jeorge Strauss and 
Leonard Sayles, Personnel (Englewood Cliffs, Hew Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. , Y$t>6), pp. 1-2.
13'There is a divergence of opinion on the exact 
relationship between production and morale; however, an 
investigation of this relationship, though interesting, 
is outside the scope of this study.
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trainee will eventually operate, sorae investigation of 
leadership techniques will be useful in understanding the 
nature and importance of sustaining motivation. It is 
recommended that, as a complement to the study of leader­
ship, the trainee be given instruction in psychology and 
sociology. i'heoe subject areas will p r ovide a broad base 
for u n d e r s t a n d i n g  h u m a n  b e h a v i o r  find its relation to 
society ,.nich forms such an essential part of ma n's rela­
t i o n s h i p s  with his work environment and without w h i c h  
m o t i v a t i o n  must be left to more cnance.
n study of the field of incentives must be given 
a place in the d i s c u s s i o n  of e.;i'loyoe motivetion. fhis 
is a mu c h - d e b a t e d  area, and a. d e c i s i o n  must be made by 
the individual e n t e rprise c o n c e r n i n g  m e t h o d s  and their 
U 3 e s  which would be best for its needs. Inis, tnen, is a 
flexi b l e  part of the d e v e l o p m e n t  program wiiich must be 
d e f i n e d  b y  the corap'.my e m p l o y i n g  the program.
I:otiv-ition of e m ployees is the act u a t i n g  m e c h a n i s m  
w h i c h  reg u l a t e s  the success of the m a n a g e r ' s  efforts in 
the f u n c t i o n a l  areas of planning, organising, and con­
trolling. All of these activities, constituting the 
"management p r o cess," must be yiven a prominent part in the 
c o m p o s i t i o n  of a d e v e l o p m e n t  p r o gram for personnel m a n a g e ­
ment trainees. I1 he ability to apply this body of icnowlcdge 
to problems w h i c h  confront the personnel m a n a g e r  is a
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measure of the trainee's skills as a manager. The skills 
and tools of the personnel manager are the subject of the 
following section of the development program.
Skills and T00I 3 of the Personnel Manager
Every manager must make use of certain faculties 
and knowledge in performing the duties that compose his 
job. As part of this preparation for a managerial position, 
a trainee should be grounded in the U3e of all available 
resources for the performance of the personnel executive's 
position. These resources are referred to in this study 
as "skills and tools of the personnel manager."
For the most part, the discussion of the technical 
skills and tools i3 confined to those most peculiarly 
associated with the task of the personnel manager. The 
specific f o m a l  instruction recommended in thi3 program, 
therefore, is intended to acquaint the trainee with the 
fundamentals of the technical components of a "typical" 
personnel department. It most be noted, however, that it 
is not believed necessary to require the trainee for a 
personnel management position to be proficient in the 
operative phases of the work of his department. It is 
merely necessary that he have a working knowledge of these 
phases in order to be able to plan, organize, control, 
and motivate their execution properly.
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Among the most important skills that any manager 
can possess is the ability to communicate effectively.
Indeed, if a manager can not communicate his thoughts to 
others, his knowledge and experience are largely vitiated.
In an attempt to strengthen the trainee's ability in this 
skill, it is recommended idiut the development program 
contain a review of the essentials of written communica­
tion, including both letter and report writing. These 
subjects will enable the trainee to practice general 
English composition and apply it to a business situation.
As a complement to written correspondence should come 
some experience in oral communication, and it is believed 
that a short course in public speaking v/ould be invaluable 
in this connection. In addition to the essentials of 
communication, there should be a general, yet compre­
hensive, review of the basic rules of English grammar.
With a command of the above subjects, the trainee would 
not only appreciate the importance of and obstacles to 
effective coramunication, but would also be better able 
to practice improved communication.
Every person occupying a managerial position today 
has an obligation, not only to his company but to himself 
as well, to be familiar with the operation of the economic 
system within wnich he must manage. The development 
program should include a section dealing with economic prin­
ciples which will provide the basis for this understanding.
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The trainee should be acquainted with the usual 
functions which a personnel department is expected to 
perform in an enterprise. In an attempt to accomplish 
this objective, the program should include coverage of 
arbitration procedure, collective bargaining, insurance 
principles, job analysis, job evaluation, labor law, safety 
principles, time and motion study, and wage and salary 
admini3tration. These subjects should be covered in 
"survey" fashion; i.e., only the essential elements should 
be included within the subject matter. The rationale 
behind this recommendation is simply that the trainee for 
a personnel management position need only be familiar with 
general problems, principles, and practices within these 
areas. Of course, were the program aimed at operative 
employees in a personnel department, these subjects would 
be given much more intensive treatment.
In addition, a knowledge of the principles of 
effective office management would be of great help to the 
future personnel manager. The contents of such a course 
should be aimed at managerial rather than operative phases 
of office work and much of the content of such a course 
would of necessity be applicable to all office-type 
operations.
The development program, then, should prepare the 
trainee to have a command of the technical aspects of his
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department'a activities. It is believed that the above 
subject matter will ade uately furnish the trainee with 
the needed skills and tools for this purpose.
Human Relations
14rfhe current emphasis on human relations stems 
from the Hawthorne studies of the late 1920's, but perhaps 
the stress has been most pronounced since the end of 
V/orld './ar II. '2he gist of this emphasis is simply that 
more production end employee satisfaction can be obtained 
from the per3onnel-centered approach to problems than can 
be realized fro::, a work-centered approach. Following the 
personnel-centered approach, the manager attempts to solve 
problems primarily from ^he point of view of employee 
development rather than from a "production-oriented" 
standpoint. ihe human element is given major emphasis, 
and the manager analyzes problems with a view to deter­
mining their cause(s) and instructing subordinates in their 
elimination. By contrast, the work-centered approach is 
characterised by "blame fixing" and deals in the mechani­
cal phases of problem correction and prevention. Trie 
former approach will yield more permanent results than
14Human relations is defined by Keith Davis as fol­
lows: "Human relations as an of management practice is
the integration of people into a work situation in a way that 
motivates them to work together productively, cooperatively 
and with economic, psychological, and social satisfaction." 
Keith Davis, jog). cit. , p. 4.
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will the latter.
With this in mind, it i3 submitted that a 
contemporary development program for personnel management 
trainees should ive stress to the personnel-centered or 
the "human relations" approach to problem solving. The 
aim of such an approach 3hould be to make the trainee aware 
of the intricacies of the approach, give him some insight 
into its basic concepts, and stress the values which 
accrue to him and his organization from its use. It must 
be observed that the major prerequisite for success with 
3uch an approach is the inculcation in the trainee of a 
genuine, deep-seated desire to practice human relations. 
Without such a desire the approach is superficial and cun 
be potentially disasterous. It must be recognized that it 
would be unrealistic to expect all trainees to adopt this 
approach completely. It is deemed feasible, however, to 
expect a change in attitude in favor or more reliance on 
the approach after the trainee has been indoctrinated into 
the philosophy and application of human x’elations. Thus, 
it is maintained that an exposure to human relations will 
yield some beneficial results for the trainee, although it 
is conceded that no objective measurement of theae is 
possible.
The success of a human relations program depends 
on the degree of communication effectiveness extant in the
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organization; consequently, the courses mentioned above 
concerning communication would also be useful for their 
human relations value.
A knowledge of group relations must be included in 
an examination of human relations. The personnel manager 
must not only be familiar with formal organization groups 
created by the form and nature of the formal organization 
structure, but mu3t acquaint himself with the operation of 
the many informal groups within the formal structure. It 
is through the knowledge of such informal group relations 
that voluntary cooperation and co-ordination can be realized 
without reliance on the sole use of formal authority of the 
manager. It is fundamental that people will produce more 
willingly if they see in their work some opportunity to 
satisfy their social and egoistic needs. fhU3, a knowledge 
of informal group relations is invaluable as a motivating 
device.
A kno w l e d g e  of the various leadership philosophies 
likewise is helpful in gaining a better understanding of 
human relations. The current emphasis on participative 
management is a case in point. Under this philosophy of 
leadership, tne nuuaager encourages his subordinates to 
take an active part in formulating solutions which affect 
them and their work. In this manner, it is believed that 
sounder solutions will be obtained due to the suggestions
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of all concerned with the problem as well as the increased
support of the implementation of the solutions caused by
identification of the participants with them. This leads
to better superior-subordinate relations and improved
development of subordinates due to practice in decision
making which is the essence of the personnel-centered approach
15to problem solving.
A survey of the field of professional ethics designed 
to cover the essential elements of "proper" conduct in deal­
ing with people and problems would certainly be in order for 
inclusion in the program. It is not the purpose of the 
program to "convert" trainees but merely to concentrate on
i
exposing them to generally accepted customs and mores
governing moral limits of business activities in achieving 
16objectives. It is believed that such a subject would be 
a strong reinforcement to the human relations section of 
the program.
In deference to the current emphasis on the human 
relations approach, then, it is recommended that the 
development program include coverage of that field. It i3
15This approach presupposes the existence of 
competent subordinates and a conducive environment however.
^?or a discussion of business ethics and their 
place in enterprise operations, see Ralph C. Davis,
The .Fundamentals of Top hanagement, op. cit.. pp. 116-117.
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believed that the personnel management trainee should be 
given exposure to the philosophies which will bring to bear 
on him in a position of leadership in a personnel depart­
ment; and, consequently, it is maintained that he should 
have an understanding of the concepts which comprise the 
field of human relations.
Since the contemporary personnel manager will be 
in contact with members of tne general community, he should 
be provided with a broad base for understanding the diver­
gent shades of interest held by members of the community 
at large. In order to achieve this goal it is deemed 
desirable that the program make provision for broadening 
the trainee's appreciation for aesthetics.
Aesthetics
■The broad area of study generally referred to as 
aesthetics and defined as the study of the beauty of art 
and nature is too nebulous an area for complete coverage 
in the program. As a result, the writer has arbitrarily 
selected particular areas of the general field to be 
included in the development program. It is not suggested 
that the areas selected for discussion are exhaustive nor 
that these areas are necessarily representative of the 
entire field of aesthetics. It is believed, on the other 
hand, t.mt the trainee's understanding of people and their 
motivations will be enhanced as a consequence of a study
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of the areas enumerated below.
Many criticisms have been levied at management 
concerning it3 1^. id fields of interest and study, burely 
there is some basis for these charges, and they are con­
sidered b j  the writer to be a matter that needs some 
corrective action. Familiarity with aesthetics is one 
mean.;; ;o correct this difficulty, and a development program 
would not be complete which did not incorporate an oppor­
tunity to enlarge one's an? r e c m t \  or, for the general area 
of aesthetics. -Vita a view to at least partially correct­
ing the b>3e;; for the charge of narrow thinking by 
businessmen, the development program includes a segment 
defiling with aesthetics.
ihe tr.-.inee should beco- e acquainted with the 
subjects of literature, music, painting, sculpture, drama, 
find philosophy. A e c o g m a i n g  that each of these studies 
is quite 1 initles;> in itself, it is believed that skillful 
choice of representative segments will serve the purpose 
of broadening the trainee's cultural appreciation.
The instructional methodology recommended in the 
area of aesthetics is the use of selected readings. The 
instructor for this part of the program 3hould assign 
selected readings on the subject areas mentioned above, 
and tnese readings should be discussed in a formal class­
room environment. In tnis way, the "good intentions" of
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the trainee will be urged toward fruition. Through 
discussions of this type, led by a well versed instructor, 
the trainee will no doubt find his appreciation of culture 
magnified and, as. a result, will also be taking some action 
to negate the charge of "narrow mindedness."
IIo effort is made in this study to recommend specific 
works to be read by the trainee. There are two basic 
reasons for this: 1. the danger of omitting some signi­
ficant writing, and 2. the belief that the top line 
management should have the prerogative to approve works 
to be read by their trainees. Thus, each company can 
adapt thi3 portion of the program to fit its particular 
needs and at the same time be assured not only that the 
trainees are being culturally broadened but also that the 
integrity of the positions of the top line management 
group is being preserved.
The above constituents form the basis of the 
writer's concept of a development program designed to 
provide the trainee with the educational experience needed 
to solve the problems of the personnel manager adequately.
It i3 readily conceded that the program is not a panacea 
for training and development needs— nor is it perfect within 
itself. It is believed, however, to be sufficiently broad 
to prepare the personnel management trainee generally and 
at the same time sufficiently flexible for adaptation
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under a variety of circumstances.
Jo longer can a company rely on random appearance 
and development of managerial talent. This talent must be 
painstakingly selected and carefully cultivated, for cer­
tainly it is true that a company’o most important asset is 
its ability to keep itself supplied with well qualified 
managers. The internally-developed source oeem3 to be 
preferable to reliance on wooing managers from other 
companj es.
It is the writer's view, then, tnat this develop­
ment program will be an . invaluable aid in lending econoray 
and efficiency to tne achievement of the firm's primary 
objective. In addition, it i3 maintained that tuis program 
accomplishes the objectives which were stated earlier in 
this chapter.
There is a vriety of techniques which can be 
employed in instructing trainees in any development course. 
The following divisions of the chapter give brief treatment 
to sume of the more popular of these methods, not v/ith a 
view toward making a recommendation as to their desirability, 
but rather for the purpose of ex lunation.
IhdfhUGfIO.'AL ThG.db I .tUiSo
As noted earlier, the selection of instructional 
technilues can be left to the discretion of the personnel 
depart:..-nt. The decision on whicn of the following metnods
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to employ will be a function of funds available, instruc­
tional talent available in the company, and the preference 
of the personnel department executives.
The following is a brief explanation of some of the 
more popular methods available and is in no way intended to 
give preference to any one method.
Lecture
The lecture is the "traditional" method of imparting 
information to trainees. It has obvious advantages of 
speed and format. The lecturer can plan his presentation 
accurately in terms of time allotted and can be relatively 
successful in keeping the presentation confined to the 
particular subject to be covered.
The lecture method is very well suited to the 
coverage of technical material in which the trainees are 
not well versed. It must be noted, however, that the 
success of the method depends almost entirely on the 
ability of the lecturer, he must not only be well versed 
in his subject but must also be able to present the mater­
ial in a manner which will hold interest, heedless to say, 
then, the lecture method is well suited to certain subject 
matter and well qualified lecturers. It does have one 
major drawback in that it does not allow maximum involvement 
of the trainees in the learning process.
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file lecture method, when properly handled, can 
yield highly desirable results. i’he method should be given 
consideration in the sections of the development program 
dealing with the "management process" and "sKills and tools 
of the personnel manager" due to the technical nature of 
these subject:-. Of course, it can be used in connection 
with other segments of the program also. Indeed, it seems 
improbable that an; program could ne consummated without 
some reliance on the method which oartially accounts for 
the popularity of the lecture technique.
Cases
Popularised at the uai'vard Business dchool, the 
case method lias found wide accept.-nee in management devel­
opment programs and in university classrooms. fhe case 
method is well suited for students who have gained both 
some practical work ox-n-rience find a degree of educational 
proficiency. hie case method has the major advantage of 
allowing students to tes t ucadomic 'theory" on "practical 
worm situations," tnus providin a sort of controlled 
t e s t i n ’ ; round win ch wil1 serve to strengtnon the student's 
uelief in particular concepts and principles or else net 
as a basis for tneir rejection.
m e  discussion lender in a. "case course" can take 
one of two ariproimlo;, to problem sulu ti on: 1. no can
at tempt to steer the discussion to fit a predetermined
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" a n o w e r , " or 2. ..e run '.How  the p a r t i c i p a n t s  fci A’ona
t n e i r  individual solutions and thus act as a moderator.
It is the w r i t e r ' s  b 'Jiof that the l a t t e r  a p p r o a c h  is 
s u p e r i o r  since the f o r m e r  p r e supposes the d i s c u s s i o n  
l e a d e r ' 3 answer is the best practical one and that the 
stuuents have no real c o n t r i b u t i o n s  to make in s o l ving the 
case. Phis seems a bit p r e s u m p t i o n s  and unrealistic.
It is fundamental that the success of the case 
method de ends direct!;; on the -bility and w i l l i n g n e s s  of 
the par t i c i p a n t s  to invest their time and effort in r e a c h ­
ing prausible solutions. C o n s e q u e n t l y , the m e t h o d  should 
only be used in pro.pr; ons for mo re " a a w n c e d "  students. it
is believe,, due to the c a l iber of students who w o u l d  
doubtless be selected for c personnel m a n a g e m e n t  program, 
that the case m e t h o d  would be or a p r opriate technique,
students tend to retain end be able to apply that 
k n o w l e d g e  that trey nave di s c o v e r e d  to be use f u l  in solving 
oroblems a.ssoci .ted witn t h e i r  positions b e t t e r  than is the 
case with k n o w l e d g e  that has been acquired by rote memory. 
It is the write r ' s  b e l i e f  that the case m e t h o d  provides an
excellent v e sicle for d i s c o v e r i n g  and a p p l y i n g  such 
k n o w l e d g e .
-The method, like role playing d i s c u s s e d  below, is 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  useful in the "numan relations" segment of the 
pr ogram b e cause students will nave acqui r e d  some of tue
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basic concepts necessary for successful uae of the case 
technique. This does not imply, of course, that the method 
can not be used with pood results in other segments of the 
program. The selection of the particular instructional 
method to be used is riinarily a matter of tne preference 
of the instructor coupled with the capabilities of the 
students the nature of the subject mutter to be
covered.
Hole flaying
Hole playing is merely a modification of the case 
method and involves the "acting out" of parts much as in 
a theatrical production. The participants assume the 
cuaracters of tue people involved in tne ii'obleu situation 
and simply reenact the situation.
The primary benefit of the technique is that it 
allows the trainee to build his empathy for the sometimes 
divergent views of the cnaracters in the problem. the 
success of the method, however, is dependent on the act­
ing ability of the trainees. If they are unable to assume 
character roles and project themselves into tue problem, 
the results of the method are questionable at best. There 
is also the potential reluctance by the trainees to parti­
cipate in the role playing device due to tueir re. l or 
imagined inability to act.
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It is concluded that role playing can be used 
successfully only under special conditions and, therefore, 
its selection should be carefully considered.
Conferences
Tue conference technique as used in this study 
refers to the "round table" discussion method. Here, the 
instructor acts in the main capacity of discussion leader, 
and all members of tne group have -an opportunity to con­
tribute to tiie discussion. questions and comments from 
the ^roup form the essence of tne technique.
need]ess to say, tne instructor occupies a key 
position in this tec'-ni ^ ue since it is his primary 
responsibility to keep the general aiscussion confined 
to the subject and to attempt to - revent it from degen­
erating into meaningless banter.
The method allots for maximum exchange of views 
among tae instructor and the conferees and thus makes for 
broadening of perspectives of the trainees. This perhaps 
explains the wise use of the tecjuiique in development 
programs.
delected .leadings
delected readings involves "classroom" discussion 
of the material curtained in various publications assigned 
to the students. The students are repaired to prepare an
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analysis and digest of the material, and class time is 
devoted to a discussion of this material and the student's 
appraisals of its meaning and worth, a s  noted earlier, 
the portion of the program pertaining to aesthetics is 
very well suited to this approaci.
dince selected readings merely serve as a basis 
for discussion, the method is not deemed peculiar but 
rather a modification of the conference method. The con­
ditions calliip for it3 use are also appropriate for use of 
the conference method tnen.
■Summary
In summary, it can be stated that each of the above 
instructional tecnnique3 has its advantages and disadvan­
tages and is particularly well suited to given program 
segments. There is certainly no one "best" method for all 
circumstances. As noted earlier, the decision on tech­
niques must be mt>de in light of the instructor's preference, 
student capabilities, and the nature of the subject matter. 
The purpose of this section is to comment briefly on some 
of the more popular instructional methods and is in no way 
intended to constitute an exhaustive examination of each 
technique nor to give preference to any particular method.
rVork experience is a necessary complement to the 
educational components of tne overall development program.
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because of tneir place in a comprehensive management 
development program, woivk experience patterns are dis­
cussed in the following sections of the chapter.
WOHK xlfihhlhKC^ PATTkx^o
The development program whicii did not contain
provision for giving the trainee some work experience would
be incomplete. Undoubtedly all would agree that experience
is needed; however, the question of the means of obtaining
it would probably not be unanimously agreed upon. As a
means of obtaining information regarding the desirability
of the more >opular types of experience patterns, one
portion of the gueotionnaire which provided tne bulk of the
information for Cuapters II and III was designed to gather
the opinion of orecticiri- • per .ionnel managers concerning work
experience pattern* . though there w;s a broad sample of
opinion received, t o pi1 epoxide ranee of contributors favored
one particular type— interdepartmental non-supervisory work
assi ;nment3. inc following divisions of the cnapter are
givexi over to a discussion of experience patterns, and a
note is made regarding tneir popularity wi In. tne ccntri-
17butors to the study.
17dee Unapter III for a discu -.sion of the opinion 
of the ce utrxbutors regardin _ the particular ex erience 
areas which were oelicvod most useful for the development 
of personnel management trainees.
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Experience Obtained .<i thin the Personnel Department
i'he overwaelning majority oi‘ the contributors held 
tnat a pert of the trainee':: experience should be acquired 
within the personnel department itself. ihere were 11 
respondents who believed that the entire experience fr;une- 
v/ork should be centered in the personnel department. Of 
these 11, four believed in allowing the trainee to ac uire 
experience t-.rui.-h observ .tional assignments, while seven 
mn:i r tained that non-su pervi ::ory work assignments should be 
utili zed.
In observing ''regular" employees at work, the 
tr .inee is give!; tue opportunity to see the methods used 
by these employees in performing the actual duties of the 
.■ersonnel department. the trainee is provided witn the 
o-portunity to learn tne activities of the department 
without actually performing them. Proponents of this 
pattern advocate t..at the benefits include saeed, low 
cost, and the opportunity to learn how well qualified 
employees perform the activities.
fhose who believe that the trainee should ''learn 
to do by doing" argue that merely watching someone else 
perform a toax is not enough. They maintain that the truly 
valuable experience is that which comes from actual per­
formance. Thus, this group would require tnat the trainee 
be given operative assignments to curry out under the 
guidance of either regular workers or supervisors.
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This technique can be quite time-consuming and 
expensive, and there must be a decision as to whether the 
experience obtained in this method is worth its costs.
This, of ciurse, is a matter for companies to decide for 
themselves.
One major limitation of experience which is
confined to the personnel department is that the trainee 
is left without knowledge of overall company operations.
In tne opinion of the writer, experience obtained in the 
"operating" departments provides an excellent basis for 
building effective relationships between them and the 
personnel department. inter-departmental experience will 
give the trainee a far deeper understanding of the work and 
problems of many departments and, as a consequence, will 
enable the trainee to gain the confidence and help of the 
people assigned to them in solving "personnel" problems.
It is recognised that some value can be realized 
from that experience which the trainee acquires from 
observation'1 and non-supervisory work assignments in the 
personnel department. In light of the drawbacks mentioned 
above, nov/ever, it is believed that confining the trainee's 
experience pattern to the personnel department should be 
done only witn those trainees wno have already gained some 
experience in other departments.
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Experience Obtained in Other Department3
Ten respondents to the questionnaire advocated 
that trainees should receive all their training in depart­
ments other than personnel. Eight oi‘ these managers
preferred observational assignments, while the other two
IBfavored non-supervisory woz’k assignment3.
There is one major advantage to this experience 
pattern. ,/he the r observational or non-supervi sory work 
assi/: ments are utilized, trainees will have the chance 
to x sihiliari ze tnemsolves witn the work and roles of the 
various elements of total company operations. The trainee 
v.iio h d . thorougn knowledge of the personnel department's 
activities mi ht well profit from sole reliance on this 
pattern, bub trie pattern .,ould be incomplete for those 
trainees who did not possess such info m a t  ion.
The purpose of any ex perience pattern should be to 
equip the tr inee with a basis for formulating practical 
problem solutions. in order to achieve' this goal, it seems 
imperative that the pattern be broad enough to include 
exposure to ali problem situations which are likely to be 
encountereu. It is recognized that it would be impossible 
to reach this objective completely, but a pattern which
18The comments made earlier in the preceding section 
concerning the nature, advantages, and disadvantages of 
observational and non-supervisoz’y work assignments are 
applicable to tnis sectioa also.
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allows the trainee to gather a certain amount of famili­
arity v/ith overall operations is more likely to approximate 
the goal than one which confines the trainee's experience 
either to the personnel department or to all departments 
other than personnel. Under either of these approaches, 
there would be a gap through which many beneficial problem 
solving situations (exposure to which would be a help to 
the trainee in building sound decisions) might slip.
The next chapter divisions are devoted to an 
examination of the experience patterns which require the 
trainee to rotate througn the personnel department as well 
as other functional elements of the enterprise. i'he first 
of these divisions is concerned with rotation in an obser­
vational capacity, while the second is devoted to rotation 
through a group of non-supervisory work assignments.
experience Obtained from Inter-Depart .mental 
6bservati~onal Assignments
ihe 18 managers who favored this experience pattern 
made it second only to inter-departmental non-3upervisory 
work assignments as a preferred pattern. These managers 
believed some knowledge of over til company operations was 
necessary but did not think it compulsory for the trainee 
to perform tasks in order to obtain this information.
By observing functions being performed in the 
various components of the organization structure, the trainee
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is able to learn first-hand'the nature of these departments 
without actually oerforminj duties himself, duch experience 
will arovide a broad base of understanding not only of the 
work of each department but also the sources and causes of 
personnel problems. The basic role of the personnel manager 
in an enterprise should be to act as cm advisor on the 
execution of the personnel function. a s a result of inter­
departmental experience, tuc future personnel manager can 
build more sound problem solutions and be able to convince 
all concerned of ineir value. Generally speaking, the 
personnel manager who ir s had some experience in the 
" r o o l . m  area" can for..: a batter proposal and be surer of 
its acceptance by tuove affected b^. it because of the 
respect for the m< r..u;er created by virtue of tiie fact t:r t 
he is aware cf tar. robit-r:! thr- uyn his own experience.
-hen, too, tut re i s the advaut.-p o of his beiny able to 
adopt the sales :tr-'io./y v i on v.ili be most 1 i holy to su j t 
Lae personalities • n.: needs of tuose v;ho will is'l men 
the proposal. -imployecs tend to bo more \/i Llin.-'- to accept 
proposals fro .i those whom tney respect and who..; tuey be­
lieve to oo f-aili .r witn tno problem to be solved than 
they do fro- those for whom they have 1 i -.tie or no respect 
and whom tiny f o^l ■•re not well eno sh aoyuainted with the 
i.robi era to make sound r e c o.::;.; end a. t i. oa s for its correction.
It i., believed an t an iuter-ue* rtneiitn.i work ex erience
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pattern contributes both to gaining respect and problem 
familiarity for the trainee.
This method of gaining experience thus equips the 
trainee with information which will be invaluable to him 
in his capacity as a future personnel manager. At the 
„same time, it does not require him to spend a sustained 
period in each department learning it3 operations. Though 
the determination of the length of tine w.iich should be 
spent in each department is outside the scope of this study, 
it is believed that the period would be relatively short. 
Certainly it would be shorter tnan if the trainee were 
required to perform functions in each department.
In short, the pattern seems to provide an 
accelerated method of learning company operations and the 
potential problem areas within each, thus giving the trainee 
a fairly good store of experience to aid him in his future 
role as a personnel manager.
hxperience Obtained from Inter-Pepartincntal 
hon-Supervisory f/ork AssiKnments
bixty-one respondents went on record as favoring 
non-supervisory work assignments among the various divisions 
of the enterprise for personnel management trainees. This 
figure is greater than all other preferences combined which 
points up the fact that this pattern was the overwhelming 
favorite among the managers who participated in the 3tudy.
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This popularity can be accounted for by the fact that the 
pattern contains the same advantages of inter-departmental 
observational assignments and allows the trainee perhaps 
to get a truer picture ol‘ company operations tnrough per­
forming some of the tasks of the various elements that 
comprise it.
hven though it is true that much can be learned 
from observing a competent employee perform a task, 3uch 
experience does not provide the same understending and 
command over the functions that actual performance will 
furnish, the trainee.
It is the writer's view that these work assignments 
should include as many of the divisions of the company as 
deemed practicable bv the enterprise conducting thex v • -J
developr.ient ; rogrum. Ia this manner, the trainee will be 
iven a broad-gsuged exposure to practical "oper ting!1 
situations which will enable the trainee to take his place 
as a personnel manager. It seems that a thorough knowledge 
of tne personnel function and its place in the enterprise 
c;m be acquired if work experience is provided the trainoe 
through this type of exposure to company oper"tion3.
Because of the fact that inter-de partmental non- 
supervisory work assignments combine the advantages of 
Knowledge of tot I comp m y  operations with tne advent ages 
of actual work perfor..: ncc, this experience pattern is
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recommended as the best one to complement the educational 
aspects of the development program. In following the 
orogrnra the trainee, therefore, will have received adequate 
preparation for a managerial career in personnel administration.
SUMMARY
A personnel management development program should 
be designed to accomplish certain objectives. As stated 
earlier, the general objective of the proposed program is 
to develop in the trainee an ability to think logically 
through and formulate plausible solutions to the problems 
wnich will confront him as a personnel manager.
In addition to preparing the participants to 
construct effective problem solutions, the program has 
live subsidiary objectives, first, it should help promote 
understanding of the personnel executive's job. Second, 
it should keep trainees abreast of developments affecting 
the personnel field. ihird, it should contribute to better 
cooperation among members of the enterprise. Fourth, the 
program should help broaden the participant's field of 
interest, and finally, a contribution to the maintenance 
of a pool ol qualified personnel executives should be 
realised from the program,
i'he total responsibility for the program must be 
divided into line responsibility and staff responsibility.
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i'he line responsibility consists or making the decision to 
install the program, approving the subject matter to be 
included, and lending support to the full implementation 
of the program. The staff responsibility is made up of 
rendering advice and counsel on program methodology, pre­
paring training plans, selecting ;.nd preparing physical 
facilities, and appraising the execution of the program, 
ihe auditing of the results produced by the program is 
likewise a staff responsibility.
ihe educational aspects of the progr;im are composed 
of an examination of the management process, a study of the 
skills and tools of the personnel manager, a look at human 
relations, and some attention to aesthetics.
rouular instructional techniques for use with the 
program include lecture, case study, role playing, con­
ferences, and selected readings.
as a complement to the educational hases of the 
program, the trainee might be subjected to one or more of 
a variety of experience pattern;. one experience pattern 
c 11s for the trainee to get all of nis ex. erience in tne 
personnel department itself, either in observational or 
non-suiiervioOig work assignments. I he second pattern 
provides that the tr. inee receive his experience in depart­
ments otuer ti.an the personnel department, either in 
observational or non-supervisory work assignments. ihe
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third pattern would re.uire observational assignments for 
the tr.inee in personnel as well as other departments of 
the enterprise. A fourth basic pattern requires the trainee 
to perform non-3upervisory work assignments in the personnel 
and other departments. I'he choice of patterns is definitely 
a ihase of responsibility for the top line management of 
the enterprise.
inis cu.apter presents tho writer's proposed 
development ro r _n for preparing trainees for personnel 
? ent nsl tions. aj previously noted, it is not
jnten-ou :,o be r cure-all for development roblems nor is 
it alto 'ether '. .-uli-'r to devolopiny rier.:onnel :mn;i{;ement 
trainees. However, i t i ’ believed tnv t the completion of 
the .-ropr- m would rovido an -'de prate educational and work 
experience h- ch.; round for one aspiring to r- personnel 
management i-osj lion,
Unapt or V c ait ins the writer* :• summary observations 
f t:; e study. ..no i * i jhl 1 plit s of the study are presented 
alon • with so- 'e general comments relative to developing 
.-otential personnel managers.
CHAPTER V
dUI'iWAHY AND COHChUSIGNS
irersonnel management has undergone vast changes 
during its relatively short life span. The changes have 
been evolutionary and yet somewhat revolutionary. The 
gradual evolution of the function into the distinct 
activity that it is today has been characterized by 3orae 
rather radical changes both in philosophy and practice.
The setting in v/hich the personnel function is now 
performed lias been influenced by a major change in the 
philosophy and practice regarding the develoament of people 
to perform the duties of a personnel manager. The general 
question of management development is at present still a 
moot one, and the same is true for the problem of proper 
development of personnel managers. Because of the signi­
ficance wnich a solution to this question bears on personnel 
administration, it was believed desirable to investigate 
the area further. This dissertation contains the results 
of the writer's exploration of the problem of developing 
personnel managers and his proposed solution to it.
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.SUMMARY
The personnel function has emerged into a complex 
activity in most industrial firms today. From the eras of 
slavery and serfdom through the periods of the Guild System 
and Industrial Revolution and through the influence of the 
corporate form of business, the personnel function under­
went major change. To this radical change were added the 
impact of the Scientific Management movement under Frederick 
<7. Taylor, the import of psychological techniques as applied 
to the personnel function, the consequences of paternalism, 
and, finally, the current emphasis on human relations.
These influences have combined to shape the present-day 
concept and composition of the personnel function.
Each enterprise has doubtless experienced some 
transformation in the personnel activity carried out within 
it3 confines, iit the same time, it is true that perhaps 
no two entemrises expect the same results from their per­
sonnel departments, with the result tnat personnel activities 
must be different. In spite of these variations, one can 
generally define the functions of a "typical" personnel 
department. Chapter I contains a brief description of 
these activities; namely: employment; training; promotion,
demotion, transfer, and layoff; discharge; employee compen­
sation; health and safety; and the field of employee services.
The data for the investigation of the evolutionary 
changes in the personnel function and the activities which
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make up a "typical" personnel department were obtained from 
a survey of the literature published in the field since 
1920, the year which is generally accepted as the time when 
the first true recognition was given to the personnel 
function.
i'he rise of such a complex activity as the personnel 
function magnifies the need for form 1 preparation to serve 
in a manajeri .1 c.acity in a modern personnel department.
In order to *ather info imation on the current philosophy 
and practice in the area of oreparation, tne writer con­
ducted a survey of personnel officers in leading industrial 
concerns in tne Uni ted states. Kor the purpose of gathering 
this j nfo it:::- tion, n :ues f i onnai re was mailed to toe chief 
personnel officer'- •■•x maos -/rial concerns operating in the 
United States v/nicl: e:.p loy 10,000 or more employees. i’he3e 
managers weiv ashed t g i v e  the! r opinion on the value of 
selected c • r-a vajrk • .a -a aid in furnishing candidates 
suf f i c -! ent oiu cat j cnal L; ch . round to assume . ositions as 
person. /.I nonagerr .
foe c r.tributors to the rtudy were well educated, 
havin ' s out an average of 4.7 years in college training, 
fne fields of study which were most popular with these 
managers as major arcs of concentration in college were 
Law, engineerin ,, hconcmics, isycnology, and dene m l  Business 
Administration, i... tin.t order. fne overwhelming majority
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(80.8 per cent) of decrees granted to these managers were 
in the behavioral science areas.
rfhe contributors to the study maintained that 
formal course work was beneficial for development purposes 
since English Composition, English Grammar, Personnel 
Management, irincinles of Management, Collective Bargaining, 
and »/age and dalary Administration were rated "essential" 
for develoorient purposes by 50 per cent or more of the 
resj>ondents. un the other hand, Purchasing, Income 'fax 
Accounting, Typinr, foreign Languages, Cost Accounting, 
Research Methods, Principles of Insurance, Time and Motion 
otudy, Office Management, and Production Management were 
listed as "unnecessary" by 20 per cent or more of the con­
tributors to the study. Chapter II contains a more detailed 
presentation of these findings, both from a total sample and 
individual industry points of view.
Another phase of preparation for a personnel 
management career deals with the acquisition of practical 
work experience, fne participants in the study also 
furnished opinions on the relative value of such experience 
obtained in particular activities. Althougn there was a 
wide range of sentiment on the worth of this important 
factor of development, by and large the participants did 
not place critical importance on it. Of the 18 experience 
area3 listed on the questionnaire, only Personnel work was
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listed as "essential" on 50 per cent or more of the total 
returns. There were only two other experience areas which 
were considered essential by 10 per cent or more contri­
butors. These were Public delations and Manufacturing 
experience. Sixteen of the 18 experience areas, on the 
other hand, were labeled "unnecessary" by 20 per cent or 
more respondents.
Chapter III consists of an expression of the 
sentiments of the contributors on the value of experience 
a3 preparation for the personnel management trainee. 
Following the format of Chapter II, these opinions are 
presented from the total sample viewpoint, which is com­
pared to individual industry opinion.
Based on the research presented in Chapters II 
and III, the fourth chapter contains a comprehensive 
program designed to serve as an aid in preparing trainees 
to assume future roles as personnel officers in industrial 
enterprises. The program contains both educational and 
work experience features. Inis program, because of its 
scope and because of the similarity of management posi­
tions, can be easily adapted to fit the circumstances 
surrounding many management development needs. Even though 
the general framework of the program is flexible enough to 
fit many development situations, it is ouite peculiar to
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personnel management development in certain segments.1
The educational part of the program in comprised of 
four major divisions: The Management Process, Skills and
Tools of the Personnel Manager, Human Relations, and 
Aesthetics. The completion of this phase of the total 
program would furnish the trainee with a body of knowledge 
designed to fill his educational needs.
Severnl instructional techniques are explored in 
the study and related to the educational phases of the 
program for which they seem to be best suited. Ho effort 
is made to select any one technique as the superior one 
since the selection of a given technique is considered to 
be a function of the instructor's preference, the capabi­
lities of the students, and the nature of the subject 
matter. Lecture, case study, role playing, conferences, 
and selected readings could well be chosen individually or 
in combination for use with this program.
Work experience must be provided the personnel 
management trainee if his development is to be complete.
Home opportunity must be made available by which a thorough 
comprehension of the personnel function and its place in the 
enterprise can be acquired by trainees. Without this 
practical experience, it is doubted that the future personnel
■^Particularly the division entitled "Skills and Tools 
of the Personnel Manager."
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manager could operate effectively in his company.
Discussion of four possible work experience patterns 
is found in Chapter IV. In descending order of their popu­
larity with the contributors to the study, they are: 
experience obtained from inter-departmental non-supervisory 
work assignments, experience obtained from inter-departmental 
observational assignments, experience obtained with the 
personnel department, and experience obtained in departments 
other than personnel. It is the writer's view that inter­
departmental non-supervisory work assignments provide the 
most desirable work experience for the trainee. This method 
combines the advantages of inter-departmental rotation with 
the advantages of actual work performance, thus giving the 
trainee a thorough knowledge of overall company operations.
It is believed that this program accomplishes the 
objective of refining its participants' problem-solving 
ability. In addition to attaining tiiis objective, the 
program is desi jied to accomplish five subsidiary objectives: 
to promote understanding oi the personnel executive's job, 
to keep trainees abreast of developments affecting the 
personnel field, to contribute to better cooperation among 
members of the enterprise where it is U3ed, to help broaden 
the participants' fields of interest, and, finally, to 
contr bute to a pool of qualified personnel executives.
The responsibility for the formulation and imple­
mentation of the program is divided into "line" elements and
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and "staff" elements. Included in the line responsibility 
section are making the decision to install the program, 
approving subject matter to be included, and lending full 
support to the implementation of the program. The staff 
responsibility is composed of rendering service and counsel 
on program methodology, preparing training plans, selecting 
and preparing physical facilities, and appraising the con­
duct of the program.
The development program outlined in Chapter IV is 
aimed at providing the trainee for a personnel management 
position with the educational and work experience so nec­
essary for competent execution of the duties of a personnel 
manager in a modem industrial concern. It is believed that 
completion of this program will adequately prepare a trainee, 
who possesses learing potential, for a career in a managerial 
capacity in personnel administration.
CONCLUSIONS
As an outgrowth of the conduct of this study the 
writer has formulated six conclusions which are presented 
in this section. They are discussed in the order that they 
were formulated through the course of completing the study 
and not necessarily in the order of their importance.
Historical changes have had a pronounced effect on 
the personnel function as it is known today. The causes 
of these changes have run the gamut from slavery to the
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current emphasis on human relations. As a result of this 
transition, it is concluded that the personnel function has 
undergone a maturing process which has left an indelible 
imprint on it as well as on the people involved in perform­
ing the function. It is maintained that one result of the 
process of maturing is that leaders of both labor and 
management place the personnel function in a major role in 
industrial relations today.
Because of the importance of the personnel function 
in contemporary industrial enterprises, there is a definite 
need for formal development of those persons who are 
desirous of a career in the field of personnel administra­
tion. In spite of the lack of general agreement on the 
exact composition of such a program, it is safe to assume 
that some type of program can be built around the body of 
knowledge which is currently available on the subject of 
personnel administration. The program presented in Chapter 
IV is submitted as a device for familiarizing personnel 
management trainees with this body of knowledge.
It is further concluded that this knowledge is 
universally applicable to the discharge of the personnel 
function. Begardless of industry type, through the medium 
of this program, trainees can learn this knowledge. The 
basic reason for this statement is the similarity of
m
personnel functions in various enterprises. If it is valid
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to assume that the personnel function 1b essentially the 
same regardless of the environment surrounding its per­
formance, then it follows that a body of knowledge 
concerning the function would also be universally appli­
cable. If this is granted, then instruction in this body 
of knowledge would help prepare one for a career in 
personnel management without regard for particular eompany 
eccentricities, even though it is recognized that individual 
companies might have peculiar problems calling for some 
modification in program content. Consequently, it is 
submitted that the program outlined in Chapter IV would be 
useful in developing personnel management trainees in all 
industrial enterprises.
Based on the collective opinion of the personnel 
managers who participated in the study, it is concluded 
that although both are useful, education i3 far more 
important than work experience for development purposes.
A comprehensive knowledge of the concepts and principles 
which constitute the present-day personnel administration 
field, coupled with an ability to communicate this informa­
tion to others seems to be far more important than experience 
acquired through work performance. Certainly one must have 
more than education in order to be successful in personnel 
work. One must possess the ability to apply his knowledge 
to problems plus the opportunity to demonstrate this ability
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before he can operate most effectively as a personnel 
manager. Nevertheless, the possession of a sound educa­
tional background removes one barrier to a successful 
career in personnel administration.
There is lack of general agreement on the topic of 
"liberal arts" versus a technical education for personnel 
managers. Of the 102 respondents who stated their prefer­
ence on the issue, 49 favored giving personnel management 
trainees professional or technical training, while 53 contended 
that a general academic or "liberal arts" education would be 
superior, From this sample of opinion, the writer concludes 
that a development program which is aimed at broad-scale 
application must contain some provision for molding these 
opposing beliefs into one philosophy and, as a result, the 
development program contained in this study is a synthetic 
one in that it does t,ive the participant the necessary 
technical information while at the same time, particularly 
in the human relations and aesthetics segments, it gives the 
student a type of "liberalized" education. Therefore, this 
program should not be limited in its use because of the 
"educational" philosophy of the management group of the 
company making use of it.
Finally, it is the writer’s conclusion that the 
program will serve and satisfy the development needs of 
industrial concerns which make use of it. It is believed
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that the program contains the features dictated by the 
enumeration of its objectives in Chapter IV and would, 
therefore, serve a useful role in preparing aspirants for 
a managerial career in personnel administration.
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1. Which of the following stateucT.'a best describes the primary operations of your 
company? (please circle thr Utter cr lettera corresponding to tha correct 
statement. >
A. Apparel and ether finished
product a aade from fabrics 
and similar materials
I. Chemical and allied product a
C. Electrical machinery, equip­
ment, and supplies
4
D. Fabricated metal oruduc's ( 
cept ordnance machinery ard 
transportation equlpswri)
t. Fjod and kindred product a
F, furniture and flxLuies
C. leather and leather priduli
H. Lumber and w i 'd  p-oducts E x ­
cept f u r r i t o r t )
I .  M a c h in e ry  ( i x c t - p t  e l e c t :  i c e M
J .  O rdnance  a rd  ac tt .  s«> r n  j
K. Paper and a l l  le d  p t c d u r . s  
L . P r im a r y  oeral In d u a t
2. How many pecolt art empl- yed In  th e  ovt-r-all opr rat ions .f 
your company? (Include t h . .•<- es^l-ye** engaged i n  subsidi­
ary and/cr fcrelgn ope ret ; >ns . I
3. Doe ay cur crapary um- a 'ni-lng p ro g ra m  f r . r  ptffiprcl.rt 
peraonnel managers?
A. How long have you bti-r. erp] .*■-.-d you- p t c s e m  company?
3. How long have you been 1-. v ur ftisent position?
4. Were ycu promoted f r . x *  witMn y „ u r  compa-t u  y c u i  p i c  s e n t  
position?
M. Printing, publishing, and
allied Industry
N. Products of petroleum and
allied Industry
0. Professionsi, scientific, and 
curt rolling Instruments, pho­
tographic and optical goods
P. Rubber goods
Q. Stone, clay, and glass pro­
ducts
R. Textile mill products
S. Tobacco manufacturers
T. Transportation equipment
fiset 11aneous manufacturing 
t n d u s r r y  (please describe)
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Please sake an; esatnti you desire akoat tin policy of plaaaaf protraaalon 
(promotion through a plaauof oorloo of poaltlona) aa o training technique.
Please circlo tho hlthaat grad* you ccaplated la aehool. 
High School 1 2  3 4
Collag* 1 2  3 4
Graduate School 1 2  3 4
Please place a uark In the appropriate degree colisna hy the field of study uhlch 
■oat nearly deecrlhea your aajor field. (Place c aark for each degree received.)
Course Pescrlstloa Masters
Accountlag X i X i X i
Advertising X i X i X i
Agriculture X i X i X i
Cheatat ry sad Physics X i X i X i
■cooaalcs X i X i X i
Education X i X i X i
Engineering X i X i X i
Finance and Banking X i X i X i
Foreign Languages X i X i X i
General Business X i X i x i
History X i X i X i
Industrial Arts X i X i X i
Journal 1m X i X i X i
Law X i X i X i
Marketing X i X i X i
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Course fotcrlation HslWlCTS Masters Ifc.B.
Mathematics
Personnel Management
production Han eg— nt
Political Science
Public Administration
Psychology
Real Katate and Insurance
Secretarisl Science
Statlatica
Sociology
Other (please describe)
9. Plesse indicate by e cheek whether you consider the following courses to be 
Sssentlal, Helpful, or Unnecessary for the training of prospective personnel 
directors.
Course Dsacrlstion laanntlnl ■sinful thmecessarr
Accounting, Principles
Accounting, Cost
Accounting, Xncane Tax
Accounting, Analysis of 
Pinanclal Control end 
Budgets
Arbitration Procedure
Business Letter Writing
Business Report Writing
Collective Bargaining . ^
000000000000000OCO0 0 oool
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ooo\
ooooooooooooooooooooooo
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10, Mrate indicate by a check whether you ceaelder work experience (Including tlae 
spent aa a trainee) in the following arena of activity to be essential, Helpful, 
o -  Unnecessary In performing the dutlea of a peroonnel director.
‘ f iKHrllBCI
Ac f unt tng 
Advertislng 
Era: -erring
} . n-r.e
Utntlal Halnful
"C\
Unne^ Mary
G■■«* inert Service 
(Ejcludlng nllltary)
Ham'erance 
MarufactorIng 
h". scone 1
'Cl
'Ci
P"-jduct’on Control 'C.
Public Relatione
Pur-haling 'Qi
iAj il lty Control Cl
Research and Development
Ret si 1 Sales
?e s'.h log 'C.
T* sffir.
Wholesale Sales
0 * h e r  (please dcecribe)
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il. t> .-j preftr hiring personnel aanageaent trainees:
a. Uh-> have profeaelonal personae 1 unaga— nt 
training
h. Uh.'* possess a general aeadaaiic background
Wh- ?
I? Whi'h ■! the following patterns of training experience would you consider "ideal" 
f : pe.specctve personnel aanageraT (Indicate pour choice bp placing a check in 
-.►t appropriate box.)
Ex.*.lua:ve training within the personnel departaent in \
• *'ar' vat i^ nel asalgoaents.
Exr.lcaive tralrlng within the personnel departaent In V \
■' - a u p e r v la c ’-y work asslgnent.
in observational asslgnaents in departaent a ^~\
•h‘- than the personnel departaent.
h. • t: . :n In r.onauperv 1 sorp work asslgaaants In depart* 
vir-a «ther than the personnel departaent.
h '.C.K'd lr. observational asslgiBsnts In other depart- \ \
vent a and the personnel departaent.
P •. ation In non aupe rvlsorp work asslgnaents in other 
departments and the personnel departaent.
0:*ie- (please describe)
13. Plrjse make eny eoaents pou feel are pertinent to the training of prospective 
personnel managers.
I  would Ilk* to luw t  copy of tb* Too
w]or flndlnga of thio otudy, ^
CiMpony
Mdroso
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